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ii It 
!I li II ' INTIIODUCTION AND S1JIIIWlY OF RESEARCH !I 
II, II li 
[J Vocabular)', as the basic tool for co-ication, is of first ia- I! 
,. I·' rl
11 portance in the teaching of reading Uld spelling. During the priaary 1f 
li 1i !I grades the words of the basal reading books are limited to a small per I· 
1! .I il cent of the total listening and speaking 'VOcabulary of the average i! 
I' I· 
II II· I child. However 0 the requir-nt of reading f:rom many sources at inter-
It r: II II I! mediate grade level poses a p:roblea for the child. He -st possess the 11 
II II 
II 'I li necessary skills for independent, rapid analysis and deduction of mean- !,I 
li 
il ing f:rom available clues to meet the many new words essential for com- 11
1 ,, ,., 
I, I 
'1' prehension of unfamiliar content llaterial. 11 I II 
II il 
f
1
1 The two phases, meaning and recognition, are both required in the II 
I' 1: 11
1 11 building of new 'VOCabulary. Since the child entering grade four under- :, 
!1 ll 
•I " 1, stands many 1110re words than he can read, the teaching of independence in 'I 
!1 !1 il word recognition will work to close the gap between 'VOcabulary recogni- i! 
f,l, !Ill tion and comprehension and result in a much increased reading and spell-
11 !i 
11
,
11 
ing vocabular)', as well as skills and habits essential for solving un- ii 
I' i,l familiar words. 
·I II ~ 'I 
1
'/ The need for further stndy of word analysis skills and their trans- 11 
,,I I• 
I' Iii fer values is evidenced by the conflicting opinions and stateaents con- .1 
,, lj 
I! cerning the developaent of those llkills necessarJ for success in spelling ll 
'I d 
li and reading. Interest and concern for the p:roblem are shown by the many II 
I' !I 
f[ studies which have been reported dealina with various topics related to jl 
r . 
:! these subject areas: 1. size and Choice of 'VOcabulary to be taught; 2. i! 
I' II 
·I ,, jl relation of 110rd meaning to spelling and reading; 3. relationship of 'II 
" !I + --- --=jj="'··=== 
l: II 
i! Boston University il 
!i School ~f Education ~~ 
'l _l'trarY. lt !I _ .._.. l1 
:1 li 
il !I 
!1 !: 
!l il 
,, j] 
., 
=--- II -~=,==--=-~==~-===-~==~==o--======~~===--=-=-===="~====--==r- ··=== 
•l [I 
I• •I II )I 
l
i reading and spelling; 4. relationship of intelligence to spelling and :: 
I '' i reading; 11. types and causes of spelling errors; 6. auditory discriali- !I 
1l II 
j! jl 
11 nation; 7. visual discrialination; 8. phonetic abilities; 9. pronuncia- i[ 
li tion; 10. response to word analysis through aeaning versus isolated i! 
11 tl 
,., i! I drill; ll. transfer of learning; 12. incidental learning; 13. inductive !! 
![ learning versus teaching of rules; 14. halldwriting; 111. independent ii it li 
II I! 
![ learning in pairs or teaiUI; 16. -thods of teaching. ii 
!1 !i 
II Even though a considerable aaount of infol'llation is available li ~,i :',· 
, froa research in several of the above areas, the problea of poor spell- 1, 
II '' 
ill ing and the conflicting opinions regarding the causes and cure still iJ 
1! exist. The hope for solving the problea which is of serious concern to li 
!i il ,. 
1' educators, parents and children seeas to rest on the results of research I! 
1l !l 
jj in the classrooa and the application of IIUCCessful techniques to the ![ 
I' li 
·I I' 11 teaching procedures. .1 
f! l1 
!l :i il The purpose of this study is the conatruction and evaluation of [i 
II I' 
'I .I Ji lessons which coabine independent word analysis practice with aeaningful i! 
,1 !I 
l,j ,, 
response to the new -rds analyzed. The word-study lessons are evaluat...ti, jt -"TT 
J! !l 
11 
as they affect: achiev-t in spell:l.na, reading, word recognition, I! 
·I visual aeaory of word patterns, pronunciation, rscognition of h'Oaopbones ii 
,, ,J 
!. N II and phonetic ability. fi 
II :, 
,
1
•, It would be alaost ialpossible to review in this chapter all the 11 
II i! 1! 
1: articles and reports of research by leaders in the field. Therefore, ij 
It " 
'II II 1 the following suaaary of research and related literature presented is li 
l,j l1 li an atteapt to represent the best available aaterial concerned with spellfJ 
il ii IJ ing and the related areas identified earlier in this chapter. The vari- !1 
li ii 
ill.-~~= of related topic~ ~ld indi~te that the problea i~--~~p~e:= ·~!!,-~~~-"=--=--~== , ,, 
!! I• 
Jl il 
li 
II 
II 
!I 
I! 
li jl 'I il !1 
J] I• 
I' 'I 
•I I: 3 ===!:--===-=-~=o===-===~~-~~===~=-=-==.:--=--============-:=="-~==--9F=--=-== 
1
., i! 
. I 
·i 
1
1 !i clearly defiaed solution. But better teaclliag of spelling, as shown by il 
Ill ' ! researoJa,, would doubtless reS\11 t froa :laprovaaent in a combination of fi 
' 11 
'I I' J, areas, with word analysis an :laportant tool to iadependence. r! 
I' I· d II ji Vocabulary iJ 
II !I 
jl One of the first :laportant questions confronting the liducator as 1: 
II ~i 
II !1 i! he approaches the probl- of extending vocabulary recognition and 1m- il 
.,, it 
' !i II proving spelliag ability is the number aad choice of words to be taught. 11 
lr !,I 1
11
1Then to answer this question, another IIUst be considered: Which and how 
II 
;Jmany words does the child comprehend? Differences of opinion begin here, il 
1,1 as sgre•ent does not exist among educators regarding the llUIDber and il 
I n !, specific words known by primary children. However, it is generally ac- i! 
II I! ll ,, 
licepted that children's speaking vocabularies are llllch larger than their 11 ,, ii 
'r ·: Jlreading and spelling vocabularies. Following are reports of authorities ii 
!. ., 
!land research illustrating current views. ii 
1
1
1 i! 
II In reference to the size of the speakiag vocabulary of the pr:laary ii I lt il 
irchild, Thorndike- found that third grade children understood about 5,000 !: 
'II ii 
,jwords, when the dictionary -s used as a source of sallpling. ii 
il II 
1
'1,' In agre-nt, Dolchy points out that the basal readers teach about !! 
i! ,, ~~:1,500 'IIOrds by the end of grade three. This is less than one-third of theJ! 
,, 
I, •1 
III.'IIOrds which the average child has within his meaning and thinking vocabu- ii 
'I r' :l 
1
1
i1ary. Since the basal readers teach only 300 - 500 'IIOrds during the firsti! 
11 i,l, 
ji 1,~ Ed-m L. Thorndike, "The Vocabulary of School Pupils," Contributions ~~ 
to Education, Yonkers, New York: World Book COilpany, 1924, pp. 69-76. ·1 
II !i 
1r2/ E. w. Dolch, ''The vocabulary of Basal Reading Instruction," Report of !I jr the Fifth Conference on Readil!&, University of Pittsbursh, Pittsburgh: 11 
1JI University of Pittsbursh, July 11-22, 1949, p. 75. i! 
II 
-=+··- ---~=-==---=-~-~~===-'==~-~~=:-~-·=t-
1! :, !i il 
r1 :i 
'I !t II " ' :1 
" n
'I II 
i 
- II gracje ~- somewhat more during grades two and three, 
I· 
li 
--~~~~1L-= 
the child's meaning j 
I' 
11 vocabulary, which has increased by 1.000 words during the first year of 
lj . 
J school, is growing -ch faster than his sight vocabulary, He states that 
Jl the child should be taught the essential skills for independence in word I• 
recognition by developing phonetic principles from known words as a way ~~~ 
I to close the gap between the understanding and sight vocabularies, I, V I• i Horn- concurs by stating that studies show the speaking vocabulary J! 
I I 
II at the various grade levels to be -ch larger than bas been assumed. He I 
II adds that "probably the 11111 ts have not been closely approached that 
1 
11 children can use if the occasion requires." l1 
I' II 
1j Also he would project that the dtscrepancy between size of vocabu- 1! 
,I 1! 
lllary reported by various studies might be due to differences in the sam- II 
li pling and methods of tabulation, ji 
I Researc:1supports this point of view as is reported in the study of~~~~ 
1 Kadeline Horn,- from which was derived the International Kindergarten 
~~Uni~n List. This is probably the most extensive study of the speaking I 
!!vocabulary of young children, She found about 7 ,ooo words spoken by J ~~kindergarten children, I 
',Ill Ernest Horn, "Spelling," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Revised l1 
II !I edition, New York: llacmillan Company, 1952, p. 1248. 
1
1 
1~/ lladeline Horn, ''The Nature and Extent of the Vocabularies of Kinder jl, 
I 
garten Children," Unpublished Jlaster•s thesis, Iowa City: University , 
II 
of Iowa, 1927. ij 
1: II jl 
,I ,, 
I il 
1 r t=-t= t==~==~= 
I I I 
I I I 
I ~ j 
I 
I 
!/ ~/ 
A study by Slli th , directed and reported by Seashore , recorded 
the coaprehension 'VOCabulary of children in grades one through twelve, 
based on an unabridged dictionary aa.plima. The results constituted a 
list -ch larpr thaD reported by any pr&Yious study. This 
! 
i 
survey showed i 
that children in grade three understand abOut 44 0 000 'IIIOrds, 
i 
with an aver-1 
I 
! 
age yearly growth of 5 0000 wrds. Ia justification of the study, se,asl:aort 
I 
states that educators have underestiaated the size of children • s coapre- i 
! 
! 
I 
hension 'VOCabulary and the ~unt of leal'lling which takes place outside 
of school. He expresses the belief that children's ttae has been wasted 
as they have not been helped to ac~ire language skills as rapidly as 
they are able, He continues: 
" ••• We have probably, in aany cases, drilled on 
specific wrds in reading and spelling when great-
er gains aight have been aade by first interesting 
children in the possibilities and significance of 
learning wrds and secondly, giving thea a systea-
atic aethod for analyzing and learning the meanings, 
pronunciation, and spelling of new wrds. Fourth, 
we have largely failed to realize the extent to 
which everyday experiences contribute a type of 
education in Wrd knowledge which aay easily con-
tinue throughout a person's life." 
Then in the aa.e article he proposes a plan for meeting the problem, 
"A great aany of the arguaents about the effec-
tiveness of so-called progressive education 
aethods could be resolved siaply by finding 
out how aany words in the dictionary students 
can actually pronounce, spell, define, use or 
recognize as to aeaning, without regard to the 
specific subject aatter or aethod employed 
I 
I 
i 
I, 
'I 
II 
' ! 
1lary K. Sllith, "lleasureaent of the Size and General English Vocal~ullar"Ji:, 
through El-ntary Grades and High School," Genetic Psycholov Mono-
graphs, Vol, 24, 2d half, Provincetown, llassachusetts: .Journal Press, 
1941. 
5 
'I I! I ., 
I
I !i 
I 1i 
+
I 1  
II 6 
-· -===~~=~====--======,..-=--~-=~...,.~~-========--==--=--=,....-1=== 
during formal class work •••• IIDtiYation for word I' 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I! study and training in a relatively small number li 
PI of aethods of word analysis aay enable the stu- ii 
I <' 
iJ dent to build his vocabulary as aach, or 110re, II 
l'l during out-of-school hours as he does during 11 
j the periods of foraal education," ii 
11 1/ !, 
il Although Dolch- would agree that children's coaprehension and ij 
'I !I 
1: spe{~ng vocabularies are larger than yet detemined, he has challenged i! 
i1 11 li the Seashore count as unrealistically high. ;I 
II 3.1 !i 
'I In an earlier writing, Dolch states that children.'s vocabulary 'I 
l !, 
' ' 
'I cannot be aeasured by recording speech, since 110re words are known in !I 
'I ! context than in speakiDg or writing. He adds that it is iaportant "to lr 
11 II I ., 
jJ determine what words the child knows, not just the ones he knows." Con= fl 
jl tinuing, he states that studies have yet to include all a child's ex- i\ 
·I .r I '• 1'1 perience in a vocabulary survey. And :fUrthe:rmore, it is not known how 1: I I! 
11 II II, -ch aeaning to accept as word knowledp and what percentage of the il 
' " 
,I li jl children know the word. II 
II !I 
'I Also, in discussing -.tlich words should appear in a vocabulary lis-t! 
,, ~/ :; 
/I and the grade placeaent of those words, Rahja conclddes that the lack !I 
il of consistency in theae studies is due to failure to aeasure in soae ex- jl 
1
1 
:1 1! perience areas. 11 
II !I 
:1 In an effort to determine the size of vocabulary and words used a'l'! 
i! I ~~ II :: 
II II 
Ji '!/ E. W. Dolch, "IIRplications of the Seashore Vocabulary," Eleaentary i: 
1' Enclish, 26: 407-13, Noveaber, 1949, i! 
li 3_/ E. w. Dolch, "How lAlch Word Knowledp Do Children Bring to Grade One?'~ 
,i Eleaentary En1lish Review, 13: 177-83, lfay, 1936. II 
1
1
1, ~/ .Jeannette K. Rahja, "The Written and Spoken Vocabularies of Children, ·~1 Eleaentary En1lish Review, 14: 74-77, 1932-33, liII II 
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!! the priaary level in response to specific stimuli, a team of students 
II used questions, discussion, pictures and free expression to .,tivate 291 
'I . 
" 11 priaary children. They found the total list of different 110rds used to 
!i be 2,500 with the greatest variety and larpst DUilber of running 'IIOrds 
I! 
II 
Ji activated by free response at play. 
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I A follow-up study by another team of research students to tl 
il 
II 
analyz# 
,, 
,, 
IJ which aeanings children attached to these 110rds as coabined with other · 
II 
" il 
ii ,, li lists found that the 110rds 
ji sub-classifications. 
eighty[j f1 tted into t-ty aajor categories and 
.I 
II The list of words resulting froa the two previous studies and 
li 
I! 
il 
" 
" ji 
,, 
•' 
.: ,, 
11 four other group studies of the vocabulary of children 
I! v 
I! 
froa kindergarten I' 
,j 
li through grade three has been coapiled by Jairphy.-
!! A study, designed to deteraine if children's vocabulary is in-
il 
., 
II II 
I' ii 
. :1 
!! creased by stimulated recall, found in grades two to six an 
I! 4/ 
,, 
increase of ji 
:! 
i! 1l forty-one percent. As a result of his study, Bryan- states that child-
I' 
I' 
II ren should be encouraged to use acre of the 'IIOrds they know as well as 
" II 
,, 
I' 
" I! ,. 
,, . .,..1/.,.._ __ _ 
I-
I' !I j, !: Claire T. Corooran, et al., "The Speaking Vocabulary of Kindergarten, j! 
·I I: Grade One, Grade T1IIO and Grade Three," 
I! Boston University, 1955. Unpublished llaster's Thesis, :1 
'I I; 2/ 11-
JI 
'I I• ,, j! 
1
13/ I-
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Kathryn J. Dempsey, et al., "A Coapilation, Classification and Coa-
parison of Lists of Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in 
Kindergarten, Grade 1, Grade 2 and Grade 3," Unpublished llaster's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1958. 
Helen A. lalrphy, "The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in 
Priaary Grades," Journal of Education, 140: 1-104, Deceaber, 1957. 
j1 4/ Fred E. Bryan, "How Large Are Children's Vocabularies?" Elementary 1!- School Journal, 54: 210-16, Dec-ber, 1953. 
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II '· !i bUilding on their present stock o~ words. l!larthen10re the vocabulary of 't! 
'II !: it ! reading materials should not be so strictly liaited. !i 
ii 1/ I' 
[1 Horn- states that word studies show the influence of the school ill 
,j I, 
I' curriculua to a significant degree and are not necessarily the words )i 
I I! I needed by the child in his writing activities. I! 
I ,I li One of the 110st widely used basic writing vocabulary lists is i! 
il 2/ 3/ll 
1
11 Horn•s- 10,000 words aost co_,nly found in adult correspondence. Horn- il 
1
1 II I r-ends that spelling lists contain the words which are of iaportance l,j 
I '![ I to adults and to children at their grade levels. Those words which are . 
!! frequently written by children but seldoa used in the writing of adults 11 
n I, 
Iii should be left to incidental learning or contained in a supplaentary !i 
'II, list. He states that there is auch overlapping of words children use !I 
Jl !.'!' 
I
I with those needed by adults. Those words, he feels, should be contained if 
I in a standard list froa which teachers should choose words for teaching II t !i !
1 
and the choice of words llhould not be left to the discretion of the teach~ 
IIi 11 :i I er. Since aany words wi not have peraanent value, instruction on such 1: 
I .I 
,I words is a waste of tills. ii 
II ii 
1
'1 !/ Ernest Horn, "Spelling," Encyclopedia of Educational Research, Revise~ 
I Edition, New York: llacaillan, 1952,. P• 1248 ji 
II ,J I' •' 
1
1! ~/ Ernest Horn, A Basic Writins Vocabulary, University of Iowa Monographs 11 
'I in Edacati. on, First Series, No. 4, tewa City: University of Iowa, ll I · April 1, 1926. !j 
II '1 ! ~/ Ernest Horn, ''Research in Spelling," El-tary English Review, !1 
!1
1 
21: 6-13, January, 1944. il 
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!/ llcKee states his agre-nt that it is more valuable to use word 
I, 
I lists based on 
I 
research as a guide to wcabltlary developaent than to 
teach without conti'Ol. ''Such guidance is better than teaching just any 
word that aay not be worthwhile." 
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111111ber of 11 
;I 
Durrell and SUllivan state that because of the large II 
11 words met at inteftlediate grade level, 
I 
it is important to the economy of 
I! learning that the most co_,n 'Mlrds be presented. Also, there is need 
II for direct vocabulary instruction, aid 
'I I 
in developing transfer skills, 
!I and to IDOre closely correlate reading and 
I 
spelling vocabularies. 
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In support of Horn's 10,000 word list, McKee says: 
"There is every reason to believe that it 
possesses the attributes of reliability and 
validity. So far as the writer knows there 
is no study which appi'Oaches it il'l complete-
ness." 
II il 
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1!He feels 
'I I, 
that the IDOst iaportant 3,000 of those il 10,000 'Mlrds are the ones il 
!I jl !I which 
i' 
elementary children should learn, to meet adult writing needs since :j 
II ji 
\I 
I> 
d 
'I those 'Mlrds and their repeti tiona account for 95 percent of all running 
II 
ilwords written. 
Iii This information is of significance to the elementary teacher Who 
!!will need to teach a relatively ~1 DUIIber of 'Mlrds since the 3 1 000 
ji-st important words are so frequently written that the presentation of 
I! large Dllllbers in the spelling instruction period is not necessary to keep 
il 
~fflin, 1939, p. 303. 
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Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair SUllivan, "Vocabulary Instruction inll 
the Intenaediate Grades," El-ntary English Review, 15: 138-145, Apri~, 
~~.~~"'.!-:/,--Pau,--...,1,--Jic--Kee--,-Lanpase in the Elementary School, Boston: Houghton-
1!2/ 
I I 1938. ' il 
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McKee, !!!!• cit., p. 342. 
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,, pace with writing needs. Also, .the hip percentage of repetition faci-
11 litates learning and retention. 
MCKee continues in his discussion ot spelling lists: 
"Whichever words are chosen to be taupt should 
be from a high frequency list and of sufficient 
difficulty to require classroom instruction." 
Al thoup lrcKee' s statements reco-nding the use of Horn's word 
I list were llade nearly twenty years ago, current. publications refer to 
,, 
lithe list as one of the most valuable basic lists. 
I To silggest further concerning the use of .basic vocabulary lists, 
lllcKee stresses the :llllportance of consulting more than one such, list. He 
says that one is not adequate, since the findings of research show that 
the most :llllportant words used in children's writing are not lmown. 
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Breed also reco11111ends that the construction of spelling vocabu-
lary lists for public school use should be chosen froa among the high i 
I frequency words of children's and adult writing. He would p~ace the 1! 
I 'I !!highest frequency words 'among children's writing on a m.inimal list re-
I I gardless of adult usage, to be taupt in the elementary grades and I 
allocate the hip adult frequency words, regardless of child usage, to 
be taught at upper grade level. His suggestion of a justifiable total 
I 
would be 3,500 to 4,ooo, to be incorporated in the spelling program 
~I 
jthroughout the elementary grades. 
I 
I 
II 
FUrther research studies are two by Fitzgerald, one in 1934 re-
Frederick s. Breed, ''The Words to be Taught in Spelling," Elementary 
Jn&lish Review, 4: 97-101, April, 1927. 
I' 'I 
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II !\ 
II, :: li 
• II +,i -~-= _.. ·ill 
·il il 
li, ported the words and spellinc errors found in letters written outside of !i II j[ school by 3,500 children in grades four, five, and si:x. The survey in- li 
I' 1! 
,, l! II eluded 41 states which resulted in 205,208 running words and 5,575 dif- i! 
II ferent words recorded by grades: !! I " I " 
,I Grade Four 3,327 !I 
'I! Grade Five 4,705 ii I Grade Si:x 5, 575 H I I• !i y i! 
1: A second study by Fitzgerald was concerned with the analysis of '' 
'I !l 
1
1
,
1
• 1,265 letters written by third grade children, The survey extended to i/ 
!I II 27 states to report 2,928 different words. ii 
'I !l 
I 
Probably the 110st extensive and 110st recent of the iaportant j' 
I 
' I; 
1j studies concerned with the writing vocabulary of children has been ac- :: I. II 
li y !i 
'! coaplished by Rinsland. ·He analyzed loo,ooo coapositions, letters and il, 
I I· 
I' •I exaaination papers of eleaentary students in 708 schools, over a wide [: 
'I 
•11, !.1 geocraphic area. The results are recorded by crades and are used as a 
1
':1' i! bas1c list by authors of reading and spellinc series. The study reports 11 
'' II I '
11 
over 25,000 different words. Accordinc to this survey, children in :I 
'' H lj grade one !mow over 5,000 words and those in grade three wrote about !I 
,, I' 
I 9,000 words. :! 
i 3/ jl 
I ,, , Another word list widely used by educators is Thorndike's 3o,ooo 
1
1 
' I' I ·' 1\ words based on adult readinc. This list is graded by frequency, placing il 
II i! 
'I :1· 1
11 
y J-es A. Fitqerald, ''The Vocabulary and Spelling Errors of Third 
111
, 
Grade Children's Letters," Elementary School Journal, 38: 518-527, 
11 II 
II llal'cb, 1938. ii d II II 
1
!,
1 
2f Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, !!.1! 
- New York: llaeaillan Coapany, 1945. 
I 3/ Edward L. Thorndike and Irvine Loree, A Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 !i 
IJ - WOrds, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Coluabia [
1 ~+ Uidversity, 1944. -+~=-== 
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" 
!!first 
,I 
!jleast 
!J 
the words aost often used with the list graduated so that the 
I' II 
frequently used words appear in the upper thousands 
1/ 
The Buckingbaa-Dolch- list, often used as a basis 
to 3o,ooo. 
for spelling 
·I 
'I 
!:lists, is a ~ining of eleven studies into a list of 19,000 words. 
was developed froa free association responses, adult letters iiThis list 
I! 
\land reading -terials. 
ji 
i\ Froa the opinions of educators and research, the iaportance of a 
ljbasic vocabulal')' on which to base pr~ reading and spelling instruc-
Jjtion would se- to be established. There is agreaent that children 
ll 
i;probably know aore words than has yet been determined, and the reading 
,I ,. 
1!and writing wcabularies of the average pr~ child are -ch saaller 
·I II 
!lthan his coaprehneion wcabulal')'. Disagreaaent seems to exist in the 
li jiDIDiber and 
rl 
II 
!rcabulal')' • 
identification of words known and how to aeasure the child's 
. , . 
I!R'lation of Jntellipnce to Beadiy and Spelling 
II 
I i! Val')'ing degrees of relatiollllhip between intelligence and the 
·I 
/iJ.anguage arts have been reported durin& the past forty years. One of 
!j ~ 
j;the early studies, reported by Hollingworth- generalizes: 
ij 
'I 
II 
'i !I I. ,, 
"Upon the whole, all studies -pbasize the fact 
that discriaination of sound and association of 
visual fora with the sound of the word are -in 
el-ts of spelling." 
1/ 
1[1 B. Jt. Buckinghaa and E. w. Dolch, A Collbined Word List, New York: 
11 Ginn and Company, 1936. 
~I Leta s. Hollingworth, "PS)'chology of Special Disability in Spelling," 
11 Contributions to Education, No. 88, New York: Teachers College, 
il Collmbia University, 1918, p. 2. 
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This study reported the correlation of intelligence and spelling 
ability to be low when children's acbiev-nt level in spelling was low. 
She found the spelling ability of ~ children with higb intelligence 
l,j' to rate far below so- with poor intelligence. 
!I 
11 In his study of visual perception, Gates also found low corre-
1/lations between intelligence and reading and spelling: intelligence and 
11 silent reading, .41; intelligence and spelling, .31. He states that 
II perception is specialized. 
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"Each person perceives so- things better than 
others •••• A person who perceives poorly (or well) 
non-verbal iteas will not necessarily perceive 
words poorly (or well) in reading; nor will the 
person who perceiYes poorly (or well) in reading 
surely perceive siailarly other data. Perception, 
as it functions with words as data, then, is 
rather a special kind of perception and in the 
aajority of cases it cannot be predicted at all 
accurately froa knowledge of other types of 
perception." 
He concludes that the word "perception" is more closely associated with 
achievement in spelling and reading than is intelligence. 
~I 
Bussell investigated the characteristics of 69 pairs of good and 
poor spellers in grades three, four, and five, to report the correlation 
bet'li98n the mental age and spelling to be .39 for the good spellers and II 
ji 
This was noticeably lower than the correla-II .27 for the poor spellers. 
1• tion of .55 which was found to eXist between spelling and visual per-,1 
I! 
1
,, "'!""'/:--:Artb--:7"""u-r-:::I-.'"'7Gates, "Study of the Role of Visual Perception, Intelli-
gence and Certain Associative Processes in :Reading and Spelling," 
il Journal of Educational Psycholop, 17: 433-45 1 October, 1926, p.436 
II 
PI 2/ David H. Bussell, ''Characteristics of Good and Pl:lor Spellers," 
) - Contributions to Education, No. 7271 New York: Teachers College, 
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ception. Visual and auditory acuity s-ed not to be related to spell- !i 
II !I H ing ability. 
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Bussell concludes on the basis of this study that spelling is 
110re closely related to achieveaent than intelligence, as the greatest 
difference between his normal and retarded spellers were the academic 
II I! 
li 
H 
II 
" II factors: written and oral spelling, reading, handwriting, pronunciation, 11 
speech rhythm, freedom from speech errors and the basic ability of 
associating letter names and sounds. Be states that "good spelling is 
usually associated with abilities in a Dllllber of related language ac-
il 
il 
li 
ll 
i! 
li li II 
II tivities," II 
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I' ~r Another study presenting evidence that success in reading and ,, 
•j spelling depends 110re on perceptual abilities I~ !I than aental age is by \1 ,, 
She adainistered four original phonics tests to 318 children 11 
il 
1i T-plin, 
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I' 
at the end of grade four to determine aarunt of phonic knowledge and its:: )i 
,, 
Following are the corre- il relation to reading, spelling and aental age. 
p 
lations of her tests with mental age: phonic recall and mental age, .24; \\ 
II 
recognition of phonics in words and mental age, .43; discrimination of II II 
" I' 
sounds and mental age, ,29, I' However, her study reports a substantially ;I 
higher overall correlation between readillg and mental age of ,62, with ii 
il 
less between mental age and spelling, .54. 
~I 
Harrington and Darrell report a study 
;I ,, 
!I 
comparing the effect of II 
II !I II 
Ill --,.-----1/ IU.ldred c. Teaplin, "Phonic KDowledge and Its Relation to the Spell-
11 1ng and Beading Achiev-nt of Fourth Grade PapUa," Journal of Eda-
!I 
II 
I! 
·1 catioJial Jlesearch, 47: 441-54, February, 1954. li II 
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~I Sister llary James Harrington, Donald D. Darrell, ''Mental Maturity . !I 
Versus Perception Abilities ill Primary Beading," Journal of Education~ I 
al Psycholop, 46: 375-380, October, 1955, P• 378 11 
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jl aental age and perceptual 
II 
1 
abilities on the reading ability of 500 second q 
ii 
" I' grade children in Boston. I' II 
II II 
AUditory and visual perception and phonics " 
" li 
ability were found to have a significantly high correlation with 
ij achiev-nt. The authors state: :, 
I' 
,: 
II 
II 
I! 
II 
'I I, 
,, 
"'lental age, however, had little influence on 
success in reading achiev-nt. The high group 
had a -an -ntal age of eight years and nine 
-nths as coapared to seven years three -nths 
for the low group; the two groups were equal 
in the other perceptual abilities; the difference 
of a year and a half in -ntal age produced only 
a difference of three words in reading vocabulary." 
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This study reports zero-order correlations with reading: aental I' 
:I I' 
II 
age, .23; visual discriaination, .64; phonics, .56; and auditory " discrim~ 
" d
" I' I
I ination, • 54. 
I! The repetition of this study with 1,000 second graders in Arkan- ·! '• 
II '1 'I I, 
!I 
I! 
sas, Kansas, and Oklahoaa produced siaUar results. In conclusion the it 
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authors reported that aental age as -aaured by the otis Quick Scoring 
•ental Abilities test does not sicnificantly influence success in read-
ing. They state: 
"It is clear froa the nature of the pairing that 
many children Who are high in aental ability score 
no higher than those of low aantal ability in the 
background factors that aaka for success in read-
ing." 
1/ 
However, Archer- states in his consideration of transfer in 
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spelling that in grades five to seven, "p~bably intelligence is 
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second- !I j; 
i! 
ary to perceptual ability as a condition of transfer I· in spelling. but ri 
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'I I, 
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neither operates to the exclusion of the other." 
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1! !/ Clifford P. Archer, "Readinesa for Spelling," Education, 76: 
, January, 1956. 
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At the secondary level Bond reports: 
''The correlation between vocabulary and spell-
ing ,608 is higher than that between spelling 
and coaprelaeasion ,480 and the correlation 
bet-n spelling and intelligence ,462, Both 
sCholastic achieveaent in spelling and know-
ledge of reading vocabulary are phases of 
word knowledge, Consequently, a high re-
lationship bet-n the two aipt be expected, 
One eleaent in this high relationship -y 
well be that habits of inspection of words 
tend to develop ability in spelling on the 
one hand and develop recognition of word 
aeanings on the other." 
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In a study of the relationship between 
y 
!\ 
intelligence and word aeanf: 
p jl ing, Traxler found the correlation of word aeaning scores and total 
scores on the Stanford Acbievaent test at each grade level in grades 
,, 
:\ II ,, 
i! 
:I 
four through eipt to range froa • 78 to ,877 with a aedtan of ,827, Be ,. 
!\ 
'I !I [i 
However, the results of the IIUhlaan- 11 
states that this correlation is as high as expected of two vocabulary 
tests or two achieveaent tests, 
II 
il found to correlate higher, ,484 to • 751, it 
if 
li 
II 
Anderson intelligence test were 
with the total score on the Stanford .Ai:hieveaent test than word aeaning 
and intelligence range, ,35l.to ,676, These were both lower than the !I 
correlation of word aeaning and total achieveaent scores, Be concludes: /i 
"It appears that the word aeaning part of the 
Stanford Acbieveaent test is considerably 
better as a predictor of total achieveaent on 
this test than is an intelligence test such 
as the IIUhlaan-Anderson." 
II 
!i 
ij 
I, 
II 
II 
!/ Elden A. Bond,"Tenth-Grade Abilities and Achieveaents," Contributiot!k 
to Education, No. 813, New York: Teachers College, Coluabia Universi-jJI 
ty. 1940, p. 38. \ 
!I ~I Artber E. Traxler, "The Relationship between Vocabulary and General 11 
Acbieveaent in the Eleaentary Scbool,v Eleaentary Scholastic J0urna1Ji 
I' 45: 331-3, February, 1945• p. :532 If 
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1
1 ij ll He adds that the iaplications aight be that "• •• if one wishes to [I 
1: ''1 il obtain a rapid, fairly valid prediction of general acbievaent in the :, 
II It : li !i elemental'}' grades, a 'IIOrd-aeaning test appears to be preferable to an ii 
Jl 1! I! intelligence test." , 
II II I In a study of 315 third grade children, to determine the inter- ![ 
II !ill 
'I .~ I relations of phonic knowledge, reading, spelling and aental age, lllldisil~ !I It 
!I ii I! found, after adainistering the Otis Intelligence, Stanford Achiev-nt r1 jt ii 
1! i! 
,, and the Durrell-SUllivan Reading Achievaent tests, the following cor- 1, II II 
I' relations: reading and spelling • 72; reading and phonics • 71; spelling if 
•I " 
111· r .. ,i
1 
and phonics .69. All these were higher than either correlated with the 
,. ' 
11 11 !I :! 
'I aental age: aental age and reading .52; aental age and spelling .29; !I 
I: ,, jl aental age and phonics .42. :! 
Jl i! 
11 Lack of agr-ent as to the influence of intelligence on reading it 
1! il 
,• ' I' ,, 
li and spelling is indicated by the following studies which report signifi- il ! 2/ If 
H cantly high correlations. 111lls- found intelligence to be the most sig- !I 
11 . 'I 
.I I· !i nificant factor for saccess in learning new vocabulary by four different:! 
I' II 1 il 11 aethods: visual, auditory, kinesthetic or a coabination of the three it 
'11 i! 
' i' fi methods. He divided 58 children in crades t1110 to four into three groupsJI 
:1 ~/ li il on the basis of resalts of the lf. I. s. c. The group with the highest ~~ 
II I' 
I! !/ Jlabel Rudisill, "Interrelations of IUnctional Phonic Knowledge, Read~ 
!i ing, Spelling and llental Age," El-t!l!)' Scholastic Journal, 57: il 
11 264-7, February, 1957. ., ll ;i 
11 ~/ Robert B. 111lls, "An Evaluation of Techniques for Teaching WOrd ri 
I, Recognition," El-tarx Scholaatic Journal • 56: 221-25 • January, !! 
11 1956. II 
It 'i II !I 
1i1 ~/ lfechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale for Children, New York Psycholo~ 
11 gical Corporation. ij 
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! intelligence scores learned the 110st readily regardless of method employ- jj 
I il 11 ed, Also, he concluded that the higher the intelligence rating the 110re il 
'I readily new words were learned. However, the limited saapling aight I[ 
ii 
J cause questioning as to the reliability of these conclusions. !f 
y ~ 
Acoab's study of 380 pupils in grades three, four, five and six !I 
to determine the relationship of various factors to reading and spelling, il 
'I 
reported in agr-ent with 110st studies that visual and auditory factors ~~ 
!I 
,I are significantly related to reading and spelling, But he also found Ji 
I' that "aental age is an extre&lely significant factor in determining (read- II 
I :! I ing ,84 and spelling .80) ability as -red by grade achieveaent." J! u :! 
- ,, 
lj1 lfack's study of the relation of word analysis to reading and li 
I spelling at grade five level reports a significant positive relationship il 
I 1i I to mental age at the five percent level of confidence, il 
I 11 
,, In a stud~/ of the effect of intellipnce on transfer abilities in ll 
1 spelling, Carroll- tested ll4 bright, aean I. Q. 124,9, and ll6 dull, 11 I !I 
il 
1jaean I. Q. 92 in grades four and five. He found the bright better able ii 
,, 1: 
':to pneralize in the use of phonic ability. They made 69.2 percent of ii 
I 11 
I !1 
Ill!/ Allen Acoab, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading and i! Spelling," unpublished Jlaster's Thesis, Boston University, 1936, p, 8~~ 
li Y Esther Jfack, "An Investip.tion of the Iaportance of Various Word 1:\ 
II' Analyais Abilities in Reading and Spelling Achievement," unpublished ~~ 
l !i I 
Doctorate Dissertation, Boston university, 1953. ·· 
~~3/ Herbert A. Carroll, "Generalization of Bright and Dull Children," f! ~- Contributions to Education, No. 439, New York: Teachers College, !i 
I' Coluabia university, 1930, li 
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il 
I! 
their errors in phonetic translations, 
'I 
with 42.6 percent of the errors !! 
1: 
Ji of the dull 
II 
1J letters was 
'I 
phonetic. A high degree of ability to translate sounds into I! 
I· 
found a110ng the bright wile the errors of the dull had litt~e 
I! 
li relation to phonic ability. 'I A coaplete lack of transfer skill was more li II 
'I l1 
'• II 
'I 
often found among the dull. 
Relationship of Reading and Spelling 
Iii CUrrent trends in the teaching of language arts place emphasis il !I il coordination of the areas. Johnson states to this effect: 
•I 
ii 
II II 
/i 
,I 
!l 
·I 
I• 
lr 
' 'Listening and speakiq are inseparable parts of 
the oral language •••• Research workers have found 
a high degree of relationship between the several 
language arts areas. These interrelated language 
abilities give us a multiple approach to language 
developaent and tend to reinforce each other. For 
example, all language arts areas are related through 
vocabulary." 
·I 1
1 
She points out again the value of a unified program in language arts: 
1! 
I• II 
I' !i ,, 
II 
I! 
II ,, 
II 
'I 
II I, 
ii 
"To co-icate in writing involves spelling, 
skill in handwriting and a asaningful vocabu-
larJ'." 
During introductory 
'Y 
co-ents on the teaching of spelling, Horn 
and otto state that there is a significant relationship between read-
ing and spelling since word recognition and asaning are fundaaental to 
II 
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!! both. 
li 
Then spelling should be integrated with the other language arts, "  !I 
II 
1: 
il 
!I I, 
since each phase of the prograa will serve to strengthen the others. 
These authors believe the child will learn with greater efficiency if 
" ii 
ii 
ll 
•i II 
!i 
ii It 
1: 
I' II 
!/ EleBDOr •· Johnson, ''Two Key Factors in Spelling SUccess," 
76: 71-74, January, 195e_ P• 271. 
I, 
Education~! 
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II 
II 
ii 
~I Thoaas D. Horn, Heney J. otto, Spelling Instruction - A CUrriculum 
Wide Approach, Austin: University of Texas, 1954, p. s. 
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I' I reading, vocabulary development, listening, speaking, writing, and spell- 1 
ing activities are taught through tbe Billie content with a basic spelling I 
rl vocabulary as a source of security. II 
Jl The illlportance of the integrated language arts program is further !I 
,, !I I' 1 stressed by Horn. I 
1
1 
"Spelling and reading abilities are closely 1
1
1 
related. Correlations reported between spell- I 
I reported between intelligence and reading. Few 
1
1 
ing and reading are nearly as high as those II 
I
ll persons vdlo are excellent readers are poor 1J 
spellers and few, if any, poor readers are good lli
1 
II 
spellers. However, so- students in tbe middle II 
ranges of ability in reading are excellent at 
spelling, while others spell very poorly." Ji 
II He continues to cite the contributions of reading to spelling by ~,·~ 
11 pointing out that iaprov-nt of pronunciation through oral reading aids I 
I spelling. Also, pre-tests show that children learn to spell many 'IUOrds '1, 
jjoutside the spelling period, which indicates the advisability of develop-
1 
!ling spelling in other language arts areas. IJ' 
11 ~~ I 
!J Hildreth also attributes tbe close relationship of reading and !J 
., I 
'j spelling to vocalization in oral reading which contributes more than i 
·I lsilent reading because closer attention is given to sounds in 'IUOrds. She 11 
'I I 
!!states that spelling is aided as ..ord meaning and imagery are developed Jl 
j1throup reading, since psychological studies support the theory that it I 
II 
lltakes less time and energy to learn 'IUOrds which have meaning. ~~ 
~~/ Ernest Horn, ''Experiences 'Which Dwelop Spelli~ Ability," National II 
~~ Education Association, 43: 210-11 1 April, 1954, p. 210. ' 
,
1
2/ Gertl'Ude Hildreth, Teaching Spelling, New York: Henry Holt Co., 
1955, P• 25. 
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Dolch- believes that the close observation necessary to distin-
guish between 110rdS in reading develops ability to see details, a skill 
necessary for spelling; He adds: 
"'l'hl'Oilp ear-training, children learn that sounds 
are usually spelled in definite ways, and they 
usually learn this kind of word analysis in the 
learning of reading." 
!t II 
:: I, l: 
:, 
!I 
" I' II 
:1 
'I 
il 
il 
il ,, 
,, 
Another way in which reading helps spelling is by adding aeaning :1 
:1 
II to 110rds, as seeing 110rds in reading aakes an iapression since they 
appear in a new situation. 
~I 
,, 
,, 
'• ., 
Dolch fUrther eaphasizes 
!i il 
'i ,, 
the contribution of reading to spelling~ 
i! 
ii "• •• Without any effort of the teacher wh!lt-
ever, reading probably teaches llan)' children 
a great deal of spelliq. ,That is, seeing 
110rds 11an;y tiaes in readins apparently 
causes aan;y children to get a • picture • or 
visual iaage of the 110rd that they can use 
when they need the 110rd in their writing." 
~I 
Gates !1-grees that "spelling aust be~ a part of 
,, 
I• 
•' :I 
!I 
I! 
" 
" :1 
II 
II II the school's " 
H 
li prograa of 110rd aeaning develoraent." However, he recoaaends carefUl !i 
guidance to prevent confUsion and insure the teaching of specific 
"The interrelationships of the language arts 
are very complex. Spelling, reading, speaking 
and hearing depend on the child's phonetic 
skills, so lack of phonics -:r be a problelll 
in these areas. Spelling is affected by 110rd 
il skills~ 
!, 
p 
:j !: 
'I !I 
il 
·II i ,. 
I' i! y Edward w. Dolch, Better Spelling, Chaapa1gn, Illinois: 
1942, p. 99. 
,. 
Garrard Press~ 
n 
., 
li ~I .!lli· , p. 109. !i 
~I Arthur I. Gates, "Developing the Basic Spelling Techniques in the lj 
Language Arts Prograa," Education, 76: 275-279, .January, 1956, P• 27~~o 
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!I analysis in readiq and readiq aay be i! jl influenced by techllii(Ues in spelliq." Ji 
I! :1 
1i He sucge.ts tbat eaphaais should be placed on transfer of insight and !1 
1
1 :1 
J! skills fro• wrd analysis and -aniq activities to other areas. 11 
1[ !I :I 
!1 In another article, Gates -n.zes the relationship of reading i1' 
I ' I 
I '' 
!1 i! p and spelling. ., 
li !! 
1: "In aany -ys, the relationship of, reading and 'i d il II spelling is very close. Both are language arts. ii 
!1 Both involve the visual observation of printed 11 
!I wrds and various techniques of analyzing and !i 
11 generalizing wrd-fora coaponents and clues. !; 
11 Both are affected by the pronunciation of wrds, I[ 
11 by skills in analyzing the eound characteristics lj 
li of spoken words, and by ability to think of the I• 
!II BOUDds corresponding to parts (letters, phono- ji 
i gr811s, syllables) of the visual wrd fora. ii 
I' Habits of writing influence wrd recognition !! , in bcith reading and spelling. In learning 11 
I both activities the influence of wrd -anings q 
1 is exceedingly important and both may contri- j! jl bute to the enrichaent and refi-nt of wrd 1! 
j! concepts. The choice·.o.f vocabulary is an li 
1i important problea in both subjects. In each il 
'1! area pupils find important uses of glossaries 1j 
,I and dictionaries. Both have aarbd effects if 
1,1 1 •. ·1. upon children's oral and written composition. 
I ~ In both, they may learn atch concerning lan- llj guage usages and conventions froa whatever 
jl is iaplicit in the aaterial or explicitly !1 
ll developed in many rules of wrd :formation, il I sentence structure, and ...,_....,.ph o-aniza- 'j' II ~~-- -• I 
if tion. What a pupil learns in one activity , 
II 
'I' 11 
or subject 'titally affects what he acquires 1 
II in others. • • • l I II 
II II li "The teaching of spelling is well on its -y ii 
if out of the foraal 'drill and review each specific !j 
Jj wrd' cul-de-sac and aoving swiftly forward to a !' 
1 basis of eaphasis on general power and under- ,I 
j! standing. In its aoves in this direction, it Ji 
•j has adopted many of the -tbods and devices If 
I, li 
11 il ,, ' 
!I :!/ Arthur I. Gates, "Beading in Relation to Spelling," Teachers' Servicej! 
1.1 Bulletin in Reading, Vol. 6, No. 2, llacllillan :COapany, October, 1944 :1 
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" II !i 
,I 1·.1 II " 
.I :: 
r i! 
!1 il 
ll 'I 
,, 1: ~I :! 
II',! - --"====-· ~3 •==-"' 1] 11 used in reading and it sbould invent new ones i' 
I' that will serve reading better. Progress in !i 
:I this direction makes it easier and -re fruit- 'i ~~ !I 
'' f\11 to coordinate and unify teaching and learn- '' 
jf ing in reading, writing and spelling. When ii 
II these three activities get togethar as one l'l 
l/j!' te-, all the language arts will profit ia- !,i, 
aettsely." 
li II jl 
l
ji
1
1 ~;search supports the previously cited opinions of educators. i! 
Gilbert studied 380 students in the junior, senior and graduate years, 11 
,I 'I 
I! in an atteapt to detenine spelling gains through reading when spelling !! 
tL •I ji words, u.ediate and delayed recall and speed of reading were involved. !i 
Iii: i: Be chose 39 difficult wvrds froa college texts, all of which were with- ii I I, I ,, 
11 in the vocabulary needs of college students. Ten words were iabedded in![ 
II " /i each of two word lists containing 50 words. Two reading selections eachj/ 
11 :! 
· containing a set of key words were coaposed and read by the students. 'I 
!I II 
I! :r..ediate and delayed recall were detenined on each type of test. The H 1
1 'I Ill li 
,1 results showed gains for :lalediate recall greater than for delayed recaiJ, 
jl il 
:1 il il but all aade statistically significant gains with the good spellers sur- ii 
li passing the poor spellers. In general conclusion Gilbert states that tht 
Ill il type of reading and purpose of the reader probably influence the 81110unt ii 
jl !i 
1/ of ~in aade in spelling. il 
I 2/ !! l Peake- found a high correlation as a result of studying 355 child~ 
\\ ren in grades four through eight .in an Indianapoi'is school. She adllinis~ 
II li li tered the New Stanford Achiev-t test, Advanced Fon W, and compiled [j 
,, i: 
jl !/ Luther c. Gilbert, "A Study of the Effect of Reading on Spelling," 'i 
!i Journal of Educational Research, 28: 570-76, April, 1935. Ji 
ii ~ 1, ~/ Nellie L. Peake, "Relation between Spelling Ability arid Reading , !! Ability," Journal of Experiaental Education, 9: 192-94, Deceaber, !I II 1
1
1
1 II 1940. II 
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ill in spelling is as closely correlated with reading coaprehension as with !I 
1! II 
•i aeaning vocabulary. II jl " I j( 11 Be found that " ••• with the 110re 111ature spellers there •-• to be 1j 
II I'• 
I II I no advantage to context reading, and on harder 1110rds the pupils 111ay do i! 
j! even a little better in recopizing 1110rdB in isolation than 1110rds in con-jl 
II ,: I text... 'i 
1
11 !11 In conclusion he states: 1 
I ,• 
! "Word recognition and vocabulary abilit~es as iJ 
II tested in this study seem to be 110re closely ''\ related to spelling ability than to level of I 
1
;1 coaprehension. However, the correlations are ~~ 
II so high between spelling ability and all these 1 
11 factors, it se- probable that definite 1111- ti 
1/ prov-t in one of them may affect spelling ii 
" ability favorably." '' 
1
1 
Another study to report correlations between reading and spelling I\ 
I , 1/ ~~ ~~is Townsend'&- investivation of 200 children in each grade froa three \! 
I '; •1' through twelve. She found the following correlations froa the scores of li li 
II the lletropoli tan Achievement tests, grades three through eight and the ii 
j Cooperative English tests, grades nine through twelve: reading and spell-
1
!1 
I ·I 
I! ing .5ll; vocabulary and spelling .629, The correlation between vocabul~ I il 
l'l and spelling was higher for 110st grades than the correlation between read-•' 
I II 
.
1
!1ng and speUJiDg with increase in grade: grades three to five, median ii 
,I 
I II , 601; grades seven to twelve, aedian , 674, 1, 1', ! Relation of Word_Analyats to Reading and Spelling ij 
II !I !I Word analysis ability is recognized by 110st educators as an im- !I 
lportant contributor to vocabulary growth in effective reading and spelling\\ 
. . :1 
I! 
1/ Agatha Townsend, "An Investigation of Certain Relationships of Spellt~tjl 
with Reading and Academic Aptitude," .Journal of Educational Research, !/ 
40: 465-71, September, 1946. \1 
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II 
I' II i! li 
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il 1! 
I about 2,000 words in their reading vocabulary and they have word building p 
II. i 
I skills to infer appl'Oxiaate sounds well enough to recognize other words iJ !! 
I 
,, 
'with few exceptions if the words are in their hearing vocabulary. The [! 
I! exceptions are those words whose spellings give no phonetic help. He conlj 
II tinues, to identify the kinds of abilities essential for independent wordli 
~~I attack. ''This ability tO infer the meaning of words not seen before is II 
1 
the pl'Oduct not only of phonic habits but, also, of all sorts of expert- ~~~ 
!I ences, habits and analogies dealing with words, sounds and meanings. I! 
l,'l These are fundamentally the same as those whereby the adUlt reader pl'O- ll 
d ,, 'lnounces an interprets words new to him!' , 
I ~1 if 
II 
He emphasizes the illportance of teaching words in meaningful !\ 
11
1 
situations; however, he also points to advantages in teaching vocabulary ~~ 
I• II apart fl'Oa the reading situation. :1 
'
!, H 
1. Brevity - makes i_t unnecessary to read much li 
II to reach the points where knowledge needs to I! be increased. 1\ I 1: 
II 2. The system in general does not depend on li 
,,i various authors• thoughts but is chosen to II 
increase the abilit• to read writings of II 
1
',,' J !! any and all suitable authors :that have il 
I been, are, or aay be. The words aay be I' Ill gl'OUped by any logical, psychological, or \\ linguistic affiliations. Ally useful system " ii 
II may be applied to the material to be learned. !i 
II \ .. ',I 3. Systematic gl'llldation - The 11eanings aay be 1
, graded according to difficulty of 0011pre- !I 
hension, frequency of occurrence, degree of I• 
!Y 
II 'I~/ 
t 
II 
" 
I! 
i'! !, 
Edward L. Thorndike, "Iapl'Oving the Ability to Read," Teachers ColleJ!1i 
Record, 36: 1, October, 1934. ii 
H 
Ibid., p. 11. li II 
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interest, grade by grade, or any other scale. 
4. Efficiency - "Typical iaportant meanings can be 
emphasized •••• Any special devices to aid learn-
ing of certain sorts can be -ployed at will. 
Knowledge may be easily tested and reviewed." 
II 
I' 
,I 
'I ,, 
:I ,, 
!i 
II Be goes further to state, "Even sheer leaming of isolated words il 
I, '' I 'l 
11 may be so 11a11aged as to be interesting in itself and to attach interest [I 
r' ,, 
II ~~ I to reading in general." !I 
,, 1/ il 
I Durrell- states that the intenaediate-grade reader needs to de- li 
I il \ velop accuracy aDd fluency in word &Dalysis for independence in vocabu- 11 
I . II : lary growth. Be re~nds that the word aDalysis skills be taught dur- ! 
ling the spelling period, since the correlation of word analysis abilities if 
I !I 
J aDd spelling are higher thaD correlations with reading at the inteJ'IIediat~ 
, I' !'I grade level. Also, both require proficiency in several of the same types il 
I ,, jl of basic skills. !j 
! Going beyond statements of the illportaDce of word aDalysis to li 
I If 
'I 
1! s!felling, be points out the stages of phonic developllent: 1. ear training~~ 
II i• 1 2. leaming letter forms aDd n-es, 3. leaming letter sounds, 4. prac- il 
I' II il tice in &Dalyzing words, 5. using context clues, 6. refining phonic !J 
I !I 
abilities aDd acquiring a hoaophone sense, 7. developing a higher level !i 
ii 
ii 
of phonic ability, and 8. traDslating words directly into ideas. '• 
1
\! y li 
Harrison points out the iaportaDce of word recognition skills Ji 
1
1
1 as she states that -&Ding without words is useless. She says that there !t 
II 
Donald D. Durrell, Iaprovins Beading Instruction, New York: World 
Book Company, 1956, pp. 47-48. 
II 
H II 
I! 
I[ 
J·. 
II Lucille X. Harrison, Beadil!g Readiness, Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Com- lj 
pany, 1939, p. 144. ,, 
" 
!j 
L 
'I 
!I !I 
II il 
'I ~~ I q 
./ _!,1
1
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II ij 
•! 11 •
1
, is need in assisting the child to attach new words to faailiar aeanings ,1 ,, 
.I I' 
1 already within his experience. ,I, 
I 11 fi 
I Straub- concludes siailarly as he •phasizes that meanings and I! 
1
·1 p 
!l 
I wrd relationships should serve as a basis for learning new spelling word~!• h I! which coaes after phonics. 
1
1! 
·1 2/ ,1 
/1 Schofield points to specific tasks in learning to spell. "Along il 
I
' r1 
Jwitll the teaching of the phonetic and structural skills, teachers help \1. 
I ll J pupils pick u,p the kDow-how to teach tll•selves new words." ll 
II ~/ 1i ll Hanlon points out the iaportance of variety in procedures of de- !J 
II velopinc vocabulary: \1 
I /f 
j "First, whatever else our procrBII does, it should !i 
I
I ftaeh students independence in attacking unfaailiar )l!l 
\I wrds. We cannot supply for til- all the aeanings 
I
ll for all of the tiae. It follows, then, that the J, 
aost effective student will have at his coaaand a 1' 
11 variety of aethods which he can learn to use sensi-
1
j
1
1
1 
bly and profitably." 
I y I' 
I Horn acres• that certain perception skills are essential to both 11 'I 
i' li ij reading and spelling: 1. looking fro• left to right, 2. accurate visu.al !i 
1/ discriaination for identifying new words and recognizing faailiar ones, I! 
. ,, 
lj II 
1
13. use of phonic and structural analysis for solving new wrds, and 4. '! 
I I! I oi 
II - 'I ill!/ J. Harold Straub, "An Organi•ic Approach to Spelling," El•entary ['I 
1 .Enslish Bedew, 19: 55-58, February, 1942, 1, 
Jl!/ llll.tll E. Schofield, ''Teaching Spelling," National Education AssociatioJI 
11 Journal, 46: 38-39, January, 1957, p. 39. If 
I ): 
II •I !J~I Bertha Hanlon, "Vocabulary Develo~nt," El-ntary English Review, \l I' 23: 350-7, Dec•ber, 1946• P• 355. il 
111.!/ Horn and otto, op. cit., p. 2. /1 
' ,, 
1' IJ 
I
·! I· I il 
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,, 
II il I !! d ;j 
lj :: L i: 
I! 
for clues to deten1ne unflllliliar Meanings. He states tha111 
1 the -st co_,n cause of Misspelling is lack of correct word perception. l 
ADd he would eapbasize auditory as well as visual perception as a contrib~i 
II 
I utory factor to both reading and spelling, since many words are misspell1j j because of incorrect pronunciation. , 
I Betts!1states that phonics is essential to word identification II 
I II II since it is the process of translating worcls into sounds and is done by II 
.,identifying groups of letters which stand for the s1111e speech sound. Thi~ 
i 
prepares the child for other cues to word pronunciation: 1. use of sylla- 1 
bles, 2. roots, and 3. prefixes and suffixes. I In the primary grades the 1 
child learns to identify words which are already in his speaking vocabu- i 
I lary. The poor speller 111.1st know the -ing of words, hear the word 
parts and visualize the whole. word. 
~I 
Fitzgerald would, however, reco-nd caution in emphasizing the 
II 
II 
:! 
I II 
I relationship of phonics to 
I reading and spelling. He states that reading il 
!and spelling are different and that phonics cannot be relied on in the I 
II 
teaching of spelling since there are many spellings of the sa.. letter or ~~~~ 
letter-coMbination sounds. 
II y !1 Yoakam, stressing the importance of word analysis to reading and 
1
: 
!spelling, says: 
~~'""/,.......E==.-.-e""t'"'t'"""'A,.. • ...,....Betts, "What about Phonics," Education, 75: 547-59, Kay, 
1955. 
2/ J1111es A. F1 tzgerald, "Phonics in Spelling," Catholic School Journal, 
56: 103-5, April, 1956. 
3/ Gerald A. Yoakllll, ''Better Spelling through Better Reading," National 
Education Association Journal, 38: 596-97, November, 19411. P• 596. 
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II 
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II 
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li 
1•, ' 'The child is taught the habits involved in 
1
·:.· 
II' using a variety of word recognition skills: i! 
1 1. to use context without uaningleas drill ; :'1 
11 2, to analyze in tel'lls of differences in jl 
11 appearance; 3, to recognize phonic differ- !i l' ences and silailarities, and to -d and Ji 
rJ blend word parts for pronouncing new words; li 
! 4, to analyze structurally and blend fail- \i 
11 iar syllables." 1! 
!II li The author directs attention to the values of a syst-tic skills !i 
li 'i 
I
ll pMgr81D, 11 
"He (the child) develops a teaa of recognition 1r 
1 skills, which he uses successfully in -.atering :
1
\ 
lr the difficuit art of word recognition. Equipped 11 
h with these tools, he reads ever mre widely and !i II adds to his stock of English words... n 
I II 
ll In reference to the effect of word analysis on spelling be says, II, ~ II 
•I ''That better spelling is achieved throup a sound foundation in word \[ 
!: 11 
'!I' recognition and -aning in 11aterials which are suited to the needs and 11 
I, I 
II interest. of children seems a well eatablillhed fact." ii 
i! y :: 
lj Agnew concludes that phonic training has value for reading. "It 11 
II . II jl increases fluency in recognition of previously learned words, aids in un- 1
1
1 
,[ ' 
II 'I li locking new words, encourages correct pronunciation and thus i•pMvea the !1 
, !I I quality of oral reading." 1! 
I 2/ f! 
1
1
1 Gray- adds: !I 
I II 
I
I "Attl!llpt to p~te efficient reading habits \1 I ,I 
'I without developing independent word attack have ''I 
1 not pMYen successful, VigoMus efforts to !1 
II 
'I 
!/ Donald C. Agnew, ''The Effect of Varied Allounts of Phonic Training on ji 
Prillary Beading," Duke University Beaearch in Education, No, 5, Dur- :J 
haa, North CaMlina: Duke University Preas, 1939, p. 48. 11 
il 
Williaa. S, Gray, "Word Perception," Basic Instruction in Beading iD ~~~ 
Bl-tary and Bi!!jh Schools, SUppl-tary Educational IIDnographs, No.! 
65, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, October, 1948, pp, 118-19, !I 
,, 
II 
'! ~=~==~~--.di=·­,, 
li II 
!I 
!l 
!i ii 
I' 
,, 
II 
=t deYelop word analysis in isolation haven't been 
successfUl in pro-ting effectiYe habits of word 
perception, • , , Various methods of word attack are 
essential and IIIUst be taupt as functional parts 
of the reading process, The good reader is able 
to use cantext clues, general fon of word, struc-
tural analysis, phonetic analysis and word meaning 
clues which aid pronunciation of words," 
!I 
I 
I 
,! 
!I 
Horn states a difference in the function of phonics in reading 
II 
II 
il 
II 
!I 
•I 
I and spelling: II II 
I' ,, I 
II 
''There is eoae evidence that instruction in phonics 
is -re beneficial to spelling than to reading even 
though giYen in connection with the reading program. 
In reading, however, the •pbaais is upon letter-to-
sound relationships, and identification of words is 
fUrther assisted by configuration and context. In 
contrast, spelling requires the pllpils to decide 
what letters to use to spell sounds, and, except in 
the case of p~~rely phonetic words, this is a diffi-
cult decision to aake," 
II I· 
!I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~/ 
Dolch aapbasizes the importance of word analysis: 
"Sounding is the chief means by which a child can 
independently build up his sipt-wcabulary. The 
child bas thousands of words in his listening 
wcabulary, He recognizes th• by sounding th-
out. After a few experiences be is able to recog-
nize the word without sounding it, Thus, the 
sight YOcabulary increases to catch up with the 
bearing and speaking wcabalaries," 
I' 
I 
i 
jl 
I' 
'I I,
it 
!I 
il 
II 
il 
II I He points out the need of -aning in successfUl word attack, sinc,l 
I children can seldom work out words for which they cannot attach the mean- II 
I
' II 
ling as well as the correct sounds, 11 
II 
Dolch would not keep the strict controls on basic reading series. 11 
'• 
- I! 
I II 
I 
•I !/ Horn, "Experiences which Develop Spelling Ability," op, cit. , p, 210.I'I 
~/ Edward w. Dolch, Teaching Pr1!lary Readiy, Champaign, Illinois: 
Garrard Press, 1950, pp, 3JS.ll!l8, I 
He would teach adequate word analysis inductiYely so that 
II 
•I 
!I 
II II 
li 
I 
"• ,,the children find out for th•selves how the 11 
I thing is done, Then by fourth grade level he 11 should have the essential skills for independent I[ 
,! sounding attack, since the books will be filled 1 
I with words which he has not seen before," II 
'I He •phaaizes the iaportance of success in independent word attac~ 
at the beginning of the year so that the child will not beco- discouragi 
1 and lose interest. II 
'I Durrell and arrphy!/ -.rize the iaportance of the specific skil~~ 
I of auditory discriai-tion in reading: I 
I "The child who learns to read easily noti. ces II 
'I :11. the separate sounds in words." 
I
. It 
I These authors add that neither hip quality of intelligence nor foftlal li II I exercises in phonics will guarantee this skill. They report that other il 
skills essential to reading readiness are visual discrimination of word II 
parts, attention, and ability to relate words and aeanings, I 
I 
I
I In agreeae~~ with those who emphasize the need for word analysis ~~ 
II ability, Kottlleyer- describes successful functioning of phonetic ability,~~~~~ 
1 as he states that we need to understand the relationship of reading and 
I
' spelling to build strengths throup correlation of co_,n skills, As a II 
II 
I child approaches a new word in either spelling or reading, he needs to be 1! 
I . :i ., lj able to attack it through a variety of q,ys tor accurate independent recojr 
nition, He also needs to understand that more precision in certain visual! 
Donald D. Durrell and Helen A, llllrphy, "The Auditory Discrilllination 
Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Dieabili ty," Education, 73: 
558-63. lfay. 1953. 
I! 
!I 
!I 
II 
I 2/ Williall Kottlleyer, "On the Relationship of Word Perception Skills ill 
1
!•
1
' 
I- Reading and Spelling," Education, 72: 600-603, lfay, 1952. P• 603. 
II 
II 
I 
I. 
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,, and auditory d skills is required for success in spelling than reading, il 
il .I 
'I I, Fu.rtherwaore, the child IIIUSt be able to recognize the nature of deviationsM 1-II 
,: 
ij j, 
I' 
!I I· 
I 
' I, 
I! 
II 
since aany English words are non-phonetic. 
Bottaeyer~ncludes by eaphasizing the iaportance of developing 
ability to generalize in the use of word analysis. 
'"l'here is soae evidence to show that we can give 
children greater coapetence in both spelling and 
reading when we aake the relationships of these 
skill clusters aore a~t." y 
Horn agrees that skills in phonics are iaportant to the teach-
II ing of spelling but warns, 
11 "IIDst of the early research on teaching phonics 
II was planned to discover its effect upon reading. 
11 Recently there has been a growing interest in the 
l1 possibility that teaching sound-to-letter relation-
! ships aight contribute to the iaprov-ent of spell-
! ing ability~ Solie extravagant claias have been 
,! aade for the contributions of phonics to spelling, 
!I The fact 1a that we do not have adequate evidence 
1/ for making a confident decision as to how aach and 
jl in what way the teaching of phonics can increase 
1 efficiency in spelling instruction." 
He pointe to the inconsistencies in the ways various sounds are 
!1 
li ,, 
II 
I! 
li 
:I 
,, 
'• 
'I 
!I 
I' 
,j 
I 
!I 
II 
:i 
II 
II :, 
II ,, 
II !I 
'I 
tl 
II 
'•I ,_ 
II ,, 
I' :I 
I' 
I I j! spelled in coa.on woi-ds, as the source of trouble for the child in apply- 1 
iling phonics to spelling. He states the probl- for education as need .,:,. 
li /! for aore research on the ways words are spelled, types and frequency of [\ 
II errors aade by children, value of rules and the effect of phonics on II 
lj' spelling efficiency. l! 
I 'I 
I II /i He agrees that word analysis skilb are iaportant in learning to 1/ 
jls ·ll but should be regarded as an aid to spelling and not a sabst1 tate ii 1~1 -· P• 603 I! II ~ l:y ,..,... ,..n,-·--.. _ •• """- -·· II Aaerican Education Besearch Association, National Educational Associa-:1 tion: Washington, D. c., 1954, p, 22, [/ 
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II il 
'i 
li !! 
II :; 
II ,. 
I 
for systematic study of words in the spelling list. The word analysis lr 
II 
skills should, if coapetently taught, contribute to the effectiveness of If 
I
I 
the corrected teat, and study of words aissed; as well as sharpen atten-
tion to the way sounds are spelled in specific words. 
Research presents substantial evidence to agree that word analysi 
ability is iaportant to the reading and spelling prograllls, 
!I ' I 
II 
II six. 
I 
In 1930 JfcGovney studied poor spellers in grades three through 
The average intelligence quotient of these children was 118,21, 
'I superior to the good spellers, but they fell below in spelling ability 
I by two or three years. The greatest difference between the two groups 
I was found to be lack of ability to give phonetic sounds for letters and 
I 
I 
perceive saall differences in words, aaong the poor spellers. 
. ?:.1 
Siailar findings were reported by Gates in an earlier study of 
1105 children in grades three through eight, with a median I. Q. of ll6, 
1 
I 
I 
i 
li 
IJ II 
II 
I' 
I 
i 
lj He found the aain differences of the 30 poorest readers and spellers and i1 
lithe high achievers, were lack of training in word perception and inappro-11 
II priate phonetic teaching, l1 
I 3/ ,, ! Acoab- investigated the psychological factors related to the j 
II I j! reading and spelling achiev-ent of 380 p!lpils in grades three through i 
1! six and reported: · · i 
1
·!1 ii 
'I II!/ K. A. JfcGovney, "Spelling Deficiency in Children of SUperior Ability, 11 II El.-entary English Review, 7: 146-48, .Tune, 1930. II 
1 ?:_/ Artbur I. Gates, "Psychology of Reading and Spelling;• Contributions to Jl 
I New York: Teachers College, Coluabia University, J 
' 
1~1 I,Y Acomb, op. cit., p. 87. jl 
1 ·1 
II 
'I I il 
li 
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II 
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I 
"1. Visual and auditory discriaiDation, perception ,! 
and aasociabili ty are highly sipificant factors ii 
:. in relation to reading ability. li ~~~ 2. Villllal and auditory factors are significantly I'll 
,[ related to spelling ability. 
1
, 
'' 3. Villllal and auditory factors are definitely inter- 11 
lj related with one another, each recalling the !1 II other autbu.tically during the reading process." I\ 
Jl Tiffin and :WCKinnis!/att•pted to determine whether and to what 11 
lj' degree phonic ability affects reading ability. Tbey studied 100 children I! 
I 11 I in grades five througb eigbt in Lafayette, Indiana, to report a correla- il 
I II 
.
1
. tion of • 70 between readtJqpand phonic test~~. jl 
I Y ,i 
j1 A different approach was studied by lfurphy in an attempt to de- I! 
tl jl 
II 'I 
Jj termine the effect on reading ability, of specific exercises in auditory 1•
1 jland visual discriaination at first grade level. Five hundred forty child~ 
1
\ ren were divided into four groups. One group was given auditory discriaiJ\ 
I ii 
Jl nation practice, one received visual discrimination practice, exercises li 
•i :1 II in both auditory and visual discrimination were administered to a third ij 
' lj 
II group and the fourth received no specific practice in e:i.ther auditory or I! 
II 'II 1 visual discriaination. Her findings showed all experimental groups 1, I I! 11
1 
superior to the control group in reading achievement. il 
I ~~ 11 [, Crossley also experimented with llaterials to determine the effectli 
/! d 
'I of lantern slides on the auditory and visual discrimination of word parts .II 
I !\ 
I II 
ljl/ Joseph Tiffin and Vary McKinnis, ''Pbonics Ability: Its Measurement anctil 
1 - Relation to Reading Ability," School and SOciety, 51: 190-92, Febru-- ii 
1
. ar:r. 1940. ~ 1 J~/ Helen A. lfurphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training in t 
II Auditory and Visual Discriaination of Beginning Reading," Unpublished [! 
· Doctorate Dissertation, Boston Univeraity, 1943. Ji 
13/ B. Alice Crossley, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Lantern Slides on !! 
1
,1- Unpublished 1'1 Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Wor4 Elements," 
I Doctorate Dissertation, Boston University, 1948. il 
~ ~ ~-=jf, -- '==il~, = 
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l ll 
.,J ,, 
p II II li 
I, i.l t! :, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
'I ~ 1136 
~~She found greater gains were llade in auditory than visual discrimination. ! 
1 The results showed a significant correlation between auditory discrimina- 1 
' . I 
I ' ' II 
1 tion and word reading, sentence reading and paragraph;,reading. She also ~~ 
I reported the aaterial taught -s retained as well as that taught by other j 
~~methods. !' 
II Substantial gains in spelling acbieveaent as a result of instruc- I II li 
I tion in auditory and visual discriainatioli were also reported by Hudson 
11 
y li 
I and Toler. Two bundred sixty poor spellers in grades four, five, six H il 
lwere instructed during a <four monthS' period, resulting in an 85 percent !I 
ligain in spelling ability. The authors pointed out that soae children werel 
1,1
1 
found weak in visual discriaination and others were unable to hear basic ~~ 
II 
jJ sounds in words. They· concluded: 1
1
l 
I II I "PUpils with either deficiency are unable to 1,[ 
I associate adequately the sounds within 110rds ,11 with the visual . patterns which represent those 
11 sounds. These children have to depend wholly 1 
1 on a..orization of the order of letters." ,. 
2/ 
Teaplin- investigated the relation between phonic knowledge and 'I 
it !!reading and spelling of 318 children at the end of grade four. She found II 
iphonic knowledge -s applied most successfully when associated with known II 
/
words as stimuli and least well 1n the nonsense 110rds. The correlation of I 
:I !phonics with spelling -s found to be higher than with reading. Ji 
~~/ J.HUdson,I.Ql&'i'folu, "Instruction in Auditory and Visual Discriaination, ~~~ 
II 
as lleans of Imp:roving Spelling," El-ntary School Journal, 49: 466-69 
April, 1949a P• 466. :. 
I il 
,2/ TeapUn, op. cit. 11 r . ~ 
r 
1
1 
,i 
II !i 
~II II 
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1 
lfack also studied the effect of phonic ability on reading and 11 
I spelling achieveaent, aa~ng 453 fifth graders. She employed an infol'llal II 
1
j word association test· along w1 th tests of auditory discrimination, visual !I 
j -ry and phonetic ability tests as well as stanllardized reading and IJ 
j 118ntal tests. Her results showed a high positive relationship between ~~ 
J 1J 
I
I phonetic ability and reading achieveaent, and between phonetic and spell- II 
h 
,i ing ability, at the one percent level of confidence. A high correlation li 
II II II existed between visual discrimination and spelling ability, while this !I 
' I, I, study showed no significant relationship between auditory discrimination !I 
!' II 
:1 and spelling. jl 
,, y il il Russell evaluated the effect of word analysis -terials on spell~. 
'II ing ability on grades four, five and six. She reported spelling gains of \'J I . , 
II her experimental groups over the control groups: grade four - seven II 
'• months; grade five - two months; grade six - five 110nths. Significant 1! 
II 
differences in gains between the exper1Mntal and control groups were il 
'I 
observed in spelling, auditory discrillination and learning rate at grade !1 
I' 
Jl four level; and spelling achiev•ent and auditory discrimination at grade II 
11 six level. !I 
'I y II 
It Aaron reported the results of a study of the effect of word !I 
'1'\
1 
analysis on spelling ability for 203 fourth graders. He found the followJI 
il 
II l! ,!/ lfack, op. cit., p. 106. 11 
·I 11 i 2/ Xarlene V. Russell, ''The Effect of Word Analysis on Spelling Ability, '1! J!- Unpublished Doctorate Dissertation, Boston University, 1954. i! 11~/ Ira E. Aaron, "Relationship of Auditory and v:l.sual Discriaination to il 
:1 Spelling Ability," Dissertation Abstracts, 14: 1164, November 8, 1954.jj 
'i' li ,I 
I 
II ---- -. -- '='*'II=== 
II II II 
,I I] j' II J !: I! 
il 
!I 
.I 
!138 
]1 
1 ing relationships of skills, signific&Jlt at the one percent level: 1. !I 
I ji I visual discrf.llination of 'lOrds; 2. recognition of beginnings and endings 1j 
'II 
II of 'lOrds; 3. spelling phonetic syllables made the largest 
I the non-phonetic as well as phonetic 'lOrds. 
contribution in .1 
~~ Besponae-to-Jreaning Word Analysis versus Isolated Drill 
I While the importance of 'lOrd analysis in the teaChing of reading 
~~and spelling seas well established &Bing educators, there r-ins the 
II 
il 
II 
I 
II 
II I question of whiCh is the .,re effective -thod of teaching these skills. il 
1/ Following are some conclusions of authorities in the field. Their state- \! 
menta seem definitely to oppose the practice of presenting word analysis 11 
through teolated drill exercises as set up in some current teachers• aan- :\ 
. uals and 'IOrkbooka of basic reading and spelling series. !I 
u I 
11 Yoakam- states that phonics shonld not be taught in isolated drill!l 
ilbut as a functional tool for unlocking new 'lOrds. Children should be \1 
I taupt to use coatlinatioii'S of 'lOrd recognition skills through interesting !1
1 
1 
activities in meaningful context, to make recognition of sight 'lOrds auto-!, 
I II 
laatic and prevent verbalism. 'II 
li In discussing the need for adaptability in 'lOrd attack, Bond and j1 
llwagner~/ say that the Child needs to be able to use .:my techniques for 
II . 
,,successful 'lOrd recognition. Which ones to. be used will depend on the 
'lOrd being studied and the child's ability to suit the attack to the prob-il 
1~. The child needs to know that soaetilles he can get meaning from the II 
,, 
Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction , New York: McGraw-Hill 
COmpany, 1955, p. 140. 
Guy L. Bond and Eva B. Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read, New York: 
llacaillan COmpany, 1950, p. 245. 
II 
II 
·I 
'I I, 
'I 
II 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
t~·-· 
11 element. Teaching new words 
or root word, or it -Y be necessary to sound word element by 
II 
II 
1139 
li 
I! 
II 
II 
'I 
I ages use of meaning clues as 
in meaningful situations allows and encour- I, 
II 
well as analytical clues and he is able to 
appraise whether or not he has correctlt:·recognized the word. Since the II 
responsibility for accuracy should rest with the child, he must have suf""j 
I 
ficient background to derive the meaning for successful word recognition.!! 
Drill on isolated word elements hinders rapid recognition, interferes wi~ 
meaning and fails to teach transfer of skill. II 
I !! II II 
lfottaeyer points out that the saae procedure is necessary in hel~-
' II! ing the child who has reading probl-. Phonics should not be taught by 
drill in isolation but in reading activities. Phonic abiltty should be 
I used along with configuration and meaning clues and apnlied to reading. 
I, 
II 
II 
II 
II 
li 
"When a child depends only on confignration and 11 
context,· he either recognizes the word or he is 
11 helpless - there is nothing he can do. When he II 
has letter sounding to fall back on, he can always 
try to help hiaself. In addition to the practical II 
help he gets with words, the knowledge that he II 
has a means of dealing with unfamiliar words re- il 
stores a confidence in hiaself which he needs." II 
~I j 
Beery reported the attitude of the National Society for the Stud~IJ 
II 
I 
II 
He states: 
'I I of Education Yearbook eo-ittee: t, 
1
1 
!/ William lfottaeyer, Handbook for Remedial Beading, St. Louis: Webster ~~~ 
I 
Publishing eo., 1947, p. 11. ·. 1 
II 
I y Althea Beery, ''Development of Reading Vocabulary and Word Analysis," il 
Beading in the ElEaentary School, National Society for the Study of 1.
1 Education 48th Yearbook, pt. 2, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, J 
1949, p. 180. II 
II 
!I II II c.~======================== ,, 
p 
I! 
'I I, 
'I 
II 
'I I I, 
I II I II 
I :1 
" 1: 40 II ~ ~r "The co-ittee de~ries, as haraful to well-rounded l 
lj' develo~nt in reading, the aechanical, elaborate, 'II 
11 involved systeas of phonetic analysis which have il 
IN been accepted in certain schools. These 'elaborate ,, ! syst-s divorce practice froa the read~ng situation, If 
I! eaphasize over-analytic techniques, conSUIIle tiae 11 
II 
that should be spent on reading itself, and give !II; 
children set rigid ways of dealing with words." 
!j 1/ ,, II Rudisill- found a higher correlation between reading and spellingJj 
I II 1 
and applied phonics than studies reporting correlations between these subl; 
11 n 
II il jects and isolated letters or sounds. She states: ,
1 
,j li 
'I "The obtained correlations support the hypothesis I' ! . that the contribution of the study of phonics to !II 
11 aohieveaent in reading and spelling is derived !,
1 il froa the ability to identify souuds in nol'lllal word Jl 
'I pronunciation. This -Y not occur if the phonic ,I 
I training is applied to letters and letter coabi- li 
" 
1 nations in isolation. The results of the present I; 
1/ study strengthen the acC~m~Jlating evidence that :
1
: 
h functional phonic knowledge aakes a substantial ,1 ~ I!! ::~!ibution to achieveaent in reading and spell- ii 
y ,, 
1
1 
Durrell suggests drill in pronunciation of words grouped around i! 
II 
llaeani:agftl topics as a useful word analysis activity at intel'llediate grad~ 
I !I 
li level. He states, "The fact that the word .ust be suitable to the group !! I lj 
11 of words defined is a help in checking the accuracy of the pronunciation,ji 
!i and it keeps ;e aeanina; and the ~ery in the words." !i 
il JlcKee aa;rees as he points out that the child, in recognizing new l'l 
!I words, needs to know the meaning of the word as it fits a given situation.!! 
i i! ! 1/ Rudisill, op. cit., p. 267. II 
'
!- i! 112/ Durrell, lllproving Reading Instnction, op. cit., p. 269. 11 1\~/ Paul JlcKee, "Certain Ratters of .lllportance to the Teaching of ReadingJ ,I Bleaentaq Bnllish Review, 14: 115-lls, 1937. [I 
II II 
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'i II !: 
II 
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Factors Essential to Spelling 
I 
I 
Readiness has been· established as a ~IIDOnly accepted requireaent !I 
'I 
Also, currently authorities are point-11 
1/ I 
I for an effective reading program. 
II 
. , 
i 
ing with emphasis to factors essential for spelling readiness • 
states: 
Archer- I! 
:j 
I 
I 
"Vocabulary developaent is associated with spelling i 
I success as shown by high relationship between vocabu- lj 
I 
lary tests and spelling ability. Before spelling the 'I' 
child needs a fair reading and speaking vocabulary, 
1
! 
handwriting skill and a readiness for reading." 1 
I I 
' He also refers to the attitudes of 'II'IIDting to write and to im- f 
prove spelling ability as iaportant to the develOf.ll\ent of spelling readi- jl 
II j, ness. y I 
Watson refers to specific habits required for correct spelling, 11 
j "• •• habits of attending to syllables, habits of llaking appropriate per- I! 
I ceptual attack upon new spelling probl-s; habits of llaking appropriate II 
I transfer froa preViously learned spellings (including habits of selecting! 
!/ valid transfers and rejecting those invalid for the word in question)." li 
I He adds that the child also must know the possible ways of spell- il 
! ing a given sound unit. l1 
I 3/ II I Johnson- points out that good spellers need word power resulting 
from the developaent of common ~m~l tiple-meanings of words. The child ne~r 
I· i: 
'I II I };_/ Archer, op. cit., 268. 11 
I I! 
'2/ Alice E. Watson, "Psychology and Pedagogy of Spelling," Contributions ' ~- to Bducation, No. 638, New York: Teachers College, ColUilbia Univerait ;· 
I 1935, p. 39. I, 
I 'I I~/ Johnson, op. cit., p. 274. ~~ 
II ill 4 I 
II \l I I' 
. II 
II !: l ll 
,, 
I 
II 
lj 
I' d ,, 
li 
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,, 
She also !! !( an effective ..thod for learning to write the 110rds he needs. 
1
11 says: 
I 
! 
I 
I 
! 
I 
,I 
"The child must be able to record and associate 
the sounds w1 th the correct letters, then the 
child is ready for structural analysis. He then 
has a key which he can use,for independent spell-
ing ••• ,Helping the child to learn meanings and 
word analysis skills enables him to ~arn to 
spell with enthusiasm, confidence, aUct economy 
of effort." 
J! II li 
l! 
l! 
I' 
'I 
it 
1: 
i' il 
ii 
" II li Strickland also eaphasizes the need for an effective -tho'd of 
!\learning to spell which the children can use independently, as a -jor 
il ,, 
!I ,, 
,, 
I !/ I! factor in successful spelling. She adds that: 
II ,, 
II 
!I 
II 
I' II 
II 
Ji 
Jl 
I! 
"Words which have concrete meaning for children 
are both easier to learn, to recognize in read-
ing and to learn to spell." 
other factors she includes as essential to spelling are experi-
II 
" 
" li II 
I' 
II ences in writing, legible handwriting, attention to incidental learning 
I
I! of spelling apart froa the foraal. spelling lesson, independence in cor-
1 I I. 
, II 
lj recting own spelling, and eJDphasis on the multiple-sense approach through ii I ,, 
lj' visual, auditory, speech and writing activities. l! 
I II ' ~ !I 
Betts points to the following requirements before spelling can b~l 
II 
i) 
taught: 1. 110rd ~mst be in reading vocabulary, 2. ability to hear sounds i! 
,. 
j and say word correctly, 3. know the ~es of the letters, 4. have some \'I 
11 writing ability, 5. learn how to spell, not memorize the 3,500 basic 110rd~j 
!'.',Ito 'II insure learning of aany 110rds as needed. 
I I' I li 
I
'll!/ 1111th Strickland, "Utilizing Spelling Research," Childhood Education, ,
11
1
1
; 
32: 69-76, October, 1955. p. 70. 
1,1, 2/ p Baaett A. Betts, "What about Spellinl(l" Education , 76: 310-325, 11 11!- ·I January, 1956• P• 319. It 
~~ 11 
II 11 t --·==== ==,Ff=l === 
II il 
I! ! .. !. d :: ,, 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
it I He states that meaning is a key factor in learning and rememberin11 
'II a .,rd. !I 
II 11 "When a word is in a child's listening, speaking I! 1' 1~ and reading vocabularies, he has a running start 'I on its use in his spontaneous writing." 11 !I 
'I Hildreth cites certain psychological and physical factors relatedj[ 
~~to spelling. li 
ij 
I '"l'he task in spelling is to translate oral words I, into graphic syilbols by aeans of visual ma.oey ll 
Ill and phonetic and -tor clues. This is a complex ill sensory--tor process in which eye, hand and 1 jl articulatory muscles must all be coordinated so 
·I that correct habits can be established." I 
" 
1She adds that habits of self-dependence in writing and checking, and an !i 
I I 
a-reness of incidental learning of skills are also important in learning I 
to spell. 
I ~~ I Pal-r concluded from her study of the abilities possessed by 
1
J good spellers, 
I factors which separated her good and poor spellers. 
that visual perception and associative learning were the 
I y I Russell stdctled ll6 first graders through the second grade to 
I conclude: 
I 
I 
"Habits of attention to word parts, similarities and 
differences in words and other habits developed in 
the phonetic program apparently aid early attempts 
at spelling." 
[1 
,! 
'I il 
'I I 
II 
li 
II 
il ,, 
II 
'I 
i[ !, 
!I 
1
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!I 
Hildreth, op. cit.,. P• 25. 'II 
llsry E. Pal-r, "Abilities POssessed by the Good Spellers," Elementary,[ 
English Jteview, 7: 149-150+, June, 1930. i[ ,-
13/ I-
I, 
i 
I 
II 
Russell, "Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers," op. cit., p. 3. lrl i 
I 
I 
li 
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In a later study, David Russell found tbat tbe ability to gen- ii 
eralize in use of phonic ability was the 11ain difference bet-n gcod and i! 
!• 
poor spellers. 
~I 
Sawyer reported her study of 60 gcod and poor spellers in grade 
:I I, 
!I p 
I six. She found tbe significant differences favoring the gcod spellers il !I 
i[ 
~~-re: visual ._,ry, visual aDal.ysis 
If Types and Causes of Spelling Errors: II 
and auditory identification. 
'I 
II 
1! 
·I 
II but 
The high incidence of spelling errors is not difficult 'I to detect •li 
the correction depends first on locating the problems. 
~I 
Durrell states tbat "the steps in the aDal.ysis of 
l! 
" 
spelling diffi~ 1\ ,I 
il cul ty are closely allied to those of studying difficulties in wrd per- ij I: 
!I 
II Il ception." He suggests the following questions as a guide in revealing 
I' I spelling problet~~s. 
I! 
I' 
.I ,, 
1. Can tbe child read the wrds he is to spell? IJ 
2. Are tbe meanings of the wrds to be spelled known to II 
I
ll i! the child? 11 
Iii 3. Does the child hear SOUDds in spoken words? ,
1
1
11
1 
4. Does the spelling difficulty rest upon inaccurate 
I
! pronunciation of words? 
11
f
1
1 
5. Is the child's visual -ry of words adequate for 
I spelling? II 
1! 6. Can the child recognize homophones? jl, 
Jj 7. Is tbe child's handwriting especially slow or poor? ,
1 
11 8. Is tbe spelling instruction adjusted to the child's 11 
i,l learning rate? ![ 
9 th i 1 II j, • Do e words n spelling essons transfer to written I! 
II 10• 
wrk? 
111 Are there systaatic errors in the child's spelling? 
I II I, !: 
11
.,!-/:--D=-av-i"'"d.,.--,H,....-Ru-s-s-ell, "A Diagnostic Study of Spelling Readiness," Journal!! 
of Educational Research, 37: 276-283, Deceaber, 1943. -ij 
II '· I 'I ~~~ ~/ Bernice Sawyer, "The Nature of Perceptual Differences in Relation to 1.'1 
Spelling," Unpublished lfaster's thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
II 1,1~1 1'1'·1 Durrell, lllprovig Beadig Instruction ... op. cit., pp. 279-81. II fl )! I! =r =======r=== 
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Hom 11-ttributes poor spelling achiev•ent to the following fac-
11 I tors: i' 
li :,1, 1. discourag•ent by repeated failure 
'Ill 2. poor 'work habits !! 
3. ba!f attitude. toward spelling 1 
,, 4. low intelligence ,I il 5. physical defects ii 
II 6. inadequate educational experiences II 
1,1 He concludes: !I 
il ''Except in the case of children who are low in jj I intelligence and those having severe physical q 
I' 
handicaps, the factors .ast frequently associated ~~~~ 
with low achiev•ent in spelling are educational: 
't a lack of .ativation, low reading ability, defective 
!1 speech, slow or illegible handwriting, and dis- :1 
l'l abling traits of personality. 11 
I 1! 
,
1
,,1
1 
"Chiildreli who have little ability to associate !i 
letters with sounds are obviously handicapped in 'I 
1l leaming to spell •••• Perhaps the .ast frequent It 
it cause of poor spelling achiev-nt is poor study li 11 1·1 IIi habits, including a lack of aggressive attack and t! 
,1 the lack of efficient procedures. II II I' 
'I d fi ,1, "Soae children may show no e ciencies in tests 
1,1 of auditory acuity and yet not be able to hear or !I 
il repeat correctly the~";"'nds in WDrds." if 
ll In another article Hom states that although the correlation be- li 
'I II I, 
'I t-n handwriting and spelling is not high, poor spellers seem likely to !! 
I: write poorly. Sometimes the probl• -y be that slow writers fail to co11Ji 
,, It 
II plete in the time allotted, or 110rds may be counted as wrong because of !I 
I' i1 
tl illegible handwriting. He states: i[ 
il "It seems reasonable to as- that the improvement ,ji! 
l
i in the speed and quality of haildwriting in any grade i 
I if I I 
I It li !/ Hom, Teaching Spelling, op. ciU, pp. 25-28. !f 
~~/Hom, "Spelling," op. cit., p. 1255. !1 
I II 
,I - ' L ~ il 
1i I! 
II 1! 
1
'1 it 
" ! ~ :
li i! li 
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'jl should enable students to write words with greater il 
1 facility, and hence, to :lmprove their scores on !i 
I II 
1 written tests in spelling. It also seems likely il 
) that children should illprove in their ability to H 
1 spell words that they write in their pe11118Dship !j 
11
1 
exercises," !i 
Iii !/ because i,J Dolch concludes that so• good readers are poor spellers -
il i' r they attend only to the general configuration of words and are unable to :! 
II use spelling analysis. other causes of low spelling achievement, he says~~ I 11 
'i are lack of .otivation, use of only one llethod to approach spelling, and i! 
atteapting to spell everything by sound, 
~I 
Horn and otto attribute a large part of spelling difficulty to 
Jlack of 
.I 
II 
I 
speed and quality in handwriting: 
I 
I~ 
,I 
I! 
i! 
I' 
"POor and laborious handwriting caused by lack of 
.ator control or inadequate instruction and prac-
tice are unfavorable to spelling achievement. 
Soae children are able to spell but lack ability 
to write legibly •••• If writing is difficult, they 
write only when reqlkired and so do not get suf-
ficient practice for writing a large number of 
words, The child who writes well and with speed 
contributes to ability to spell." 
!I !j Also, 
li handwriting. 
Horn suggests that 
3/ 
spelling may be used to motivate good 
il ,, 
tl 
., 
II 
h 
" 
He concludes: 
"The child who has 11 ttle to say, usually has 
little to write and children wbo write very 
little are generally poorer spellers than 
those who write." 
4/ 
Bett•• list of causes of poor spelling agrees for the .,st part 
li 
1-1-/,---Do-lch--, -=s'"et-:-:t-e-r Spelliy, op. cit. , p. llO. 
ll Horn and otto, op. cit., p. 2. 
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Horn, "Spelling," op. cit. 
Betts, "What about SpellinS:' op. cit., p. 324, 
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II 
li 
i! 
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!I 
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I 
I ·--~with those previously cited: 1. liaited aental ability; 2. poor reading 
I! ability; 3. hearing and sight iapai:raent; 4. faulty listening skills; 
Ill 
I' 
I 
!1 
tl 
I 
I 
5. poor handwriting; 6. over-eaphasis on phonics; 7. poor study habits; 
8. inability to judge spelling accuracy; and 9. inability to visualize 
words. 
He stresses one cause of poor spelling: 
"To keep the cbild froa spelling correctly in his 
writing, let hia spend all his preoious tiae and 
energy on learning to spell special lists of words." 
!I 
Archer states that spelling failure seems to be associated with 
general failure in other language areas. 
Research points to these sSIIe causes of spelling disability. 
I 2:/ 
1 Hollingworth reports the aost frequent causes of poor spelling found in 
her study of poor spellers: 
''Over 80 percent of the poor spellers in our 
experiaental class spelled poorly for some 
cause other than special disability: general 
intellectual weakness, lack of interest, dis-
taste for aental drudgery, intellectual inertia, 
previous learning in a foreign language, sensory 
defects, and bad handwriting." 
'I 
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II She found 62 percent aore errors saong words whose meanings were ~~~ 
'I' unknown or uncertain. I I ~' , I' Kay studied the effect of aispronunciation on spelling errors in !
1 
I grades five and six in Denver, Colorado. Children were taught the correc~~ 
I pronunciation of difficult words in a story and then wrote the story from !I 
I 1l I :, 
1 !/ Archer, op. cit., p. 268. I' 
]:/ Hollingworth, op. cit., p. 74. 
I 3/ r 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Marjorie Kay, ''Effects of Errors of Pronunciation upon Spelling," 
Eleaentary Enslish Review, 7: 64-66, January, 1930. 
,I 
ll 
I' 
tl 
'I II I. 
I' 
I
I II 
II 
I lj 48 +== -- . II, II dictation. Tbe results showed a significant improvement in both spelling I! 
IJ and pronunciation of words. Pronunciation ability of grade five increas11 
11 from 47 percent to 87 percent. Grade six illproved from 45 percent 'to 72 11 
Jl percent, with a 17 percent decrease in spelling errors. Forty-eight of I' 
the fifty children improved in both pronunciation and spelling. 1 
1/ 
I Book and Harter- studied the types of spelling errors in grades il 
I I, 'I 
! two through college, Tbey classified 18 specific types of errors: nine I! 
I II 
types - accounting for 50.5 percent of the 18,840 mistakes recorded - werE! 
I I due to inadequate mental control over the spelling process; nine types - I 
I 
Ill 1 accounting for the re~~aining 49.5 percent of the errors, were attributed 
I Iii Ito incorrect observation of words, incorrect procedure for learning to 
I 'II I spell. Gue$sing began at grade three and continued through college. Tbe I 
I !/ I authors rated this procedure as fatal, since few 110rds are spelled as theyll 
ilare pronounced, and result in wrong habits of practice. One thousand II 
I 
errors were the result of trying to $pell by sound, and carelessness ac- 1/ !I ~~counted for 18 percent. Other less frequent errors were due to incorrect !I 
~~pronunciation by teacher or child, order of letters reversed - homophones,jl 
jinco:frect observations and lack of fixation of the 110rd. 
1
j 
I Another study of the characteristics of spelling errors was re-
I 2/ 
1 ported by Spache. He studied the errors of 25 good and 25 poor spellers 
~~~in grades three through five, and concluded: 
11 
I i!l 
1
!/ w. F. Book and R. s. Harter, ''llistakes PUpils Jfake in Spelling," 
Journal of Educational Research, 1: 106-ll8, February, 1929. IJ 
I li 
121 George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and POor Spellers," 1
1
1 
~- Journal of Educational Research, 34: 182-9, November, 1940• P• 188. !I 
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"Although not wholly reliable differences were found 
in the recent study, there appears to be a strong 
tendency for average spellers to exceed the poor in 
nwabsr and percent of total additions. S:llailarly, 
there is a strong tendency for poor spellers to ex-
ceed in nwaber and percent of oaission of sounded 
letters, oaission of a syllable and total non-phonetic 
substitutions. 
"SUch errors as non-phonetic substitutions for a 
vowel, consonant, etc. and non-phonetic single 
additions in which poor spellers exceed are further 
evidence that the;y lack adequate phonic skills and 
knowledges. The influence is further illustrated 
in the fact that good spellers aake a greater num-
ber alid percent of errors of phonetic addition of 
a single letter and phonetic substitution for a 
syllable. In other words, poor spellers lack the 
necessaey lmowledge and therefore -.ake fewer 
att-pts to substitute or add phonetically." 
II 
I Induction ver1111s Bules .in Learning to Bead and Spell 
I In the teaching of reading and spelling there is controversy as I 
lito the superiority of teach:l.ng by 
II 
1/ 
rules or induction procedures. Artley-
I• states definitely: 
i 
I 
'~rd perception principles and understandings 
. should be developed inductively." 
liRe reco-ends that the teacher start with known words which the children 
li lean 
I 
recognize and pronounce and proceed to generalize the phonetic prin-
jciple that applies to the word pattern. This will eliminate "much of the 
rl · 
I !unrelated 
'• 
' 
and rote drill in workbooks which is a -ste of teachers' and 
!children' s t:llae." 
II However, he also recommends: 
'I 
I' 
II 
II 
! 
" ••• the develo~ent of intelligent understandings 
of general principles that gpvern word recognition. 
Instruction in word perception techniques should be 
of the type that results in learnings that will be 
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the Teaching of Word I Sterl A. Artley, "Principles Applying to 
Bdllcation, 74: ~61-65, Jlay, 1954~~· ===== 
PerceptiG,n," 
'I t I /• il 
II 
II 
II 
'I , ~~ permanently- useful. 
I 
coabinations do DOt al-ys have tbe saae sound, 
1 they aight need to try several sounds before they 
I 
coae up with a word which tbey have heard or is I aeaningful in the s1 tuation. llake sure the child 
j can discriainate between sounds and see the dif-
' ferences in word parts before hiper skills are 
I) prescribed. Independence in perceiving unfamiliar 
words is pro110ted through opportunities to apply 
I 
tunctionally the skills and abilities developed 
in the basic program." 
Teach that letters and letter 
I He further states: 
I' 
.I 
II 
II 
II 
i! 
r! 
li 
'I h 
I 
!I 
I' 
,I 
"The oovice strengthens his word perception 11 
, abilities by actually using thea in functional I' 
I :.1 situations rather than through such devious procedures as 'word games.'" 
11 
I\ He feels that it is the teacher's task to aid the child when necessary in II 
II applying understanding or skill to an unflllliliar 'Mlrd that offers diffi- II 
.I culty. !I 1,1 
.IICKee feels thAt rules facilitate learning but Dlst be taught 
II 
I, 
II 
witb discretion. He asks: 
1. 
2. 
Will the rule remove the .child's problea? 
Can the child learn to apply the rule? 
3, Do children who learn aany rules learn aore 
'Mlrds than those who attack words individu-
ally? 
concludes that only a few spelling errors are covered by rules. 
't 
II 
! 
I 
I 
i• 
II 
!I 
'I 
rules did not increase the ability to 'I spell !1 
derivation~. 
I·· 
·I 
!\words 
~/ 
Gates found that 
which were studied, but did increase the ability to spell 
I, 
II 
11
1
""1"'"'/,.....,llc,--Ke-e-,-:tanpage=-- in the Eleaentary School, op. cit., p. 395. lj-
1 jl2/ Artbur I. Gates, Generalization and 'rransfer in Spelling, New York: 
~~- Teachers College, Col-bia University, 1935. 
)13/ Sterl A. Artley, Your Child Learns to Read, New York: Scott Foresaan 
_ 
11
- _ Coapany. 1953, p. 104. 
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~I 
Artley describes how children learn to generalize: 
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f! 51 +=-II ' ''Today Children from the beginnina are helped to realize that a letter or letter oo.b~nation may 
not al-ys represent the - sound, since more 
than forty distinct sounds IIUst· be tranai tted 
through only 26 letters. Children approach these 
more complex understandings as they approach read-
ing itself - first by listening closely, and then 
by scrutinizing carefUlly, As they hear the vari-
ous sounds in words and associate these sounds 
with their printed fol'lls, the Children gradually 
formulate for themselves general phonetic prin-
ciples that will stand thea in good stead for 
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i\ l/ independent word attack," 
II seer,- goes further to point out the need of combining meaning with the 
!I word fol'll to Check against the other for successful word recognition. 
I! j! New words are compared with fa.iliar words, sillilar in sound and appear-
,! li ance and generalizations should be taught wben they will be helpful with 
!I 
11 further words. 
It 
'I breaking words 
By grade four the child should establish the habit of 
into parts, if the words are in his speaking vocabulary, 
:
1
· for independent recognition, 
I ~/ . 
\I Betts cites the three 
,. j1skills wbieh are usable: 1, motivation by sense of need; 2. meaning be-
essentials for developing word perception 
l fore attention to word foi'ID; 3, correct pronunciation; .4. decide when a 
11 generalization should be taught, recall previous words that will fit; 5, 
!I lj help to test own skill by applying rule to new words, 
I 3/ 
j\ In another publication Betts- reco.mends guidance in word recog-
ilnition to develop independence and versatility in the approach to new 
' 
words. 
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l!llllett A, Betts, ''Three Essentials in Basic Reading 
cation, 59: 45-50, September, 1938. 
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Ellaett A. Betts, Foundations in Reading Ins~_!~, 
Book CompanY. 1946, p. 70.9_.__ 
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In discussing wcabulary as tbe basis for reading problems at 
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troubleiJ middle-grade level, Durrell suggests tbat one way to correct the 
il 
II jl 
II 
is to teach transfer skills: 1. recognize which wrds are unknown; 2. 
get meaning from context; 3. recognize wrd roots in spelling. 
~I 
Barbe also cautions against emphasis on rules as a technique in 
teaching spelling~ He suggests that rules may help some children to 
spell better, but they are difficult and may hinder spelling instead of 
I,  
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'I I II 
ji ;I 
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H :I 
I promoting better ability. The only way tbat tbe rule can be helpful 
<! 
'I is I, p 
·I 
·II when it is taught with meaning and not as a final outcome. 
II 3/ i Dolch- states that 'thought spelling' includes generalization -
II 
II 
ii 
•I 
II , 1 wrds witlfa .. like characteristic are spelled a certain way. ,, 
H 
lj 
If tbe rules fi 
11 are based on known wrds they take on -aning and become the 
I 
" child • s own II 
I! 
1 generalization. 
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He says: 
"A seldoa noted fact is tbat children build 
generalizations unconsciously and IDOst gener-
alizations are not consciously recalled but 
are used unconsciously. As tbe child reads, 
writes or spells he learns IDOre about wrds 
and sees 110re relationships ud develops 
generalizations, be beCOIIes IDOre and IDOre 
unconscious of generalizing." 
i/ He continues: 
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Donald D. Durrell, ''Basic Abilities in Intermediate Grade Reading," 
Education, 59: 45-50, Septaaber, 1938. 
Walter Barbe and Virginia Gannaway, ''Spelling to Learn," Education, 
76: 30.3-305, January, 1956. 
Dolch, Better Spelling, op. cit., p. 161. 
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"Inductive teaching of rules is best because we 
at least teach the 010rds we start with, and the 
inductive aethod llakes sure that the generaliza-
tion has aeaning •••• Even Wben illustrations follow 
the rule new cases do not s- to reaind the child 
of the rule, But with the inductive teaching, new 
'!lOrds reaind the child of old words, and these 
bring to aind the generalization covering the 
!I 
li 
ll 
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I grGU.p. tt II 
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Fitzgerald also points out that rules aust be used with caution. II 
... ., - .................... ~· "' ... .,.,. .. ~ ......... "'"'· II 
Rules often have too aany exceptions to be useful and are taught deduct- ll 
ively, He reco-ends: I 
: 
'"rbrough an inductive approach, the child should 1 
becoae self-reliant and independent by thinking 1 
about and finally generalizing about forms Which I 
appear over and over again consistently or with I 
few exceptions •••• The aain objective in spelling 
is correct writing, Which is enhanced by the use 11
1 of phonetic principles Where they apply." 
fifteen II 
tl 
The spelling problelli, Fitzgerald says, is centered around 
Which are non-phonetic. Among the 350 most !! 
II 
1 percent of the English words 
I 
i 
fundallental words written by children and adults are 200 Which cannot be 
spelled phonetically, These words aake up 79 percent of the Fitzgerald 
~/ ~/ 
Child Letter Writing Vocabulary, and 74 percent of Rinsland • s running 
!I 
list, All but 'Santa Claus" are on Horn's Adult Writing List at a 
Fitzgerald, "Phonics in Spelling," op, cit. P• 104, 
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Jaaes A. Fitzgerald, Letters Written Outside of School by Children in 11 
the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades, op. cit. il 
!I 
I· 
·I Rinsland, op. cit. I, 
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Horn, A Basic Writing Vocabulary, op. cit. II 
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I
. high frequency level. 
!I il In an earlier article, Fitzgerald emphasized the importance of 11 
I generalization: I 
"Generalization wbich develops principles seems to ij I be important in vocabulary develop111ent. It is an 11 
aid in learning, understanding, ·8Dd using wrds. It 111 
may be acbieved through grouping of wrds, thinking 
of the meaning, and in developing rules for learning I! 
wrds. Generalization wbicb aay be developed under 1 
teacber guidance is helpfUl process for knowing wrds I 
and understanding vocabulary." 
~~ I 
1 Foran states that rules are not of major importance; it is the j. 
jmethod of teacbing them that determines their usefUlness. 
1
1! 
I 
~~ I Hanna and lloore, favoring the teaching of rules, state: ! 
II "Our effort should be to give the cbild some I 
guidance in the right phonetic direction. Let 1
1 him observe and learn first the principles that Ill 
have the highest degree of regularity. The 
1 child rill discover certain principles for II I •imself, but self-teaching is likely to be 
1 i slow, unreliable and confUsing. Teach the ,1 
I principles he can apply immediately to 
'!I spelling •••• Give him techni~es for observ-
11 
ing and learning phonetic variations in our II 
111 
language without forcing rate of learning or II 
I leading into unnecessary error and confusion." II 
I These authors base their support for the teaching of rules in ,
1 j' spelling on the following data: 1/5 of the phonemes of eleaentary wrds 1 
1\ have regular spelling; 3/4 of vowel phonemes are spelled regularly 57 peril! 
'I I ~~·~!/ .James A. Fitzgerald, The Teaching of Spelling, Milwaukee: Bruce Pub- I 
lishing Co., 1951, p. 144. 1 
Catholic Edition Press, 1934, pp. 144-149. i 
I ~~/ Thoaas G. Fora, Psychology and Teacbing of Spellin_g, Washington, D.c~l 
1 ~/ Paul R. Hanna and .James T. lloore, "Spelling - From Spoken Word to ~~ 
1 Written Symbol , " Elementary School .Journal, 53: 329-33 7, February, 19 5, 
I P• 131, 337. 
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~~=c=e=nt==o=f=the-time; single consonants have hish spelli~ consistency; 82 
I, I percent of consonant and speech blends have only one spelling. 
The author concludes: 
"There are definitely groups of words and syllables 
in the English language which belong to certain 
phonic categories. The child should eventually de-
velop a sense of probable letter or letters to be 
used to represent the speech sounds as they occur 
in words belonging to such group patterns." 
y 
Hildreth believes that generalization saves time compared with 
learning isolated words, and the aore practice the better the child will 
! be able to spell seldom used words. However, she limits the value of 
,, 
11 rules: 
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'I J, 
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I 
I 
~ildren should be helped to discover and to 
apply spelling rules only when they have a 
background of experience from which the rule 
can be derived, when they have reached the 
point of needing to do more generalizing as 
an aid to independent spelling, and when they 
are mature enough to understand the applica-
tion of rules. This process begins in the 
primary grades when the children begin to 
discover spelling generalizations - for ex-
aaple, the function of plurals." 
21 
In disagreement, Horn- says: 
1! "Care should be taken in teaching words by 
1l grouping since children may form generaliza-
1
1 tions which will lead to errors in attempts 
J to spell other words." 
~~e contiuues to limit the use of rules to only those that apply to 
1
jDUIIIber of words and have few exceptions. 
I 
I Hildreth, op;.cit., p. 272. 
I Horn, "Spelling," op. cit., p. 1255. 
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Horn lilllits the value of rules further: 
I 
!Incidental 
"Such evidence as we have indicates, first that 
it is difficult to teach these rules so that 
they will be ra~eabered; second, that even if 
they are reaeabered, they will not always be 
applied in the stress of spelling; third, that 
teaching of rules cannot supplant direct drill 
on the co_,n and difficult 110rds; and fourth, 
that the chief usefulness will probably be 
found in assisting the child to spell 110rds 
so infrequently used as not to be included 
in a lillli ted drill list. such as .adem spell-
ing books contain, and in the possible in-
crease of vocalization on the parts of 110rds 
covered by the rule or which are exceptions 
to it. 
"It is easy to see that in the case of 
spelling ther~ is little hope of helping 
the Ohild lllch through rationalizing the 
probable letter to associate with the 
sound or through rationalizing the probable 
sound to associate with the letter." 
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'I Learniy of Spelling through Readiy, Speak!EJLand_!_!ri!inJ !, 
I il I: That incidental learning contributes to spelling ability is recog-if 
'I ·1 1nized by experts and teachers. However, there is question as to how 111ch 1
1 
I '' I I' 
.incidental learning takes place and how it can be fostered most effective!~. 
II 2/ IT 
11 In recognition of this facility to teaching, Horn- states: ii 
!i "Since there is undoubtedly BOlle incidental learning of !I 
I[ spelling through reading and writing (and even in the :,',!' 
li,· speaking) done in connection with other school subjects, 
,
1
!. it is very illlportant to discover the nature and extent ':.~'I: 
of such learning." 
J !I 
•IHe suggests a specific procedure for increasing the learning that takes !I 
l1 !i 
II ,, il !11 Ernest Horn, "The Rationalization of Spelling," Elementary English i'1• t[- I, 
.l ReYiew, 7: 51-53+, November, 193~ P• 79, q 
I II ~/ .blleat Horn, "Incidental Teaching of Spelling," Eleaentary English 1
1
:
1 ReYiew, 14: 3-5+, Septeaber, 1937~ P• 3, 5. 11 
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"If the greatest benefits are to accrue from 
i'IUiidental learning in written composition, the 
proofreading ability of both Children and teachers 
aust be increased, and there is evidence to show 
that marked iaprov-t can be llade," 
He points out that spelling pre-tests reveal auch incidental 
II learning gained f:roa reading, since soae children spell all the words 
Tben to aake use of all aids to learning, it seems necessary ~~ correct1y. 
1
1 that the spelling program be adjusted to begin fol'llal study where inci-
11 
!1 dental learning leaves off. 
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Research supports the opinion that incidental learning takes plac* 
ll 
II 
il 
I• 
ji I! II 
in varying degrees outside the fo~ instructional period, and in suf-
ficient aaount to warrant consideration in the teaching process. 
!I 
II Tyler refers to incidental learning as secondary learning, 
,I 
'l I• 
He 1! 
II states: 
I 
! 
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"Children learn not only those things whiCb a 
learning activity has primarily arranged, but 
111any other things as well , during the course 
of the activity. Tbe term 'secondary' learning 
aay be applied to these 110re or less unforeseen 
changes which take place in boys and girls as a 
result of school eXperiences because such learn~ 
ing occurs secondarily to the attaillllent of other 
priaary objectives." 
il 
II 
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!I II 
!j He 
II 
suggests four types of learning whiCb mipt take place in the 
!I 
II 
spelling i! 
" I! ll !i situation: 1. writing without error letters in proper sequence; 2. gen~ I! 
associat4 
!I 
II eralization which aay be a handicap to learning; 3, learning in 
fields - word aeaning, etc; 4. habits of stUdy; 5. attitudes. 
Keith I. Tyler, "Spelling as a Secondary Learning," Contributions to 
Education, No. 781, New York: TeaChers Cc!llege, Cc!lumbia University, 
1939, p. 1. 
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+II=====---== y II Tyler's study of spelling learned in connection with social 
'I 
studies units showed gains in spelling of words not common in reading and 
conversation. He says that mental growth was not an important factor, 
"because without direct contact with the words, brightness is of aid only 
~ in making and applying generalizations with regard to study." 
II The children on the average had acquired ability to spell 30 per-
i cent of the words before studying. Incidental learning is indicated since 1 
J none of the words were included in the spelling list. Some children 
I spelled correctly more than 250 of the 260 110rds, on the pre-test, while 
I 
I 
I 
!, 
II 
I 
otbers were able to spell very few. 
He concluded: 
''The fact that all of the groups made average scores 
at the beginning of the expert-.nt indicated that 
ability to spell 30 percent of the new words which 
they had never been taught can be attributed to one 
or both of two factors. Either they had learned 
these words in previous reading or other activities 
or they had learned enough generalizations about 
spelling to spell a considerable number of new words 
simply by applying these generalizations. Probably 
both factors were responsible, but it is reasonable 
to believe that the school can aid both by offering 
a wide and varied program of reading and other ac-
tivities in connection with school work and by teach-
ing a few generalizations with regard to spelling 
which can be applied in a reasonably large propor-
tion of the cases when attaapting to spell new 
words." 
y 
J Thompson found that 25 percent of his 2,127 spelling-list words 
Jlwere correctly spelled before study by 84 percent of the children at their 
Ibid., PP• 84-85. 
Hobert s. Thompson, "Effectiveness of llodern Spelling ·Instruction," 
Contributions to Education, No. 436, New York: Teachers College, Colum 
bia University, 1930. 
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-~-res~:tive-· grade levels. In each grade .,re than 50 of t~e words were !I === 
/jlearned withou~/irect teaching. li 
I ' Keyser- studied 332 children in grades four and five to dete~ine !/ 
I li the a1110unt of incidental learning resulting from four types of word pre- !I 
I II j, sentation in reading: 1. reading in context; 2. glossary; 3. oral pre- !I 
1/ sentation; and 4. word analysis. She found: 11 
II II 
lf1 1. Significant a110unts of transfer to spelling when [
1
1_ 
WDrds were presented orally or through WDrd 
II anal i ,I 
II, ys s. II, 
1 
2. The greatest aiiOUDt of incidental learning after 11 
1 a t110-week period appeared also through the oral 'jl 
; and word analysis presentations. 1 
1!. il 
1
, 3. The general conclusions were the Bailie for high ,1 
~~ and low mental age groups. i! 
if 4. The poor spellers showed the greatest amount of II 
I incidental learning through glossary presentation. II 
'I II 
II 5. The low achievers in spelling showed slightly l,'ll 
.,re incidental learning through reading than 
II 'i ji the high achievers. II 
'1
1
, 1 i t d t I' 6. Boys and gir s d d no if er significantly in , 
'
1 
a1110unt of transfer. jl II il 
II 
7. Speed of handwriting correlated slightly with 
1
1
111
'
1 
incidental learning in spelling. 
Ill, fi 8. Correlation of visual perception with incidental i! 
II learning of spelling through reading -s • 784. i! 
II 1' 9. Correlation of auditory perception with 81110unt of 1! 
!j incidental learning of spelling through reading [j 
I, -s .74. 1: 
II !' !I 
' Scanlon studied the a110unt of incidental learning in spelling J! 
d 
'I 
I!/ Margaret Lee Keyser,''The Incidental Learning of Spelling through Four !1 
11 Types of Word Presentation in Reading," Unpublished Doctorate Dis- 1: 
•1 seriation, Boston University, 1948. ii 
' li 
lj!/ Ruth Scanlon, ''The Incidental Learning of Spelling through Reading," i! 
r - .l!!!mablished lfaster's thesis. Boston tlntversty. 194~--- ,=====4====== j! 
li i! !I 11 
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I through reading at third grade level , u~ing the sue techniques which 1! 
,: 
I were to be lated used by Keyser. She found a significantly higher de- il 
I 
,, 
I tl II gree of accuracy in spelling uong those 'IIOI'ds which had been in reading li 
1
'1 than uong unseen 'lOrds. The greatest uount of incidental learning re- lj 
:, 
I " 1 ported by this study occurred uong the superior learners. As suggested 11 
i 1/ 2/ II 
I - - IJ j
1
by Tyler and Carroll, this JU.y be attributed to the ability of the ~~ 
!!bright to make generalizations, a skill lacking uong the slow learning ~~ 
II II 
ll
groupa, as reported by thiS study. ,!, 
il 
IJlethods of Teaching Spelling /j 
,, Educators reco-end systematic instruction for teaching those II 
.ilakills and habits essential for helping children to become independent, ii 
1
1 'I 
!\successful spellers. \! 
II Book and Harte/
1 
conclude: i,li 
It 
11 "If learners of this subject are directed from jl 
l!l the beginning in a -y that will show them how 1,1' to study the 'lOrds correctly and if they are Ill 11 required to teat the accuracy of their study 
I
I/ and spelling responses, very little individual \i 
instruction will be needed and no wrong spell- 1 
ing habits 110uld need to be eliainated." i 
I !' : 
'11 Horn points out the importance of recognizing that there is a , 
II 
!rnsiderable uount of incidental learning of spelling through provision 1,\ 
'j!for systematic correction of spelling errors as the child proofreads. He 1: 
~ jl so emphasizes that with visual learning should come auditory learning 11 
\i I I' 
I Tyler, op. cit. !I 
Carroll, op. cit. 
~/ Book and Harter, op. cit. 118 
~/ Horn, "Spelling," op. cit., p. 1248. 
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pronunciation and writing, to increase effectiveness of ii 
,I 
'I ,, learning. ll 
It 
!t 
1/ l! 
llcKee- states that knowledge of proiP'ess is a source of Jaotivatio~ 
I' learning. "A knowledge of the progress one llakes while learning is ;I 
II 
11 for 
I
J probably very conducive to the develo~nt of interest •••• For the child 
I to know exactly and specifically what his job is and to be able to see il 
I! the outcoae of his work is certainly effective 
,I thusiasli. " 
in the enlistaent of en-
'I 2/ J[ He- says that writing the words during study aids in leaming to 
II spell. He also says there is no conclusive evidence to show that any 
llaethod is better than writing the word in isolation, but it is essential 
!I 
!I 
I• to ,, coapare the word written or copied with the correct fol"'l. 
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il llakey- also &IP'ees that self-correction of misspelled words in- 11 'I 
' 
J creases spelling ability. He adds that since Jaost spelling errors are 
1J caused by faulty observation and self-correction by the child calls at-!, 
\j tention to the words, observation is sharpened and errors reduced. 
II Durrell!/ suggests specific techDiques for developing spelling II 
iJ ability: 
j: 
'1.,..,~---::--.,...-l!!l llcKee, LanBUaie in the Eleaentary School, op. cit., p. 420. 
II.Y Ibid., p. 397. 
'!! 3/ 1-
lj 
1'4/ I-ll ji 
II 
tl 
He:rtlaD 0. lfakey, "Giving Spelling Life," Elementary English Review, 
27: 306-8, Kay, 1950. 
Durrell, Illlproving Reading Instruction, op. cit., .pp. 281-2. 
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" •' 1. Adjusting to level and learning rate in spelling. :: II il 
11 2. Personal spelling.lists. li 1! 3. Test-correction aetbod - average spellers. ·1 
I I· il 4. Flash-card aethod - poor spellers. il 
,
11 
5. Ear training exercises. 
11
,1' 6. Instruction in hoJDOphones. 
Iii 7. Systeaatic and -aningful review of difficult words. [_j' 
1 8. Iaproving speed and quality of handwriting. 
•
1
, 9. Iaproving transfer froa spelling to coaposition. !i 
.! 10. Cautious teaching of rules. [I 
i! 1/ " II - i' 
Iii Horn reco.aends instruction in syllables as well as whole words, ,1 q !I 
II 
as an aid in teaching spelling: j; 
il 
., 
il, "Since an understanding of and 'feel' for syllables !J I' in words is a characteristic of the good speller, .1 
1
1 continuing attention to syllabic eleaents is needed. 1,1 
1j As a regular aethod of learning to spell, the un- !I 
I; divided presentation should be used." 11 
jl There are a few studies supplying soae evidence on the best pro- i! 
II ~ jl cedures to, follow in teac~~ng spelling. :1 
11 Hawley and Gallup . studied 1,100 children in grades three through )I 
I, J! ~~~ eight in an attempt to determine which aethod -s better: teaching words 11 
l in a list or having the children write th ... in sentences. They concludedll 
I! II ,J "It is evident that if teachers are to have words !i 
'j' written into sentences, they .. st see values in I: 
,\ that procedure other than spelling values." II 
'I 3/ '' I - •Ii Gates reco-nds that more emphasis be placed on teaching the 'q 
lr !1 
II 
I. 
1 process, and less on nuaber of words correctly spelled: 1,\ 
I I! il 
. 1/ !; 
1
- Tbo-s D. Hom, "How Syllables Can Help in Spelling," Education, q 
76: 291-95, .January, 1956. P• 294._ i: 
I' II 
11!12/ w. E. Hawley and .Jackson Gallup, "The List versus the Sentence llethod \! 
- II 
1
,,.
1 
of Teaching Spelling," .Journal of Edlloational Research, 5: 306-10, 
1
;
1
; 
April, 1922. P• 310. !i 
jjl ~/ Gates, ''Developing the Basic Spelling Techniques in the Language Arts, :i 
II Prograa,"op. cit., p. 278. I! 
II 'i 
II 11 I' !i 
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"By process is aeant both the technique and insight 
involved in learning by oneself and the technique 
in performing in daily activities •••• The teacher 
sbould be concerned With how he studies his spelling 
and how he .recalls the spelling words. By such means 
independence in learning and performance by good tech-
nique may be acquired earlier than otherwise. Once 
this is achieved, the road to better, more expert 
techniques is opened and .-othed for learning in-
creasingly based on self-management." 
He continues by pointing out the dangers of overlearning, as a 
il 
II 
\\ d ,, 
!! li 
I'· 
•' !I 
II 
" II 
II II 
I' 
ii ,, 
i•ethod of preventing forgetting: 
II 
II 
I' 
!I 
., 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
f 
I 
"It is relatively inefficient and tends to e~~~phasize 
the rote learning of particular words to the neglect 
of developing increased expertaess in the techniques 
of independent, insightful learning." 
Instead, he feels that the child needs to be alert and able to 
il. I• il il 
ll 
II sense uncertainty and lmow how to go about 
II necessary. 
checking and correcting when II li 
II 
y 
Gates 
I 
also emphasizes versatility in varying the attack upon 
il 
H 
II 
newij ,, 
I; 
:· 
i I words. The child 1111st learn to use good judgment in choosing the test 
~~technique and vary the technique as needed. 
I! " ... The child should look over the word for the 
i\ purPOse of discovering those· features with Ydlich ,I 
I
ll he is faailiar and which will therefore give him 1
1
\, 
a start in diagnosing the word." !i 
1
1
1,. The most efficient speller will atte~~~pt to recognize the word as a whole, 1! 
!I II '• I '• I then he will observe large components and go directly to saaller word- !i 
II parts for applying word phonetic analysis as needed. li 
I l! 
i He suggests that word study be a part of the spelling period, d ! II 
t li 
'I Since it will not interrupt reading coaprehension and pleasure, and see111s I! 
,, 
!! 
-re in keeping with the spirit of the spelling program. II 
! I! I " I '' 11/ Arthur I. Gates, The IaprovetDent of Jleading, Boston: llacmillan Com- jf 
- pany, 1947, p. 199. 'II 
·I
: It 
lljl ~ 
!I 
" 
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.!1 
Gray concludes: 
"Presentation by means of -tor activities is a 
valuable aid in learning to spell, Visual pre-
sentation gives superior results and is someWhat 
-re important than hearing, Writing drill and 
oral drill are also of BOlle importance," 
2/ 
Brady- found that fifth grade children made significant gains in 
J spelling achievement and the related skills of visual and auditory me1110ry 
Jl when words were taught by the flash card method, 
Ill· ~/ Austin studied the effect on reading achievement of teaching words! 
in isolation and in context, at grade two level, She reported achieve- · 
.. nt made by the phrase method -a slightly but not significantly higher 
~~~than by the words-in-isolation method, 
I The question of whether the fol'laal spelling leseon is more effect-
I 
II 
ive 
II 
II 
liThe 
·I 
than 
4/ 
the learning-through-use method -s studied by Guiles- who says: 
"During recent years we have heard lllUch about 'incidental 
learning,' Yunctional learning,' 'learning through use' 
and other expressions which would suggest that some of 
our learning probably takes place outside the isolated 
periods set aside for a special type of learning," 
results of his study showed no greater than a five percent difference 
II':'.!-:/,......,W"'i:-:1:-:1:-:i:-am--=s=-."""'G-ra-y, Psycholop of Eleaenta.ry School Subjects, New York: 
Prentice Hall, 1938, p. 234• 
!12/ 
1:/ lr 
Catherine c. Brady, "A Comparison of Two Methods of Teaching Spelling, 
Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1948, 
Anna B, Austin, "A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Two Methods of 
Teaching Reading Vocabulary in Grade Two," Unpublished Master's the-
sis, Boston University, 1950. 
II 
R. E, Guiles, "Effect of Forlllal Spelling on Spelling Accuracy," 
Journal of Educational Research, 27: 284-89, December, 1943a P• 285,28 • 
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r,,l- ~ favoring the word-study -thod, and there -s little difference in the lj 
I average a.nmt of gain bet-n grades three, four and five by this methoJi. 
I II I He concludes: Ill 
!i I' 11 ", •• A specific spelling period devoted to the study I!, 
II of a basic list of words hae only a limited influence 
II ~~~ I on spelling vocabulary," I 1/ I 
II Horn- experimented with 268 sixth-grade pupils in an effort to de- !1 ~ !i' jl termine the effect of the corrected-teet as a method of learning to ii 
1i spell. The results showed the gains of grade three to be approximately /! 
,, ,, 
jl as great as grade six, II 
: He concluded from his study: li 
I '11 ' "1. As measured by final Friday tests or by i ,, 
1
·, recall teste after an interval of seven days. .,., 
the corrected tests alone will contribute from II iii' 90 per cent to 95 per cent of the achievement 
1J resulting from the combined effect of the pro- •I 
. I,' IJ nunciation exercise, corrected test and study, 
11 I· ;· il "2. In some classes the corrected test alone J
1 ie sufficient for mastery or near-mastery of the !I I, 
II typical spelling lesson by the upper third of 1.1 the class. 
11 ij 
1j "3. The corrected test appears to be the 1110st '· 
I l! 
,
11
, important single factor contributing to achieve- ,
11 
ment in spelling," 
II II ,, 
II He reco-nds that no more than si_xty minutes per week should be 11 
'I '' I 'I : devoted to spelling. !, 
'I ! 1 . il 
11 Horn and otto in a 1954 publication, suggest that two days may be 1
1
•
1 
iJ ij II as adequate for spelling instruction ae five, "Although the 1110st preva-Jj 
!jlent plan in use today calls for time devoted to direct instruction five I! 
~ ij j !/ Thomas D. Horn, "Effect of the Corrected Test on Learning to Spell," :
1 I El-ntary Scholastic JourJI!I.l_, 47: 277-85 1 November, 1947• P• 285. 11 I Ji 
11 !/ Horn and Otto, op. cit., p, 12, ii 
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'
! I' I il I~ !I 
,I 
days per week," he feels that 
", , , there is considerable evidence which suggests 
that comparable results -Y be obtained through 
three periods, or perhaps even two periods, per 
week; it depends upon the way in which instruction 
in spelling, reading, handwriting and oral and 
written composition is related," 
Also studying the amount of time to be spent on spelling, Foster 
employed the corrected-test method with a high school sophomore class. 
He reported that 20 words were dictated on llonday and meanings were ex-
plained, followed by students correcting their papers. The 1MDrds were 
!dictated again on Wednesday and corrected by the students, The results 
I 
ion the Friday test showed very few students having unsatisfactory scores. 
!The conclusion drawn was that the fifteen minutes per week (which was 
'I I 11considered only a motivation for the learning of spelling) seemed suffi-
cient for the prograa, I' 
~/ 
Deacon conducted a study in grades two and three to determine whi 
was more effective- the word list system or teaching only the words need-~ 
ed by the individual children, With comparisons based on spelling and I 
reading tests and children's written experience stories, the findings 
1, Those using the word-list system made significantly 
greater gains in reading, spelling and accurate 
spelling in experience story writing. 
2. Those using the individual lists developed better 
sentence ability in writing than the word group, 
1
1/ Guy L, Foster, "Fifteen Minutes a Week for llotivating Spelling," 
Clearing House, 29: 48-9, September, 1954, 
2/ Lawrence Deacon, "Teaching Spelling Can Become Too Individualized," 
Education, 76: 300-302, January, 1956, 
I 
I 
·I 
II 
,. 
II 
~ 
I 
I' 
However, Deacon expressed concern that the individual system might i! 
I be carried to the extent of being detrimental to the learner, since the 
child would not likely be mastering the most commonly used words among 
children and adults - 1,000 words fro. that list accounting for 90 per-
I' 
I 
I, 
I• 
/ cent of the COIDK)nly used words. He continued to explain that the child jl 
I' ,, 
, who writes only from his present vocabulary is limited in richness and 
1
1 
I number of words learned, and cannot receive sufficient teacher time; and JJ 
I II l, also may beco- careless and uninterested if continually wor]Fing by him- il 
I self. The author concluded that a combination of the systems 11.0uld like-!J !j illy add strength to the spelling progr11111. 1
11 !i . 
I/ Independent Learning Individually and in Teas IJ 
Ill ,,·J, A new emphasis is being placed on the importance of the class team, 
r as a socializ:~g agent and technique for IIOtivating learning. II 
11 Jrarkovin- states how teams may be used to aid growth in speaking /1 
I 'I I and listening: II 
"By entering into the team spirit, classmates 
should learn to divide their functions and duties 
I 
as members of committees or clubs, and abide by 
J the rules of the 'g.-, • to think together, and I 
1 to cooperate. They learn to participate actively 
1
1 
1 or ricariously in different situations in or out 
1
,! 
1 of school, to plan and evaluate, to discuss, re-
I port and dramatize •••• The learning takes place I 
1! more effectively when children do it not as con- /, 
11 suaers only but also as active participants in • • • II 
11 and out of school. " 
'II 2/ ,. 
,, Kottaeyer- recommends independent pupil directed activity in the reading 
I. 
li class: 
I I 
Boris v. llarkovin, "Growth through Speaking and Listening," Elementanll 
/!_/ __ _ 
English ReView, 26: 129-131 0 llarch, 1949• P• 130, l,,l 
! 
1~1 Kottaeyer, op. cit., p. 146. 
T 
I 
I 
I 
,, 1·== 
!, 
II 
~ ~ ~ II .. _-~ 
= II -=:"Independent pupil directed activities can be used r 
!1 by children wi tbout teacher direction. The role 'I . 
:, of the teacher becomes one of general supervisor I, 
I over these activities. When she has time she may jl 
I
' check this child's or that child's achievement by 1 
 listening in with her student helper •••• She will I 1 reassure herself from time to time that student J h helpers are insisting upon reasonably competent 11 
II perfo:naance." 
•I 1 This leaves the teacher fr~e to carry on other teaching activities. ' 
I !I I Cunninghaa says that the principle of self-help or self-activity 
I . I , 'I I on the part of the l.earner is effective in vocabulary development at the j 
I
ll iatennediate grade level. ''The intereet and effort of the child become' ~~. 1 intensified and learning ensues ~surately." 
'
1 Y II lj Hildreth shows how teaas .,tivate learning: 1 
II ',·1 "Children need continual practice in seeing, pro-j/ nouncing and hearing and writing WDrds which have / 
I been carefully selected •••• Attention given to WDrd • 
1
·
1 
analysis to develop Uldependent WDrd attack (visual 1
1 and phonetic analysis, syllabication, pronunciation I 
I
IJ and WDrd building) will have been a part of reading 
1
! 
II lessons. Children are paired who can help each !II other •••• Special help is given to those who spell II below reasonable expectation." !, 
II ':1 
She adds that 110t1vat1on for illproving spelling may come from in-
11 1, teresting types of practice for the teaas. All children except the 
I 111' I slowest can help each other by testing individual word lists, reading 
I
I J; 
1 
wrds missed, dictating to partners and proofreading each other's papersil 
II 
,, 
i 
II 
-II 
This will not only save the teacher's time and serve as an additional 1 
check on pupil's work. but develop independence in the skills essential 
!/ Ruth A. CUnninghaa, "Vocabulary Growth in Intel'llediate Grades," 
El-ntary, School_.Jou~~. 11: 130-32, Jfay, 1934a P• 130. 
~I Hildreth, op. cit., p. 100. 
i! 
II 
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II 
,I 
jl 
'I II 
II 
J 
I 
ii 
II 
I! 
II ~ =+=-= ! to spelling. activitie~l She cautions that the words used in the. spelling 
I I 
' 
II should be only those whose aeaning is known. 
II 
II 
!/ I 
In his discussion of perception for word study, Gates says that ex-1 
II perimental studies tend to show that children profit from different ap-
111 1 proaches to different degrees. 
' 
II '1'1ley aay all need to be introduced to 
1 aany sood techniques to be able to determine Which approach is best. He jl 
.: 
I' 
points out that psychological theory and research agree that the program il. 
II I' for teaching word recognition skills should provide incentive for inde-
1
1 pendence. 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
"The work of puzzling out the recognition and pro-
nunciation of a word is really one of discovery and 
invention. Eaphasis aust be placed on the indivi-
dual •s own enterprise in trying by himself to dis-
cover the best -thods of attack. Here the pupil 
aust be taught not aerely how to be taught, but 
-re important, bow to leam by himself, how to 
develop self-initiative. If he knows how to em-
ploy a searching analytical attack with enthusiasm, 
he will have acquired the .mst iaportant single 
technique needed to beco-, in the long run, an 
expert in word recognition." 
He emphasizes the value of leamers conferring with others to dis-
I cuss useful detices and clues and stumbling blocks. 
il 
I 
I i 
"When they do so, they tend to become -re 
alert in analyzing their own procedures and 
in becoaing more aware of them in the school , 
even in the first grade. Teachers should 
· encourage children to get together, coapare 
notes and try to find the best aethods to 
use." 
II 
li 
II 
II 
li 
il 
II 
II I· li 
I 
! 
II 
iJ 
II 
·I 
II 
II 
I 
,I '1'1le organization of teams aay determine the success with which they 1 
II 
II 
li 
I 
!/ Arthur I. Gates, "Implications of the Psychology of Perception for 
WOrd Study," Education , 75: 589-95, llay, 1955. P• 593. 
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I 11 11 
I work. KcKim- states that it is necessary to vary the size of the groups ~~ 
with the purpose and type of the activity. They may work in pairs on cer-11 
jj tain aspects of the work. She susgests that children be given soae oppor-ll 
!1 tunity to work in groups of their own choosing, and be allowed to go i 
~ I II ahead at their own rate with worktype practice activities helping each :1 
i other, without the teacher's assistance. This leaves time for the teach~ 
I · . I! I er to individualize her help. · II 
~ '!,ill 'I In describing present day techniqaes used in teaching spelling so 
I 21 11 II tlfat children like to spell, Wagner and Hosier- say: ~~ 
1
1 
"They (teachers) permit the children to spend more I i, time working together on spelling. Often there are 
11 pupil partners." I 
I ~~ ' I llcKee suggests that allowing children to discuss the words inform- I 
I ally is one way of checking meaning and that extra time spent on teachingll 
l1' meaning will not guarantee spelling ability. It may even be a wasteful IJ 
I I' ~~~ activity since many children will already know the words to be taught I 
I froa the controlled list. II 
I 4/ · , I Durrell- supports '~;he pracj;ice of children working together inde- II 
II pendently. r 
1J !/ lfargaret IICKia, GuidiD!J Growth in Reading, New York: llacaillan Coa- li 
'li pany, 1955, p. 326. li 
lj ~/ Guy Wagner and 1lax Hosier, "They Like to Spell," Education. 76: 306- II 
, 309, January, 1956. 
1: I 
1 3/ McKee, Lan&uase in the Eleaenta.ry School, op. cit., p. 380. t! 
,- I' 
1 ~/ Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, op. cit., pp. 129-30. I 
I, !, 
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II 
r, 
II 
It 
II 
:I 
'I ,, 
II 
i,l 
·~ere are a great aany situations when interest 
is heightened, comprehension is illcreased, and general 
achiev-nt improved through pupils 'IIOrking in pairs 
or in teus of three. llany kinds of learning in read-
ing are unnecessarily lonely, even though the child 
may be sitting in a room full of children. There is 
seldom any type of learning wbiclt is not enhanced by 
children working in pairs. 
''While the child aust have practice in illdependent lj 'IIOrk, there are tew objectives of learning in the ele-
1 mentary school which are not better attained through 
I group and team 'IIOrk, Cfhildren may be grouped or paired 
Ji by the teacher so that one child does nd; continually 
I lean on others to get his 'IIOrk done. Choice of part-1 ners or of -bers of teams may be l:lmited at times 
I to children on the same reading level. At other il times the teams may be chosen from the entire class. 
I· In certain situations children may be paired for 
r reading." ~~ He suggests activities wbi~h -y be successfully carried out inde-
1\ pendently by pupil teus. At the pr:lmary level in pairs: "roOrd recog-
1 nition practice; reading readiness activities; helping with words in 
Il
l, 
silent reading, checking each other's workbooks; types of contests; 
'I ll 
II il 
!i ,, 
II 
I• 
1: 
J! 
,\ 
I' 
I' 
il 
I! 
•I 
1: 
I' ,, 
'I lj 
·' 
'I 
'I 
,I 
I' 
II 
I' 
,I 
II 
!I 
II 
tutoring for help with skills; a rapid learner paired with a slow learn- ll 
er. At the intermediate level in pairs or teus of three: finding answer~ 
to questions; arithmetic problems; dictate spelling 1110rds and check; 'ro0rd 11 
pronunciation; dictionary practice; contests between teams of equal abili~1i ll tl II II ty. !I 
i 
! 
'I 
Research as yet has supplied little evidence beyond subjective ques-11 
I• 
working in- il 
II 
ll 
II 
in types of:J 
II 
1 tioning to support the opinions of educators favoring pupils 
~ . 
I• dependently in teams, as a profitable learning technique. 
ll !I 
11 Stewart reported in her study of children • s preferences 
II 
1
1
1
1
"'!""1,--'"'Do_ro_,.th,.....y_S.,.t-ew-art, "Children's Preferences in Types of Assignments," 
Unpublished :waster's thesis, Boston University, 1945. 
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·I assignments, in grades four, five, and :ix, that the younger children ~d ~~-=== 
I
I slow learners were more interested to work with partners than in groups. 11 
All levels preferred self-directed exercises to teacher direction. I, 
I lf h 
1
1
1
1 
J1111eson reported the same general conclusions in a sillilar study [I 
Jl ~~~ conducted six ~;ars later. j! 
Campanaro studied children's reactions to team work through exer- !I 
i cises designed to develop ability to organize and recall 11aterial read inll 
Ill 11·1 I social studies, in grades four and five. She reports: 
il ''Teachers observed commendable relationship between 1.' 
I children. They tried to help one another as they I worked in the heterogeneous groups." i, 
I
ii It -s observed that no progress -s evident when the teams were II 
II 
1 IBade of slow learners, since the children became discouraged and were il 
1 unable to do the work. All children liked working in groups and prefer-J 
I, ~~ 
Jl groups of two or five aellbers. Children were a-re of the benefits gain- J 
II ed by working in groups, as deterained froa a questionnaire at the end of I 
lj the experiment. Teachers reported that the groups were inforaal, yet or-11 
I!  II derly and businesslike. 
I 3/ 'i ~~ . Gattuso- studied the effect of te~ participation in curriculum re- ~~ 
I' lated specialties in grades five and six. Children were grouped on the ~~ 
I basis of social attitude and interrelationships during the study. He ~~ 
l111. l.1 
,
11
_ Vivian Jameson, et al., ''Children's Preferences in Types of Assign- 'i.il 
ments,• Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
1
1 ~/ Lena E. Campanaro, "Graded Lessons for Use of Study Teams: Grade I 
Four," Unpublished llaster's thesis, Boston University, 1956, pp. 30-3i,· 
I ~/ Joseph A. Gattuso, "An Evaluation of CUrriculua Related Specialties ~ 
in Grades Five and Six," Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Universi 
ty, 1957. P• 141. I 
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I[ concluded: +
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• 
"The emphasis placed on sharing and cooperative par-
II 
il 
li 
'I 
'11 i! ticipation in relation to the specialty projects 
seeaed to have 11011e bearing on changes in pupil be-
IJ I• II 
ll 
II ll havior. In twenty-six cases the child rose in the I. esteem of his classmates. A feeling of rapport pre- 'I I· !i vailed througbout the dnration of the specialties." 
ll 
II 
I' 
classi- ~~ 
II 
li 
., 
II 
'• 
1!1 
!i 
'I 
II 
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Concerning the method of teaching word recognition through 
y II fication by meaning, Thorndike reco-nds that unknown words be presenti! 
i' 
ed in meaning Which the child knows. He adds that one of the best metho~~ 
h 
might be classification, 'I and emphasizes that the task should be kept sia~1 
ple. The child needs to attach meaning as he recognizes the word and 
'I I· ,,
II ,, 
then think of the application. I• Therefore, it is essential to have real 
1
1 
li 
II 
I' 
words with real meanings for learning. 
2/ 
Witty- states that association of words by classification will ex- 1! 
,, 
tend meaning and clarify relationships between words. jl 
~I i.l Also, Herrick and Howell emphasize the need for teaching awareness ,, 
'I 
of shades of meaning of words. They state: II I' 
'I 
"Jiaturi ty in vocabulary beyond gross gains in numbers 
of words seems to be more intimately associated with 
an increase in quality of use ••• , an increase in num-
ber of meanings a given word is used to convey and 
an increase in the precision with Which a word is 
used •••• " 
j; 
.I j, 
11 
'I II 1/ 1- Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Bead," op. cit., p. 136. \ ij 
!1 2/ ,,-
L/ ,, -
Paul Witty, Reading in Jfodern Education, Boston: D. c. Heath Co., 
1949, p. 147. 
II I, 
II 
Virgil E. Herrick and Miriaa Howell, "Growth in the Maturity of Writ-~ 
ing Vocabularies of Primary add Middle-Grade Children," Elementary 11 
School .Journal, 54: 338-44, February, 1954. P• 342. i! 
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I Staiger states that all types of word reCognition skills 11111st be !j 
I taught, but, "lle!lind this swift series of successive comparisons, selec-11 
!!. tions and reflections is the standard by which each possibility was test-!J 
II ed: is it aeaningful?" ~/ il 
II 1', A research study by llattola supports the method of teaching ..ords 
',1. II, apart froa reading context. She, concluded that first graders learned I 11 
words significantly better when they were presented in isolation than I '1. 
I in phrases. I 
I 
~/ I 
I
I Barry found the classification method effective at third grade li 
level. Phrases were read silently from flaeh cards, the correct classi-
1 
j fication identified, then the phrases were read orally. 
~/ 
Speidel reported the effect of word classification exercises, usin 
~~~ the 
ment in pho6ics. 
pupil-pairs technique at fourth . grade level, on reading and achieve-
! 
Each word classification exercise was preceded by a te 
I minute word analysis drill lesson to insure success in analysis ability. 
'I I. 
t' 
il 
I' ,, 
,I 
Following the word analysis drill, the children worked in teams of t..o, 
three, or _six pupils to classify the words by placing them in pockets 
under the right pictures which illustrated the classifications. The 
!/ Ralph c. Staiger, "Jieaning Clues to Word Perception," Education, 75: 
578-83, Kay, 19S5.·p. 581. 
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Kargaret D. Kattola, "The Effect of Teaching Reading Vocabulary by I 
Words in Isolation and Phrases in the First Grade," Unpublished Doc- i 
torate Dissertation, Boston University, 1951, p. 57. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
Belen Barry .!!!...!:!·, "Meaningful Vocabulary Practice in Third Grade 1 
Beading," 'llllpublished Kaster's thesis, Boston University, 1956, p. 9.j 
II ~I Elizabeth B. Speidel, "Word Analysis through Word Classification, • lj 
Unpublished'Kaster's thesis, Boston University, 1956, p. 56. 1. ll 
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repol'ted: gain in "'Drd pronunciation of the ex- 'I J, II 
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'I II 
il 
periaental group over the control was highly significant, critical ratio 
of 4.13; superiority gain in vocabulary of the eXperimental group was 
Ji 
,, 
II 
1: 
significant with a critical ratio of 3.37; comprehension in reading gain~l 
II 
of the experi-ntal group excelled the control group but not significant...,j 
. ' ~ 
ly, with a critical ratio of 2.62. The experimental group made better !i 
li gains in speed of reliding but the difference was not significant. The li 
I' 
reading scores at thJ,j experimental group was superior in gains in average 
" 
five percent level of significance. Final spelling scores showed a sig- !i 
nificant gain over the control group at the five percent level. In con-I! I, I, jj elusion she states: I' ,,jl 
jl I' ,I ll ii 
1: ,, 
II 
II 
,I 
II 
II 
I' ,,
'I 
"It '110\lld appear that use of constructed classification 
devices in conJunction with review of phonics and 
structural analysis results in an increased ability 
in word pronunciation and all areas of reading with the 
exception of speed, which showed a slight gain." 
y 
Also, Lloyd found the -thOd produced significant gains in spell-
ing at grade three level. 
y 
Speidel, however, suggested that while the results of the combi-
II 
:I 
I' 
,: 
Ji 
ij 
,. 
.I 
'I II ,, 
!j I, 
'I 
exercises and pupil- l1 
il 
nation of word analysis.. classification of "'Drds 
il teall techniq~~e produced significant gains, it is iapossible to determine fl 
J! .,, 
il the effect of each on the learning. 
I' 
:I The most recent objective study of the effect on learning of 
I' 
II 
'I J, 
children working in pairs, of which this writer is cognizant, is by 
I !y 
i. 
I' 
,I 
Fern Lloyd, "An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of WOrd Meaning 
Lessons on the Learning and Retention of Spelling Words in Grade 
Three," Unpublished Kaster's thesis, Boston University, 1956, p. 
I' il P:_/ Speidel, op. cit. 
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I
ll Bradley. She found that children working in pairs on specially designe~l 
!I I word study lessdns--classification of words by aeaning at second grade li 
/level achieved slightly higher reacling soores than those working-in the lj 
il class under the teacher's direction; critical ratios: pairs 4.03 1 teache,\ 
'I ' 
1
1! directed 3.86. The experillental groups ~e siX aonths gain in the three! 
1
j aonths experillental period during which the control group made the nor-
li aa1 three aonths gain. 
II 
I 
I 
She reported that for those children with below II 
II 
,I 
II 
II 
IJ I, 
II 
li 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
l1 
90 I.Q., the teacher-directed experi-ntal approach was best. The gains I 
.I II 
for teacher-directed group: 8.08, critical ratio 1.44; for pairs 1.25, 
critical ratio .23; and for the control group: 5.48, critical ratio 192. 
II 
The greatest gains in reading were made by the average learners: criticaljj 
ratios pairs 3.28, teacher-directad 3.62 and control 2.52. 11 
On the individual phonics test all the groups made significant gain,! 
with the highest achievement· favoring the pupil-pairs group. SUperior ,I 
learners of both experiaental groups -re signifcantly higher than the 
.I 
control group: critical ratios - pairs 4.63, teacher-directed 3.89 and i'l 
control 2.38. The pairs of the average learning group -de gains higher j 
than the control group.· In the below 90 I.Q. group gains of the pairs 1! 
were superior to the teacher-directed group but both were less than the 
,, 
I] control group. 
I. 
lj 
I 
.I 
II 
On the hearing sounds in words test, the gains were significant for 'I 
the teacher-directed and control groups but not significant for the pair~1 
II 
I 
I 
.I 
group, critical ratio: 2.75. 
11ary Agnes Bradley, ''The Construction and Evaluation of Exercises 
for Providing lleaningful Practice in Second Grade Reading," Unpub-
lished Doctorate Dissertation, Boston University, 1957. 
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'· 1! j! In ability to apply phonics, the control group made significant gain~ ~~~~ 11 and the pairs group made the least gain. Reither experimental group madejJ 
~ · II 
!1 significant gains. However, the gains of those children with I.Q. above j'/
1
1 
j! 
,I llO in the pupil-pairs group made sipificant gains: critical ratio -5.21!! 
~ ~ li For this study pictures were used for illustrating topics on the ii 
II lesson cards, to add meaning and interest. This technique in vocabulary ij 1/ h 
11
1 develoJaent is reco-ended by several educators. Witty- says, "Pictures ,11 
,, I 
11 provide an excellent means for clarifying and enriching the concepts for i 
1,1 .,,' fallliliar words which have lllally meanings." II 
!: y II 
1 Sllith suggests the use of pictures: d 
·, l! 
,
11 
' 'Picture clues and context clues often afford the !,', 
child just the hint that he needs in successfully 
I! solvin .. the pronunciation of a new word either I• 
II D ~~~ 
I
! independently of phonics or as a supplement to 
1
1 phonics. Children should be given definitely ,1 
1
1 organized practice both in using picture clues II 
,
11
1 and context clues, so that they will be alert !!'.I 
to the aid which such clues will give th- in 
.,, 
recognizing new words... ,,,· 
.,·, y Betts agrees, "Pictures are a type of context clue. They contributll. 
II ~ 
l,j' to l,i, word recognition." 
4/ II II - I 
,
1
•
1
. Weart also points out the value of pictures in vocabulary ·develop- I q 
h ~ 
1,1 1/ ',1 1 Witty, op. cit., p. 146. 
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, ~/ Nila Bant()n Sllith, "The Place of Phonics in the Basal Reading Pro- 11 
11
11 
gr1111," Beport of Fifth AniiUal Conference on Reading, Pittsburgh, ~~~~ 
Pennsylvania: University of Pittsburgh, July ll-22, 1949, p. 74. 
'jl ;!/ Betts, Foundations of Readiy Instruction, op. cit., p. 607. !! 
I II 
j !/ Ruth M. Weart, "Picture Aids for Vocabulary Mastery," Grade Teacher 0 II 63:24, January, 1946. li 
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II ment. She states that pictures enable the teacher to devote less time t11 
II word drill, provide for the teaching of more than one meaning, make word,! 
lj more vivid and emphasize words as meanings rather than a collection of I 
!1 letters. .I 
'I I 
11 
There is available research tc support thl/opinion that pictures ~~I 
,
11 
are valuable to vocabulary develo):aent. Joyal reports ,that slides were !, 
II superior tc ma.nual presentation for all levels of intelligence, in 110rd ji 
II recognition and meaning, for 365 third grade children. J 
r u 11 
1! Fleich- found that ·the vocabulary of average fourth graders in- •
1
: 
:,J . i creased from a very Umi ted level tc t'IIO and three years beyond grade 
II I 
I 
level, on a standardized reading test, as a result of discussion of pic-
1 r 
!
Ill tures followed by writing experiences. il 
11 
The previous research is an attapt tc justify the need and value !, 
II 
11 of this vocabulary methods study. The description of materials, pro- j 
il I 
11 cedures and analysis of data are contained in the following chapters. IJ 
II I 
'I II 
IJ II 
,, p 
II . !I 
11 Y ~!::: ~~!::~~~!: :!a!he ":.!!~:~:!t t:; :;:c:::::i~! i:~ir~l 
I
I Grade Beading," Unpublished Doctorate Dissertation, Boston Universit~ 
19154, p. 52. •
11 
I
I ~/ llarion Fleich, "Pictures Help Vocabulary Growth," Elementary El!gl1sh 
1
1  Review, 22: 317~320, December, 1945. r 
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DESCRIPI'ION OF IIATERIALS AND PLAN FOR THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was the coutruction and evaluation of 
l 
I 
I 
li 
li 
les-lj 
I, 
sons which coabine independent word analysis practice w1 th aeaningful // 
response to the new words analyzed, The series of lessons was intended !I 
to produce gains in reading ability, increased sight and spelling vocabu-!1 
j' 
J:aries and independence in word analysis. The lessons possessed the :1 
1: 
1 following features: II 
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1. 
2, 
3, 
WDrds cbosen for analysis practice 
cbild • s speaking vocabulary beyond 
laries of priaary baeal readers. 
were w1 thin the 
the usual vocabu"" 
Word analysis was taught inductively rather than 
through the application of rules and exceptions, 
ataningful response to the word followed the 
analysis. 
4, Children worked in pairs, utilizing the stiaul1 of 
social learning and oral response. 
The lessons were based on: 
1, 
2. 
Need of the fourth-grade cbild • for increased 
transfer abilities in word analysis. The 
f"ourth-grade vocabulary is 110 longer strictly 
controlled as in the priaary grades • and 
therefore the cbild has need of ·greater in-
dependence in "word power." 
lfeed to enlarge the cbild's sight vocabulary 
to utilize aore tully his IIUcb larger speak-
ing vocabulary; the attitude that an inductive 
approacb to the aulti-phonics English language 
is better than the deductive teacbing of phonics 
by rules and exceptions; the belief that word 
analysis practice in aeaningtul situations is 
more effective than the separation of word 
analysis practice froa response-to-aeaning; 
and the recognition that children enjoy and 
profit froa working together. 
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3. A preliminary study coabining the same approach 
as this study with short phonics drills resulted 
in very high achi~ent. 
LESSONS 
Detenainins the Jlethod 
'ftlirty lessons were prepared which required children at grade four 
II 
+= 
i! 
ll !, level to analyze words within their spe!lldng wcabulary but not a part I' 
of their reading vocabulary. I' 
Several atteapts were necessary before a design was detenained which 11 
would provide interesting, aeaningful practice in the application of li 
word analysis skills. Also, the activity IIIUst be so planned to be effect~ 
I 
ively conducted by children working in pairs independently of teacher I 
direction. Since word skills IIIUst function in a meaningful situation to u 
provide success in unlocking new words, it was essential that the vocabu-1 
' 
lary and meaning situations be limited to the comprehension level of 
,, 
II 
I 
II r fourth grade children. 
I 
I 
~ I' 
1, preference to teaching word analysis by rules, since the recognition and 
1 
The inductive approach in extending phonetic skills was selected in 
II 
1
il spelling of English words cannot be detenained simply by the application 
I '• 
I It 1 of rules. For example, the child readily becolles confused when he at- jl 
:I 11 I, teapts to apply rules in the pronunciation of words which contain letter-
11 'II coabinations such as the following: ~. ~. _!!!!!, ~. !!!:• !!!• since two1 
,I 
or 1110re pronunciations are possible. II 
I 'ftle various pronunciations of vowels and the unpredictable occurrence!' 
I Ji of silent letters also prevent successful application of rules. 'ftlere- !i 
1,' fore, it is probably not very helpful to teach the child to depend on l 
- li ndoo <or ,........,,,_ ..., opon ... •• .....,. _,..,, , .... oH ..,_ h 
~ '11 j, I 
II I 
II ,, 
:I 
p 
i! 
" 'I ,, 1 .... .;., 1:81 ====-====-~=o=~=t·~~=~ I, t 'I exceptions which often cause the child to fail as he attemp s J, 
II 
!I I, 
to follow those which do not apply in the case of the particular word " I! 
I' 
l,!l which he needs. 
Jlany aanuals for the basal reeding and spelling systeas provide ac-11 
,I 
II 
II 
II 
,, 
iJ 
,, 
tivities :for teaching an abundance o:f rules. However, aore ef:fective 
learning aiaht be achieved i:f only the aost dependable are taught with 
the exceptions pointed out. This warning to children will aake them 
aware of the need for various approaches to new '!lOrds. 
" 
II 
'I 
II 
1 
,I 
II provided 
Then i:f they are 1 
extensive practice, they will develop their own generalizations /i 
I 'I I, 
'I 
,, 
I, 
I• II 
/I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
:froa association with aany new 110rds in -aningful situations. II 
Another problea to pronunciation is the accented syllable which can 
be detenined only by approaching the word throuab meaning, since it 
controls the pronunciation of aany '!lOrds. For example, the following 
words: perait, record, rebel, present, perfect - re•:l:re the child to 
depend on his knowledge of the -aning of the word for pronunciation. 
'I I, 
I, 
!I 
iJ 
II 
I' II 
il 
I! 
Does it aake sense? Does it fit the aeaning situation? Through exer- ~~~ 
cises where the aeaning is kept high, interest and security in attacking j 
II!·, !, new '!lOrds are developed, to rapidly expand the sight vocabulary. Then /I 
i learning becoaes 1aportant business to the intermediate-grade reader who 1. 
j il 
' is able to quickly and successfUJ.l• solve the IliaD" new words which he 1· 
1
111 J J !J 
encounters in his wide reading in the various subject-aatter areas where !· 
'I !I 1. vocabulary is essentially uncontrolled, For words beyond the coaprehen- jl 
I! s1on o:f the child, the ef:fective use of the dictionary is the only way to!l 
rl !! 11 independently deteraine syllables and accents; rules are confusing and :1 
. ~ 
/1 a waste of tiae and effort. Since the child understands aany 1110re words !i .-J-··~-,.. .. "-••-.-........ --.. .... ,.., II 
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which he already comprehends and speak~~ 
I• 
rt= I• 
•I 
II 
II 
I 
I, 
vocabulary to include those words 
' 
in -aning- i\ 
II ,, 
Extensive practice in application of word recognition skills 
tul, interesting situations would provide mastery of those words which 
:1 the child understands. 
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II !I 
same pronun-,, I 
elation reduces to a large degree the effectiveness of teaching spelling 
The frequency of different letter combinations with the 
I 
by rules. Il:lsteact, eiapbasis should be placed on the importance of v1suui1 I• 
discrimiDation and -ry of word el-ta in teaching the spelling ha.~il 
'I phones. For exa~~ple, these groups of letters have the same pronuncia- I! 
tion: n£!, eac!ll, ~· ~· ieee, .!!£! 1 .!!!!!!!i and no rule can facilitat,i 
I learDing to spell words which contein groups of different letters with a li 
. u 
Iii 
11 
co_,n pronunciation. 
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\I 
Independence in the application of word skills will grow along with il p 
11 
phonetic ability, as a result of experience •I in application of word skills!! 
The child is not limited to the li in interesting, meaningful situations. 
application of rules, but learns to use various approaches to the word 
through meaning and analysis. He leams generalizations based on his 
experiences with similarities and differences in words he has developed 
/I 
Jl 
II I ,, I! ll 11 through reacting. 
'I 
The informal independent attack on words develops word ll 
II 
II 
ii 
II 
I, 
!I 
'I 
I 
I 
power without the limitations of rules and isolated drill. The child 
is made free and responsible for choosing the procedures which best fit 
,, 
are within his speaking vocabulary. !j 
'· 
j his ability and needs when the words 
I, 
I' He easily learDs to match 
I, ing is kept high. 
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the visual for. with the spoken word 
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when mean- ji 
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Description of the lessons 
One type of association activity was selected for the lessons, to 
facilitate independent pupil performance and reduce the need for teacher 
direction. The 8811ple lesson is an ex811ple of the type developed for the 
30 expcri~ental lessons. 
.. 
muff maple 
, goldenrod dandelion hummingbirds 
bullde;g wildcat parrot 
geraniums nightingale fawn 
mice woodchuck canary 
chicks rooster beaver 
wreath ~ collie owl 
cabbage elm puppy 
~he topics on your paper. Put the words under the right topics. 
83 
2_ 
oape 
• 
eaef."e 
\>lant 
~obcat 
daisy 
kitty 
fern 
pillow 
-ve LEAVES Have FEATHERS Have FUR 
t... ., . 
' 
0 .. 
• 
' t 
IFollow:i.ng is a sample of the self'-checki.ng key. 
The key for each lesson appeared on the back of each card, for 
independent use by the pairs. 
~ 
... 
Leaves Feathers 
gra.P,e pigeon 
celery swallow 
tulips sparrow 
goldenrod geese 
geraniums chicks 
wreath nightingale 
cabbage rooster 
dandelion hummingbirds 
elm parrot 
maple canary 
plant owl 
daisy eagle 
fern pillow 
Fur 
zebra 
hare 
bulldog 
mice 
muff 
wildcat 
woodchuck 
col;lie 
fawn 
beaver 
puppy 
cape 
bobcat 
kitty 
j, 
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Each lesson consisted of between 30 and 40 words, with pictures to i\ 
add meaning and interest to the task. The words in a single lesson were il 
'I 
listed on a card, to be grouped under three classifications of meaning. \\ 
The child indicated understanding of meaning or "imagery" surrounding 
the word through writing it in the proper category i-ediately after 
analysis. 
The children worked in pairs to read the words and copy them under 
II ll 
II 
'I I, 
'I h ,, 
'I 
the right category on their individual response sheets. 
II 
:i 
After the com- li 
I' pletion of the lesson, they used the key on the reverse side of the les- ij 
,I 
son card to correct their work. II The words were pronounced and spelled li 
,I 
I' 
orally duJ~ing the correction process to strengthen careful discriminatio1! 
of word elements. Each child kept a record of the lessons completed and ' 
the partner with 'IIJ6II he worked. 
Various aspects of understanding of a single word were required. 
I 
I 
i 
FoJI 
II 
·' example, the word "sweater" might be included in any of the following !1 
classifications: clothing, wool, cold weather, clothing store, warm, wil~~ 
burn, might be a birthday present, comes in several sizes, etc. 
I, 
II 
Poten- II 
tialities of word classification were explored through analysis of the- 11 
,, 
saurus categories, with key classifications being within the child's II ex- I' 
II perience. Classifications were chosen which appeared interesting or ll ,I 
J! IJ 
I' 
11 fications rather than the co_,n phonetic elements, the design called 
':I 
useful to children. Although the words were grouped by meaning classi- '1 
!I 
I' 
,I 
,, 
:, 
,, 
for several practices on the various spellings of English sounds. 
This type of lesson seems to possess advantages over the conventionaliJ 
il 
types of phonetic and spelling lessons. The child is given assurance of !i 
h =-~~cess 
j. 
through the context clues incorporated in the classification j! 
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!1 !i topics and pictures, which are within their coaprehension. Also, the 
ij controlled vocabulary guarantees success if word recognition skills are 
11 correctly applied. Habits of careful observation of word patterns, im-
j! portant to reading and spelling are encouraged through matching the word 
,j 
il with the copied word and hearing as well as seeing the word and how it 
,I 
!! is spelled. The children working in pairs add interest to the task, an 
rl 
Jl essential in the best learning situations. 
'I lt 
The processes of reading, 
II writing and reading back the words gives several different experiences ~~~ with each word, providing valuable repetition for mastery of reading and 
/, spelling vocabulary. 
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11 Lesson Try-outs 
!, The thirty to 
!I 
forty words were listed on 8 by 11 cards, to be 
!i fied under one of 
lr 
jl of each category. 
! 
three categories, with pictures to clarify the meaning ;j 
i' II 
•' 
'I 
Both types of context clues kept the meaning for the 
i new words high and controlled the aeaning situation to make recognition 
'· 
'I 
li ll easier and more successful. The lessons were tried out in a fourth gradeJ! 
Jl 'I il classroom to check the suitability of the design and content. Following ! 
!I the try-out, combinations of categories were changed to eliminate con- I 
'I ,, 
Ji fusion of words f1 tting more than one category. Words which proved am- II 
11 biguous or unfamiliar were replaced by words which could be more clearly ji 
' ,t !I classified. The number of words was reduced when the lesson seemed to ii 
II 1'1 f! require e:ll:cessive time for the average readers. The lessons were planned!, 
,I !i 
lj to require about twenty minutes, the time usually allowed for the regular!! 
daily spelling lesson. 
A second try-out included more descriptive and action words to more 
1'1 
II II 
:I closely balance the number of nouns, for developing depth of meaning and !j 
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ij 
II 
II There was no at.tsmpt made to grade the categories or words as to 
!, difficulty. Some words were used 110re than once, but the emphasis was 
II 
JJ on the incorporating of as many different words as possible to provide 
,, ,, 
,, 
I' experience in applying word analysis 
11 il ciation and spelling of new words. 
!i Source and Choice of Categories 
I, 
skills in the recognition, pronun-
' II 
11 
tl li 
II II 
'· ll 
!j 
lj 
[1 
r! 
I! ,, I Roget 's Thesaurus was used as a source of possible categories. How- II 
!I 
lj 
ever, it was necessary to simplify the teras to be understood by fourth I 
il 
!1 grade children. 
!J 
For example, "luminary" becaae "ligbt";"composition" 
,, becaae ''made of"; ''agent" became ''worker";"cessation•• beca11e ••stop''; 
h !I ''habitation" becaae "a place to live." 
:,.'j 
Following is a list of the cate-
gories used in the thirty experilllental lessons. 
I, 
I' 
:I 
li 
It 
II 
II 
" 11 1. He ! ~ II 
il 2. Have LE•aves 
II 
" II 3. About Sports 
tl 
II li 4. Play with It 
li, 5. Part of a Car ,, 
il ,, 
11 6. What HEtppened? 
II 
!! 7. Ways tc• Carry 
I' Thin.,.s II -.. 
Broke 
" II il s. Find It: 
lj Kitchen 
Lesson Catecories 
She They 
Have Feathers Have Fur 
Have Points Are Numbers 
Tells How It Looks Found in a Factory 
Part of a House Part of a Per son 
Tore Spilled 
Tools to Use When We Need a Doctor 
Woods Lake 
I' 
,I 
ll 
i 
I 
I 
'I 
I! 
II 
I! ll 
,I 
li 
I" II ,, 
t: 
'I 
li 
IJ 
II 
II 
li 
i! 
li 
II il I. ,, 
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,I 
d 
II 
,I 
" I• il 
II 
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i 9. How You Might Feel 
' 
!jlo. Have Sleeves 
I 
lin. Eat It jl 
IJ12. Animals 
II 
!113. Which Makes You 
!I Think of: Air 
i' IJu •. which aakes You 
11 Think of: Water 
!
1
1115. Which Makes You 
!I Think of: Unhappy 
/! ilia. Where 
:: 
!117. Use: 
il 
lj Needle 
I· iilB. What to Build with 
'I 
ill9. Are about Water 
,I 
,, 
1!20. In Hardware Store 
il21. Are SOunds 
:1 
!!22. Makes You Think of: 
II 
il Fire 
,, 
j123. Jlade of Paper 
" 
'I !·24. About Riding 
t! 
,. 
1!25. Make Things llove 
II 
li26. How to Find OUt 
1127. Find in: 
II 
li ,, 
1128. Are Sounds 
ll 
Flower Shop 
. 1129. Will Burn 
~-
il 
li 
,I 
!I 
About Going Fast 
Have SUgar 
Wear It 
Plants 
Happy 
School 
Vegetables 
When 
Hagaer 
Ways to Move 
Have Feet 
How You Feel 
A Cold Place 
Tiae 
Have Motors 
Are Workers 
Jlade of Cloth 
Get from the Ground 
Grocery Store 
Made of Wood 
Ways to Spend Tiae 
Kinds of Jewelry 
Have Heels 
Ways to Get Things 
People 
City 
Keeping Things in Place 
Places to Keep Things 
How Much 
Spoon 
What We Wouldn't Like 
Jlade of 
Are Alive 
A Place to Live 
Writing 
Smells 
Give Light 
Kind of Day 
Wears a Uniform 
Music Shop 
Why We Work 
Tells about SOme People 
li 
I 
I 
II 
==t' i 
I 30. llade of Ketal About Food How to Stop 
I 
! 
'I 
lr II 
1: 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
Selection of Vocabulary 
grade four comprehension level, but not likely to have appeared in the 
previous basal reading program. Several 'IIIDrd lists were c011pared as 
!I 
sources for the selected 'IIIDrds: 1. Durrell - Keaning Vocabulary for 
I 
I 
r' r! 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
=-t:' == 
J, First the Durrell and Anderson lists were compared to determine whichjj 
II words 
11 of at 
'I 
appenred on both lists. II This wuld provide a frequency usage list _J 
II 
least six, since the vocabulary lists froa which the Durrell list 
J! I· 
II 
originated required a frequency of five to include the word. In this way~ 
I' it was determined that these 
I grade children. 
II 
words were w1 thin the comprehension of fou1 
'I 
d 
II 
II 
II 
Then it seemed necessary to eliminate those words which probably II I, 
II 
would already be a part of the fourth grader's sight vocabulary. II 
SO the jl 
I series. 
derived list was checked with the word lists of the five basal reading Jl 
Words were chosen if they appeared on the derived list and on I· 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
'I 
II !I 
I' II 
II 
'II I 
not more ttuun one basal reading list below grade gour. Since there ap-
peared to be such a lack of consistency in the basal reading lists, it 
seemed well to include those words appearing not more than once below 
the fourth grade level, because many children would not have been ex-
posed to th- in the basal reading prograJD. 
Those wrds appearing on either the Durrell or Anderson lists were 
,I 
',I li 
II II 
i! 
,I 
I' ,I 
il 
'I I· 
:I 
list jl 
Roots and vari-11 
included if they appeared on at least one grade four basal series 
and not more than one basal list below grade four level. 
ant words were not counted; the word -s entered once as il !I II 
II ed. 
II 
II 
it first appear-~~ 
II 
Nearly twelve hundred of the fifteen hundred words selected were usedil 
II 
I' 
in the devE'lo1111ent of the thirty lesson-cards for the experiment. lj 
Lessons: Children WOrking in Pairs il 
I' 
I Organization and Administration of the 
I 
I, 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
'I I· 
I 
I, 
Children were organized to work in pairs to utilize the stimuli of 
social learning and oral response. 
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il 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
' i 
I 
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II I, 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
•' 
:I 
II 
I· 
:I 
'I ,, 
II 
J, 
'I I, 
II 
'I I. jl ~0-==== 1/ ,, 
- It 
The palrs were determined on the basis of a social distance scale. il 
(A sample appears in the appendix.) Partners were designated by the !! 
teacher fr<)JD among those children with whom each child indicated he wouldil 
like to wrk. No child was asked to work with anyone whom he rated as no~ 
!I 
desiring as a work-mate. Partners were challged every ten lessons, so 
that each child wrked with three different partners during the experi-
ment, to extend interest and social learning in the classroom. 
II p 
I II 
II 
II 
II Readin1~ ability was also a factor considered in determining the part-li 
,, 
Their second and third 'I ners. SUperior readers were paired only once. 
work-mates were taken from the average or above average reading levels, 
li 
to aid them in developing attitudes and habits of helpfulness along with ~~~ 
stery of new reading and spelling vocabulary. The poor readers were II 
never paired because they would be unable to wrk the lessons independentjt 
1: 
ly. -An avo~rage reader was paired with a poor reader as a partner only II 
1'1 nee; his l~emaining two partners were average or better than average 
readers, so that his progress wuld not be impeded. jl 
The first task of the pairs was cooperative application of word skill~ 
for the purpose of word recognition and applied meaning. The partners 
rked togotther to read the three category topics of the lesson, then 
proceeded to wrk out the new words orally, and copy each word under the 
catenory, on individual response sheets. (A sample of the lesson 1 
I 
and a pupil-response sheet may be found in the appendix.) II 
'I 
I II i erse side of the lesson-card was used by the children to correct their Ill' 
At the completion of each lesson the self-correction key on the re-
I,J I I Joseph A. Gattuso, "An Evaluation of CUrriculum Special ties in Grades.! 
--==l~=d;!:;~=v,;;;;:!:::u'~ Six~_::~:~ Master's thesis, Bos~~n Uni~ers:ty, 1~~7•11 ==== 
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own lessons. II 
One child read and spelled orally the words under each of the three il 
If a word was not li categories while the partner corrected his own paper. 
il correctly copied, that word was crossed out and copied correctly in the 11 
Ill 
1
1
1
1 
space left under each word for corrections. If words were incorrectly 
I '11 , classified, they were crossed out and written at the end of the correct 
\ !/ II category list. I' 
II, II The pairs worked independently of the teacher, choosing the lesson 
II II ~~ for the day, working the lesson, correcting their work, recording the 1! 
score and partner's naJIIe, and filing the lesson-cards and worksheets. " 
I' il I us, the teacher was free to help those partners who could not work out jl 
11 a word and check to encourage correct copying and improved handwriting Ji 
I II 1 when necessary. il 
~ il 
11 Since the lessons were not graded in difficulty, there was no special!! 
I
ll sequence to follow. However, the cards were numbered for the convenience/! 
II I f children in keeping a record of the lessons completed. II 
., After the completion of the lesson, the children moved directly to il 
II II ther as11ignJ11ent and did not wait for other pairs to finish. l'l 
'1'l The experimental vOcabulary lessons took the place of the regular 1 
I 1,:, 
II 
spelling lesson three days a week. One lesson-card was worked in 
!I 
Jl twenty minutes on each Monday, Wednesday and Friday for ten weeks, II 
! o complete the thirty lessons in the experiment. On Tuesdays and Thurs- 1• 
II Iii the rEiglllar weekly spelling words were taught. 1 
II ,~·, During the ten weeks of the experiment, the ten control classrooms II 
ollowed the regular procedures as prescribed in the teacher's manuals ofli 
he basic reading and spelling series. 
=== 
II ~ 
!I 
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ij 
II il ,, 
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I' ;I Selection of Pop1lat1on 
,, 
!I ,, 
II 
'I II I, 
IJ h 
II 
!I 
II 
I' 
,I 
'I 
II 
Twenty fourth-grade classrooms were located in which the teaching of 
reading and spelling was based on the same basic series. Then confer-
ences were arranged with superintendents of the areas to explain the ex-
periment and to gain permission to use these classrooms for the study. 
All superintendents were interested in having the experiment conducted 
in their schools, and encouraged their teachers to participate. Then 
conferences were arranged with principals and teachers to explain the 
purposes and actual proposed procedures for the experiment, resulting 
I· i/ complete cooperation. 
I' 
,I 
II I! il 
II 
ll 
J! 
I' 
II 
I! 
tl :j 
II 
I' ,I 
!i 
!I 
II 
I• 
•I 
II 
II h 
II 
!j 
I· 
'I' i 
II 
!I 
due to illness and transfer the sample was r~uced 
mental group and 208 in the control group. 
Establishing the Groups 
The design of the experiment called for twenty fourth-grade class-
rooms, ten in which to conduct 
The classrooms were paired within the same school district, and 
within the same town, with one exception. 
ing and sp<~lling, as shown by the accoaplishment quotient in reading and 
spelling of the children under their direction during the school year, 
II H subjective judgment of the superintendent or principal was in agreement 
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il 
.J" 
II 
II 
I 
I 
with the pairs as determined by the acco.plishment quotient system. 
'I 
I 
teachers had taught at least two years, and no one was new in her present! 
position. I. 
Equating of Experimental and Control Groups 
During the week of September 16, 1957, the following tests were ad-
,, 
ij 
II I. II II II 
1/ ministered to determine the initial perceptual 
I~ 
I 
skills of all children. 
!I II 
I! (1) KUhlmann-Anderson Test, Form D, Sixth Edition, 
general mental ability. 
to determine 
(2) Gates Reading SUrvey for Grades 3 to 10, Form I, to measure 
achievement in reading vocabulary, comprehension and speed. 
y 
(3) McKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill, Test 3, to determine 
ability to hear sounds in words. 
(4) Ketropolitan Achievement Test, Form R, 
acbieveJilent .• 
to determine spelling 
(5) 
§/ 
Boston University Word Pronunciation Test, Forms A and B, 
for Intermediate Grades, to measure ability in word recog-
nition and word analysis. 
6/ 
(6) Recognition-of-Homophones Test,- to measure recognition of 
letter-combination sounds. 
" I I 
I' II 
I 
II 
i' ,, 
II 
II 
11 
'I I, 
'• 
li 
KUhl~l-Anderson Test, Form D, Sixth Edition, Princeton, New Jersey: 1 
Persom1el Press, 1952. lj 
Gates Reading survey for Grades 3 to 10, Form I, New York: Bureau of II 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1953. •I 
McKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill, Test 3, Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1
1
• 
1956. 
I 
~/ Metropolitan Achievement Tests, El-tary Batte:f', Form R, New York: I 
World Book Company, 1950. I 
§/ Donald D. Durrell, llllproving Reading Instruction, op. cit., pp. 393-41 
!!_/ Joseph F. Comerford, "Perceptual Abilities in Spelling," Unpublished 
Doctora~ Dissertation, Boston University, 1954. I 
II 
II li q II 
II I! 
~~t y 
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'I I (7) Visual llemory of Words, to determine ability to observe 
1 and remember differences in word patterns. 
,, Control of llethod 
Following the pre-testing prograa, the writer met with each of the 
ten teachers of the experimental group. Two sets of lesson-cards, a 
teacher's lllaiiUal of directions, samples of the pupil-record sheet and 
I· 
11 
II ,, 
I I 
ol 
!I 
II 
ii 
., 
II 
I' 
11 il response sheet, and a sample of the social distance scale were explained, il 
•11 discussed and left with the teacher, along with a copy of the calendar i! I ·I , !I li schedule for the experimental lessons. jj 
II,, The teaching of the experilllental -terials began on September 23, 195~ li I ! and extendEod over a ten-week period, with a lesson on each Monday, Wed- lj 
0n II I 
I 
nesday and Friday, during the regular twenty-minute spelling period. 
I 
Tuesday and Thursday the words from the regular basic spelling series 
were taught. 
II 
!I 
li 
" ., li 
H 
II 
•I ,, 
control 11 
'I 'I 
Durinc the ten weeks of the experiment, the classes in the 
1 group procEoeded with the regular reading and 
'I II by the manuals of the basic series. 
IJ 
spelling programs as directe~ 
I, 
'I 
II The teaching period extended from September 23 to December 6 with 
jj three scattered days out when schools were not in session. During this 
I! time the writer visited each classroom six times to observe the experi-
II 
II 
!I 
!I 
II 1\ 
11 mental lessons in progress and to discuss problems which might arise con- ll 
!i 
1: 1! cerning the study. The control classrooms were visited twice. 
ji Final Test1:!!i 
During the week of December 9, 1957, the following series of tests 
Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, op. cit., p. 103. 
II il 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
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!I !I 
li I! ,, 
I' 
I 
I' were adainf.stered to all children, as a basis for evaluating the experi- 11 
I 1'!. mental teaching materials. II 1 (l) Gates Reading SUrvey for Grades 3 to 10, Form II. lj 
I I. 
I (2) llcKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill, Test Three. 1\ 
,,, II 
, (3) lletropolitan Achieveaent Test, Form u, Spelling. 11 
(4) Boston University Word Pronunciation Test, Form B. I 
(5) Recognition-of-Homophones Test.
1 
\ 
(6) Visual Memory of Words Test. I 
As indicated in the above listing of tests, alternate forms of the II 
tests were used in the final testing when more than one form was avail- il 
I able. Otherwise, the same test was repeated in the final testing program I 
I Description of Tests I' 
I! The KUhlmann-Anderson Test is a group test for measuring general men-11 
II tal ability. It is composed of six non-language and four language tests. il 
I Each part is carefully timed, requiring about forty-five minutes for the 1 
I over-all testing. 
I I The Gates Reading survey Test measures three areas of reading ability:IJ 
vocabulary; comprehension and speed, fl'OII the middle of grade three throu1· 
I grade ten: Vocabulary - with a range from grade 2.5 for a raw score of 
I zero, to grade 12.4 when all 85 items are correctly answered; Comprehen- \! 
I sion - with a range from 2.5 for a raw score of zero, to grade 12.0 with II 
I all 83 items correctly answered; Speed - with a range from grade 1.6 for ij 
a raw score of zero, to grade 10.4 with all 64 items correctly answered 
in ten minutes. About seventy minutes are required for this test. 
The llcKee Inventory of Phonetic Skill Test consists of 130 items di-
vided into seven parts to determine ability to identify sounds in words: 
II 
I 
I 
II 
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I 
II 
r il 
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I 
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,I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
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I 
COI3sonant sounds, final consonant sounds, structural elements, ' 
There l
j 
vowel sounds, initial blends and recognition of common syllables. 
are no OOI'IIIS supplied for this test since it is designed to be used as an!l 
I 
inventory test and not a measure of achievement. The test requires about! 
,, 
,, twenty minutes for administration. 
The lletropolitan Achievement Test, Elementary Battery, Forms R and 
Spelling, contains forty words, with a range in achievement from grade 
'I u,il 
li 
II 
1.9 for a zero raw score, to grade 7.7 with all words spelled correctly. Jl 
The Boston University WOrd Pronunciation Test is composed of 100 word~ 
designed to measure ability in word recognition and word analysis, in 'I 
! 
I 
II 
II grades four through six. 
'
.,· 193.) The words are scaled in difficulty from very easy to·extremely 
(A sample aay be found in the appendix, page 
II 
II 
II 
I 
l 
1
11 
I' 
.I 
" 
II 
I 
I 
difficult. The words iiDIIIediately and accurately recognized are recorded !I 
in the word recognition test. Those words which are pronounced so as to I 
include all the sounds in correct order, including the words recorded in 
I' 
the recognition test are accepted in the word analysis test. This is an I 
individual test which requires approximately five minutes per child for 
administer:l.ng. 
The Visual llemory of Word Patterns Test is made up of fifty items, 
each contatning a choice of from five to seven letters or words. (A 
,, 
li 
II 
i! 
I' ,I 
II !I 
sample may be found in the appendix, page 194.) The items range in diffi~ 
culty from the perception and memory of an individual letter to foreign 11 
d 
'loot:dil of similar configuration. There are no norms for the test; the il 
I total 
·' 
numbE•r of items correctly perceived from the flash cards and identi~ 
':I II fied on thE• record sheet is the score used as a basis for comparing II 
Jl achievement. 
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II 
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I The Recognition of HOIIIOphones Test is made up of fifty sets of five 
1 
letter-combinations. (A sample may be found in the appendix, page 196.) 
lj The child determines which groups of letters have the same sound as the 
l1 sound of the key letter-combination. Nol'lls are mit available for this 
I test so achievement is compared on the basis of the total number of cor-
1 
11 rect responses. Ten minutes is adequate time for administering this 
I test. 
Questionnaires 
At the completion of the experimental lessons the reactions of the 
children and teachers were solicited by means of questionnaires. 
The children's questionnaire, (A sample may be found in the appendix, 
l page 197.) ''How Did You Like the Lessons?" was comprised of fourteen mul-
II 
I· 
! 
I 
II 
I! 
II 
I 
I tiple-choice items designed to determine how well the lessons were enjoy-
\ ed; whether the method of working in pairs provided a satisfying learning I 
experience and if the general type and difficulty of the lessons were I, 
satisfactory. 
I The teacher's questionnaire (A sample aay be found in the appendix, 
page 198.) attempted to answer the same questions from the instructor's 
:observation of pupils working with the materials. 
I I Copies of the tests with directions for administering and scoring, 
I 
I j! 
I 
! 
I and copies of the questionnaires may be found in the appendix. 
I The data were analyzed and the results are presented in the following 1 
1 chapter. I 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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'!I The data were analyzed to compare the gains made by the experimental I' 
control groups in the following areas: .I 
(1) Reading Achievement 
a. Total average reading 
b. Vocabulary= 
c. Comprehension 
d. Speed 
(2) WOrd recognition 
a, Rapid word recognition 
b. Word recognition with aid of word analysis 
c. Visual memory of wrds flashed 
d. Identification of eounds in words 
e, Recognition of homophones 
Spelling Achievement 
The data were further analyzed to compare the gains of boys and 
!i 
'; 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I' 
11 
,I 
;I 
'I I 
II il 
II 
!! 
II 
'I II 
~~thin 
I 
the experimental group. 
(l) 
(2) 
Total Reading Achievement 
girls II 
II 
'I 
!, 
I· 
II 
I 
i Word Recognition 
a, Rapid word recognition 
b. Word recognition with aid of word analysis 
(3) Spelling 
The data gathered from the experimental group were also analyzed to 
gains of those who achieved above average and below average on 
,, 
II 
II II 
II II 
li 
•I 
I 
ij 
I. 
!I 
!I 
li 
I' 
il I• 
'I 
the initial vocabulary test in the following areas: 
(1) Tbtal Reading Achievement 
(:l) Vocabulary 
(a) Spelling 
a. Rapid word recognition I 
I 
(4) WOrd Recognition 
' 
c. Identification of sounds in words 
b. WOrd recognition with the aid of word analysis 
I The questionnaires were analyzed to determine the reactions of teach-11 
I I
I ers and pupils to the lessons• quality of: 
(l) Interest I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
' 
(:!) SUitability I 
lt 
(:1) Value I 
I 
grade children in twenty classrooms. The ten experimental classrooms I 
The initial testing program involved a total of 474 fourth-
totalled 2:17, and there were 237 in the ten control classrooms, However, I 
due to illness and transfer, the sample was reduced to 220 in the ex- I! 
11 
perimental group and 208 in the control group. It is on the basis of 
these final numbers that the data were analyzed. Only those children • s II 
test scores were analyzed for whom there were complete data. II 
I 
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II Ji 100 II= =-~=-=~"==-=-~==c=====~--4 ------~~ Table I shows a comparison of the chronological ages of the expert- II 
1
'1 1,1, II mental and control groups. 
11 il TABLE I ~~ 
\lr--CC-OII_IP_AR_l_~_N_o_F_CIIRONO_~-I.OG-I-C-~-NJ-ES----EXPER--DIENT--AL-AND--CO-NTIIO--L-G-~-UPS---11 
j!;:l :::~:u:. :~~~:::~:2::::~~~:: :9:11:::an:5:~:·~~s:7::::·:~:::~:~:::::· ~._· :._: --:Do.::::..:f:..:•--'-:---'s"". 2..,·:=-·:,a_-':'--:::.C:...~::R.=.·-~: 
Control : 237 9 - 5 7.2 : .47 
1
j 
1
1
1 The range ill, The mean chronological ages were equal for the two groups. 
I ,I 
1 of the experimental group -s from 8 years and 7 months to 11 years and 9jj 
I II II months, and from 8 years and 8 months to 11 years and 8 months for the il 
I control group. The G:li'.fe'rence in JUana for the two groups --was il 'I II 
1
1! zero, resulting in a critical ratio of zero. !1 
ll ji Table II shows a comparison of the mental ages of the experimental 11 
II - I I and· control groups. • 
I 1,, 
I 
I 
I 
TABLE II 
COIIPARISON OF JIENTAL NJES - EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
I . . . . 
I Group . ·N, lie an . 
I : 
: ~~----------~--~--~~=~~~~~~~''! il. S.D. S.E •• : Dif. S.E. : C.R • 
: . . . . il E 237 9 - 6 : 9,6 : .62 . : . 2 mos. .87 2.30 
: . : . : . . 
Control 237 9 - 4 10.8 ,70 
II 
!I The mean mental age of the experimental group -s 2 months superior 
II to the control group. The range for the experimental group -s from 7 
I years ;md 4 months to 11 years and 8 months, and from 7 years and 2 
i months to 12 years and 2 months for. the control group. The critical 
I 
rf 2,30 favored the •11Xfl8l'ilaer.rllal group. 
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Table Ill shows a comparison of the mean intelligence quotients 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF INTELLIGENCE QOOTIENTS 
EXPERIMENTAL AND ~L GIIOUPS 
. : : . . . 
. N. Mean . S.D. S.E.m : Dif. s.E.d . . 
: . : . 
Exp. . 237 101.38 11.1 . • 72 : 1.68 : 1.10 1.58 • . 
: : : 
237 99;70 11.7 • 76 . : . Control 
The meEm intelligence quotient for the experimental group was 1.68 
points above that of the control group. The range of intelligence quo-
I 
,, 
II 
i 
I 
I 
tients for the experimental group was from 74 to 126, and from 61 to 135 
1
1 
I Ill 11 for the COr!trol group The critical ratio of 1.58 showed the experimen-
1 • I' I tal group to be slightly superior to the control group. 1 
I li ~~ Table IV compares the groups in average reading ability on the Gates ·'I 
Reading survey Test, Form I, for grades 3 to 10, at the beginning of the 
I 
experiment, in September. 
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I TABLE IV il 
,, READING ACHIE.VEIIENT IN SEPbfo!BER II 
11------------------------------------'11 
1:,1 . . : Group N. Mean : S.D. : S.E •• : Dif. : S.E.d : C.R. !\ 
I 
I 
1 Exp. : 
. 
. 
220 4.0 
: : 
1.08 
. 
. 
.07 
. 
. 
: 
.2 : .ll 
I Control 208 : 1.23 : .09 . . 
II 
: 1.82 I! 
II 
II 
Las j! 
I The 
I DO~ 
I, 
i' j for 
!I 
The mean total reading achievement grade of 4.2 for the control groupj 
.2 of a grade superior to the 4.0 mean for the experimental group. !1 
!\ 
!I ,, 
II 
critical ratio of 1.82 definitely favored the control group but was 
statistically significant. 
I! Table V shows the comparison of mean total reading achievement grade 
1
, 
the two groups at the close of the ten-weeks experiment, in December. ~~ 
TABLE V 
READING ACHIE.VEIIENT IN DECEMBER 
.I 
I' :I 
~~~~--~--~--~-=~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~--'11 w-Group N. Mean S.D. : s.E~ • Dif. S.E.d : C.R. 
ij Exp. : 220 : 5.0 : 1.35 : .o9 ~ • 2 .13 1.54 11 
II Control • 208 : 4.8 1.38 • .09 ,
1
! 
I 
The mean achievement for the experilllental group was grade 5.0 which I 
I ~ ~ :.;: ·:: :=::,:-:.:::~-:::::.: ::::-:'M, I! 
l1 as great as the favor shown the control group in the initial testing pro- il 
I gram. Therefore, Table V does not clearly point out the superior gain II 
I 1: 
1 
made by the experillental group. I 
/, 
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I Table VI shows the gain in mean total reading achievement made ! . the experimental 
1. 
group from September to December, ten weeks. 
TABLE VI 
II 
il 
I! 
II 
~103 
--- !! ~-::==--=::--=-.: 
by jl 
!I II 
I! 
I' II 
OliiPARISON OF READING ACHIEVEIIENT - EXPERIMENTAL. GROUP ~~~ 
' SEPTEMBER - DECEIIBER I 11---------'-----------~'' II ,! ~ c.R. ji 
compared with grade 5.0 in December. This was a gain of a full grade 
The critical ratio of 9.09 
shows the gain made by the control group from September to 
I : : 11 
1 'I I Testing : N. : Mean S.D. : s.E.m : Dif. s.E.d c.R. 11 
I Initial : 208 : 4.2 : 1.23 : .09 • 6 : •13 : 4 • 44 II 
I Final 208 4.8 1.38 : .09 ~~ 
I The mean achievement of the control group in September was grade 4.2 I 
'
compared with grade 4.8 in December. This group showed a gain of .6 of a 1i 
grade during the ten-weeks' period. The critical ratio of 4.44 is statis-11 
I 
II 
tically significant. 
==-----
i 
I 
II II 
h 
II t 
II 
,. 
il 
II 
Pase 104 is lacking in nllllbering. 
r 
Table VIII compares the gains of the experimental and control 
li 
II 
!i . ~R~~~,=== 
II 
l1 in total reading achievement. 
(I 
groups il 
II II 
II 
II 
I 
~ 
I 
: 
Group : 
Exp. 
: 
Control : 
TABLE Vlll 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN READING ACHIEVEMENT 
N. 
220 
208 
. 
. 
: 
Gain 
1.0 . . 
. 
. .6 
: 
s.E.8 : Dif. : 
.11 . . 
.4 .17 
: 
.13 : : 
. 
. C.R. 
2.35 
The aean gain of 1.0 grade for the experimental group was signifi-
I' 
i/ II il 
II 
II 
'I 
! cantly superior to the gain of .6 grade lllade by the control group. 
I 
:I 
This II 
table eliminates the beginning advantage of the control group. 
ii il Gains Made in Reading Vocabulary 11 
I Table IX compares the experimental and control groups in reading I! 
II vocabulary achievement of the Gates R!tading SUrvey Test, Form I, for ~~~ 
I grades 3 to 10, in September, I I ~ 
I 1'1 TABLE IX I 
If ' :I I SEPTEMBER VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT II 
j------------------------------------------------------~'1 . : 
·I . Grou . N. . Mean S.D. S.E. Dif. . s.E. C,R . I 
: 
Exp. : 220 
. 
. 
Control . 208 
• 
: : 
li : 4.3 : 1.02 . .07 . .2 .11 1.82 
: I . : I' . 
: 4.5 1.08 . .08 : . .! . . 
,, 
il The control group scored .2 of a grade above the experimental group. lj 
I The critical ratio of 1,82 was not statistically significant, but showed JJ 
II that the groups were not closely matched in vocabulary achievement at the~~~ 
Jj beginning of the experiment. j 
I I, 
11
1 
Table X compares the groups in reading vocabulary on the Gates Read- 1 
! I 
-t .. "":"ey ~"'"• "'N n, ~'•• ,...... ' <o w, _"'_"~_-·:~· ~o;~ 
II 
II 
il 
li 
li 
I, TABLE X 
I i DECEMBER VOCABULARY ACHIEVEIIENT I I I 
I . . : : : : : I . . Groul! . N. Mean S.D. . s.E •• Dif. . S.E.d : C.R. 
I 
. : : . : . 
II 
: . : . : . : . . . 
I E!!!• . 220 • 4.8 . 1.14 . .08 : : : . • . . 
.1 .11 .90 
I 
• . . . • : : II • • • • • I Con'!;rol : 208 : 4.7 . 1.11 . .08 : : . . . . I I 'J'I)e mean grade achievement of the experimental group was 4.8 which 
I 
.1 of a grade above the control group. I was 4.7 of the The critical ratio I 
1 
of .90 was half as large as resulted at the September testing which show- \ 
I I 
-
I ed the groups to be more closely matched in vocabulary achievement at the 1 
end of the experiment. This was true because of the superiority of the lj !I 
control group in the initial testing program. I' . ' 
Table XI shows the gain in reading vocabulary made by the experi- I I 
mental group. 
II 
I 
TABLE XI 
II COMPARISON OF VOCABULARY ACHIEVEIIENT - EXPERIJIENTAL GIIOUP I SEPIEiiBER - DECEIIBER ~~~ I 
I : : : . : : : II I 
. 
TeSti!!J : N. : Mean • S.D. : s.E •• : Dif, : S.E.d . c.R • • . 
. . : : : : . 
II I . . . Initial : 220 . 4.3 . 1.02 : .07 . 
.5 . .10 : . . . . 5.0 
. : . : . . : 
II 
. . . . 
Final : 220 . 4.8 : 1.14 : .08 : . : . . 
i 
The mea.n reading vocabulary achievement in September was grade 4.3, I I I 
and in December was grade 4.8 which showed a gain of .5 of a grade. The II 
critical ratio of 5.0 shows that the gain made was statistically s1gn1fi- II 
I cant at the ,01 level. i I 
I 
II 
I 
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II 
II 
II 
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II 
II 
I 
+-1· Table XII 
I group. 
shows the gain in reading vocabulary made by the =co=n=t=ro=:t" ~ 
'I j, 
I TABLE XII 
OJIIPARISON OF VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT - CONTROL GROUP 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
·I I . 
I 
,, 
11--------------------11 
Testing N. 
. 
. 
Mean S.D. s.E ... Dif. S.E. C .. R. : 
: : 
4.5 : 1.08 .08 : 
.2 .11 : 1.82 I Initial : ~2~08~~~~~~-~~~-~~-
208 
: : : 
4.7 : 1.11 : .08 . : : . 1 Final 
The mean reading vocabulary achievement in September was grade 4.5 
and in December was grade 4. 7 1 which shows a gain of .2 of a grade. The 
the gain was not significant. I critical ratio of 1.82 shows that 
jl Table XIII compares the mean 
•vocabulary. 
gains made by the groups in reading 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN READING VOCABULARY 
------------
: 
!;iroUJ2 N. Gain S.E.K : Dif. s.E • .c_ C.R .. 
: 
Exp. . 220 .5 . .07 : . . 
.3 .15 
,I 
2.0 
Contrc>l: 208 .2 .11 . . 
I The mean gain of the experimental group was .5 of a grade compared 
with the .2 of a grade made by the control group. The difference: .3 
I 
rf a grade was statistically significant at the .05 level favoring the 
!experimental. group. This table eliminates the beginning advantage of the 
control group. 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
I' 
II 
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II 
II 
I 
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II 
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II . ~t.:=·:~........ .............. . ... 
1i Table :nv shows a comparison of the mean grade achievement of the 
)I groups in r•eading comprehension on the Gates Reading survey Test, Form 
llfor grades 3 to 10, in September. 
I 
tl TABLE XIV 
I SEPI'EMBER READING COMPREHENSION 
,, Group : N. : Mean ~ S.D. S.E.m Dif. S.E.d C.R. jl 
1· r 
·,! Exp. : 220 : 4.0 : 1.05 ~ .07 : .10 : .11 : .90 II 
' 'I I Control. 208 4.1 : 1.11 .08 :  
I The mean achievement for the exper:laental group was grade 4. 0 com- !j 
I pared With grade 4.1 for the control group. The control group was slight-il I• j,lY favored. However, the critical ratio of .90 was not significant. II ~~ Table XV shows the mean grade achievlllllent of the groups in reading ~~ 
II I 
f comprehensiC>n in December. 1 
I I 
II DECEMBER ~:: ~SION II 
I I I : : : 
Ji Group : N. : Mean : S.D. : S.E.m Dif. S.E.d : C.R. j 
II Exp. : 220 : 4.9 : 1.38 : .09 .10 .13 : .7:--:1 
II Control : 208 : 4.8 1.32 : .09 : : i! 
II The mean achievement for the exper:laental group was grade 4.9 com- il 
~~~pared with 1:rade 4.8 for the control group. The critical ratio of .77 \1 
!was not significant but favored the experilaental group. II I •I I• ~ ~ 
-----, -=.~ -- . -~~~==c·=~=·=i==== --
1 
11 
II 
I II ! :! 
I 
II 
·--=*=== === ~ 
I Table XVI shows the gain made by the e~rimental group in reading II 
I comprehension. I j 
I COMPARISON OF READING ~=:ION - EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I I SEPIEi!BER - DECEMBER I 
1
1------- : :~I 
I Testing : N. _: _s.E.d....!__~.R. I 
I : : : I 
Initial 220 : .11 : 8.27 1 
: 220 : 4.99 : 1.38 : .09 : : -jl Fin!U 
1 
The mean grade reading comprehension in September was 4.0 and ~ 1l 
4.9 in December. This was a gain of .9 of a grade. The critical ratio I 
lof 8.27 shows the gain to be quite significant. j 
I Table XVII shows the gain made by the control group in reading com-I prehension. 
r I TABLE XVII COMPARISON OF READING COMPREHENSION - CONTilOL GllOUP 
. : . : 
Testing N. Mean S.D. S.E .. m Dif. C.R • 
. : • . • 
Initial 208 4.23 1.11 : .08 
.66 .12 : 5.83 
: : . . 
I 
I 
I 
il li 
I 
J 
I Final : 208 : 4.89 1,32 : .09 11------''-----'-·..:......-'--~---=--..:....:...;-...o.... ______________ ,, 
li The mean grade reading comprehension in September was 4.1 and was 
in December, which shows a gain of .7 of a grade. The critical ratio I 
5.83 is statistically significant. 
I Table llVIII compares the gains made 
/prehension. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
by the groups in reading com- I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
II 
I, 
I 
i 
II 
I II I' I ,I 
~+· .· ... ·~~~···~··+~' .....  
1,,' II, 
TABLE XVIII I ~ II I COMPARISON OF GAINS IN READING COMPREHENSION II 
I : : II 
: 
-=E~xp~. ___ :L_~2~2~0~~-~·9~1~~~·~1~1 ____ : 
: 
Contn•l: 208 .66 .12 
.25 
. 
. 
.17 
: 
I The mean gain of the experimental group was • 91 of a grade compared II ~~'with .66 of a grade made by the control group. The difference of .25 of !I 
~~a grade favored the experimental group but was not statistically signifi-1 
I cant. The Slllall difference in gain between the groups was likely due to Jj' 
l1' I the fact thut the ecperimental materials were not designed to deyelop com-  
llprehension, since the vocabulary chosen for the lessons was within the ll 
~~~comprehension of fourth-grade children. J! 
I !'1 
'
•Gains Made in Speed of Reading II 
I 'I 
11
, Table XIX shows the speed of reading of the groups on the Gates I.
I' Reading survey Test, Fonn I, for grades 3 to 10, in September. !j il ~~ TABLE XIX !,II 
1 SEPTEMBER SPEED OF READING ., 
I it 1---------·------------·---------11 
: 
Grou : N. . Mean . S.D. S.E.m 
: 
·~"'--!.---'s"'.~E""'."'dL..!c_;::c_,_.!!R.._. _!I 
·- 11 Dif. 
. 220 . 3.7 . 1.38 .09 . . . 
.2 
: "' . . 
: 208 3.9 . 1.59 : .11 . 
.14 1.43 Ex • 
~~ Control 
1 
The me•m speed of reading for the experimental group was grade 3. 7 
I and grade 3.9 for the control group. The critical ratio of 1,43 favored 
I the control group, but was not statistically significant. 
·+ 
II II 
II 
,, 
'I II 
II 
II ,, 
li 
II 
II 
II 
il 
II 
I' j! 
i! ,, 
• 
l 
liof the experiment, in December. 
Ill I TABLE XX I 
~h-----D-ECEMBER--S-PEBD--OF-READ--ING _______ 
11 
Table let compares the speed of reading of 'the t\\0 groups at the end 
Ji Grouo . N. . Mean . S.D. . S.E.m : Dif. . s.E.d : C.R. I . . . . . . : : . : : : . . 
Exo. . 220 . 5.4 . 2.22 . .15 : : : . . . . 
.3 .2 1.50 
: : : : : : : 
Control : 208 : 5.1 : 2.22 : .15 : : : lj 
The mean achievement for the experimental group was grade 5.4 com-
'I I. I pared with 1,<rade 5.1 for the control group. The difference of .3 of a 
1/ 
!grade favor~~ the experimental group but was not statistically sigoifi-
'I 
cant. 
I 
shows the gain made by the experimental group during the ' I Table XXI I 
I experiment. 
I I TABLE XXI I! I 
I C:oiiPARISON IN SPEED OF READING - EXPERilo!ENTAL GllOUP il SEFTEMBER - DECEMBER II 
I I . . I : : : . . : : Test in" : N. . llean. . S.D. : S.E. : Dif. : S.E., : C.R. . . 
J 
: : : . : : : . 
Initial : 220 : 3.7 . 1.38 . .09 : 1.7 : .17 : . . 10.0 
: : : : . : : lj . Final : 220 : 5.4 : 2.22 : .15 : : : 
II 
The mean speed of reading achievement in September was grade 3.7 and i 
I Jin December was grade 5.4, which shows a gain of 1.7 grades. This gain ,, 
places the i:roup one full year above the chronological grade level in 
'I 
speed' of reE~ing. The critical ratio of 10.0 shows this gain to be highly! 
lsigoificant. :I 
-
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- ·-
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-
I 
i 
II 
I 11 •! 
II 
II ==~==========,================~~====~======~~===~~-=== 
the control li 
I 
Table JCXII shows the gain in speed of reading made by 
group. 
Testing 
. 
. 
Initial 
Final : 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON IN SPEED Of READING - CONTROL GROUP 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Dif. S.E.d 
: : : 
208 3.9 1.59 : .11 1.2 .17 
. 
. 
208 5.1 . 2.22 .15 . 
C .. R. 
7.06 
The menn speed of reading achievement in September was grade 3. 9 
and in December was grade 5.1 M1ich shows a gain of 1.2 grades. The 
critical ratio of 7.06 is statistically significant. 
Table lCXIII compares the mean gains made by the groups in speed of 
reading. 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN SPEED OF READING 
: 
Group N. Gain . S .. E .. c Dif. s.E.d C .. R .. . 
: 
Exp. 220 : 1.7 : .17 : 
.5 .24 : 2.08 
Control 208 1.2 .17 . 
-
The mean gain of the experimental group was 1.7 grades compared with 
1.2 grades of gain made by the control group. Both groups made statisti-
cally significant gains with the experimental group achieving .5 of a 
I grade above the control group. The critical ratio of the difference in 
gains was 2.08 which was significant at the .05 level. 
.I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I, 
I 
I 
i 
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Jl 
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I' j ains Made in Ra id Word Recognition 
I 
I 
Table XKIV compares the groups in rapid word recognition without the 
laid of word analysis skills. The test used was the Boston University 
I 
_b_ 
-r-·== 
I 
i !/ I rd Pronunciation Test for Intermediate Grades • il 
I TABLE XXIV I 
~ I 
,I!-=G~ro::::u~p _ _,__-!!;:..__....:.._~~-'--2.:!:!..!_.L..-!~,.__;========s:.E:.d====-c-.:R-.~-~I 
II 
Exp. = 11 
1.19 .88 !1 
I Control 
The mean score of the experimental group was 11. 70 words compared 
/with 12.75 1Wlrds, the achievement of the control group. The groups were 
closely matched with a difference of 1.05 words. The critical ratio of 
.88 favored the control group, but was not significant. 
Table :liXV compares the groups in word recognition in December. 
TABLE XXV 
COl4PARISON OF WORD RECOGNITION IN DECEMBER 
1-----------·---------------- ----
: 
Grou.E._ _ _;_ __ ..!N:_,.,___.!_!!!M::.ean::::::_ _ _,__S=.D~., _ _, _ _cS~·<!E ..!111. : Dif. C.!t_. __ 
I 
I 
II 
I' ,I 
I 
I 
I 
1.60 4.54 •
1
1 
Control 208 19.45 17.5 : 1.08 : _____ _:_ ___ _:_ ____ I ~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-~ I 
Exn. 1.18 24.35 17.5 220 4.90 
The mean score for the experimental group was 24.35 words compared I 
li for the control group. The difference in achievement be-11 
I
I 
statistically significant difference between the groups, favoring the ex- I 
'with 19.45 'OOrdS 
• 
!tween the groups was 4.90 'OOrds. The critical ratio of 4.54 showed a 
~/ Durrell, Improving Re~ding Instruction, .2P.!._ cit., p. 393. I 
i! 
'I i 
I perimental group at the .01 level. 
II 
==r4=== 
I 
I Table XXVI shows the gain made in rapid word recognition by the ex- I 
1 perimental group. 
Testing 
: 
Initial . . 
Final . . 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON IN RAPID WORD RECOGNITION - EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
: 
N. ~~- s .. o. S.E...m...._;_ Dif. S,b.d_ : _ _s_,R. 
220 : 11.70 : 11.50 : . .78 : 12.65 : 1.41 8.98 
: : : 
220 24.35 17.50 . 1.18 : . 
II 
II 
II 
I 
,, 
I I 
. I 
I 
-- ---
The mean score in word recognition in September was 11.70 words. In i 
' 
December the score was 24.35 words, which shows a gain of 12.65 words. II 
I IThis gain ~1s nearly twice as great as the gain of 
!critical ratio of 8.98 shows the gain to have high 
I 
I the control group. Thel 
statistical signifi- :1 
lcance. 
' Table XXVII shows the gain made in rapid word recognition by the 
control group. 
TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON IN RAPID WORD RECOGNITION - CONTROL GROUP 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
----------- ---
: 
I 
II II 
II 
11 
!I 
-J 
C.R. I Testing N. 
: 
. 208 . Initial 
: : 
12.75 : 13.0 
. 
. 
.90 
---- 6.70 
208 II-"F..:.1:!!n,a:l __ ,_ _ _::::;"'---'---l"'-9"-":..:_4;;_L _ _l.§_,_~--L! ~!! __ : _____ :
1.41 4. 75 ' 
__ I, 
'I 
I 
The mean score achieved in word recognttfon in September was 12.75 
rds. In December the score was 19.75 words, which was a gain of 6.70 
I 
the critical ratio of 4.75 shows ~e gain to be statistically sig- ' 
~=============== 
I 
,j 
'I I 
.I 
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I 
I word 
II ,, 
I 
I 
I 
groups in rapid ~~ 
I, 
Table XXVIII compares the mean gains made by the 
recognition. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN RAPID RECOGNITION 
Group N. : Gain 
Exp. 220 12.65 
: 
Dif. 
1.41 5.95 
. 
. s.E.d 
1.85 
C.R. 
3.22 
II 
ji 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Ji 
,I 
I' ,, 
control: 208 : 6. 70 1.41 I 
'
1
'1. with! The mean gain of the experimental group was 12. 65 words compared 
,,6. 70 words, the gain made by the control group. While both groups made ~~ 
j significant gains, the difference of 5.95 words favoring the experimental 1 
I I I group was statistically significant at the .01 level. I I ,I ~~Gains Made Jin Application of Word Analysis Skills J 
ij Table XXIX compares the two groups in application of word analysis I 
'skills on the Boston University Word Pronunciation Test for Intermediate 11 
y ~, 
'!!Grates, Font A, in September. 1
11 TABLE XXIX 
I COMPARISON OF WORD ANALYSIS IN SEPI'EIIBER i 
r-----:·-------------li 
1 Grou N. Mean : S.D. S.E. Dif. s.E. cR. !I 
Ex • : 220 : 19,85 18.0 
: . . 
1.21 
.40 
'I 
1.92 .21 
II lrc;.:o;.:n;.:t::.ro::.l:_...;__-=2::.08:__;~2::.o::.. 2:..5:_...:__::.21:..·:.:5:_...:__1:..·:...4:.:9:_.::.= ___ _.::. ___ _.::. ____ 11 
II/ I I 
The mean score for the experimental group was 19.85 words compared 
,!with 20.25 
Jjmatched as 
,, 
•ords achieved by the control group. The groups were evenly 
indicated by the very small critical ratio of .21. 
!j 
II 
I! 
1/ Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, op. cit., pp. 393-394, +I 
I 
" 
. ··- - -:.~=-=-==-=:=-=-=-=- ----=-"'=--= 
'I 
!, 
!i 
'I • I' I, Exp. • 220 6 • 58 :J 
I I, II Control : 208 I! 
I 11 I The mean score for the eXperimental group was 38.65 words compared iJ 
i
1
with 24.90 words achieved by the control group. The difference between th~ 
~~groups was 13.75 words. This difference was statistically significant 'I ~~with a critical ratio of 6.58, favoring the experimental group. ~~ 
lr 1. 
II II 
Table l:XXI shows the mean gain in word analysis made by the experi- II 
I I mental group. I 
I " 
I TABLE XXXI II 
.i ,I 
'!I I'· 
COMPARISON OF \lORD ANALYSIS ACHIEVEMENT - EXPERDIENTAL GROUP 
" SEPI'EIIBER - DECEIIBER I 
' II 
I : t. I Testing N ·--:...-:!lol:::e:::an::__,__,S:..•:<D.:.• __,,___..,sc._.E"-'~.ma_ D=.i.:.f.:.... __,:.__..,sc._.E~·d.,_,:.__::::C.:.• R~.'---11 
lruin,_i::.t::::i::a:::l'--.!..-. ...:2~2:.::0:_.....__:1::.:9e..:·c::8"'5'---.:...: -.::1:.!:8C!·::.O_,__~lc:.·.:::2::.1_: 18 •80 : 2 •02 9 •31 II 
~~~Final 220 __ 3_8_._65 ___ 2_4_.0 ___ 1_._6_2 ________ ;_: _ ~~~ 
I The mean score in September was 19.85 words compared with 38 65 words! I • II 
jiachieved by the group in December. The difference of 18.80 words showed ji 
,, ,.,1.' Jr very significant gain, as indicated by the critical ratio of 9.31. 
li 11 ~~~~-~~ -== ===-·- . . =-==-'~--~-==--l----=--== 
II 'I I !1 II I, 
l! li 
~ 
I Table XXXII shows the gain made in word analysis by the control 
I group. 
I 
The mean gain of 18.80 words made by the experimental group was four 
!times as great as the gain of 4.65 ..ords made by the control group. The 
~ifference of 14.15 words favored the experimental group with a critical 
ratio of 2.8:3 which is statistically significant at the .05 level. 
!I 
,, 
,, 
!ins -===~~~=~~~====~==-~= I Gains Made in Visual Memory of Word Patte~ i
1 
I
I Table XXXIV compares the groups in ability to remember words seen, 11 
'I 
on an adaptation of the Boston University - Visual Memory of Word Patterns!!, 
i 1/ 11 
I Test,- in September. il 
'I Jr 
I
ll TABLE XXXIV II 
I It 
II 
COJIPJ\RISON OF VISUAL MEII)RY OF V.URD PATTEJINS IN SEPTEMBER 
,r----------------11 
II Group N. Mean S.D. S.E.m -Dif. S.E.d C.R. 1'1· ~~~f-:;:Exp~·:___....:..~22::;0"-_:..:___:2;z6.17_..:.__!.,_!.::!.3_·_· :,__ ..... ,.55,._._.:.: l.OS • 76 : 1. 38 II 
. Contra 1 ....2Q,.,B _ _,:.__,._2 7.,...,.2.2_L 7 . 44 , 52 I 
II II ~~~ The mean score for the experimental group was 26.17 words compared !I 
lwith 27.22 .. ords for the control group. The critical ratio of 1.38 is tl I' I not significant, but favors the control group. Ill 
I j· 
I 
Table XXXV compares the two groups in visual memory of word l)atterns 11 ,, 
I at the end of the experiment in December. !) 
! TABLE XXXV li 
I 
II 
l
.i COMPARISON OF VISUAL MEII)RY OF WORD PATI'ERNS IN DECEMBER II 
It }--------·· --------:----------:----=----11 
'1 Group N. Mean S.D. : S.E.m Dif. S.E.d C.R. II 
Control 208 34.90 7.59 .53 . . 
4.81 
---
• 7o 6.87 II 
__ ,j'
I 
I, 
1 The mean score for the experimental group was 39.71 words compared 
The IJl'OUPS differed by jl 
II 
34.90 words achieved by the control group. ,)with 
I' 
)14.81 words. The eXperimental group were statistically superior with a 
I critical ratio of 6.87. 
li 
I 
I 
I 
h 
" 'I l! 
'I 
I 
1 119 
---~~-=-===== 
I 
Table :cotVI shows the gain made by the experimental group in visual I 
/memory of word patterns. II 
i TABLE XXXVI 
IN VISUAL MEWRY OF 'IIOHD PA'M'ERNS - EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I, 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 1 
COMPARISON 
: ------- ---;- ----;-------11 
II ::::: : --::;-_-:- ::~ 7-: :::: :_·::;· ::::. ·::· ::::,11 
II Final : 220 __::__3_9_._7_1--'-: _6_. 75 .46 =---------------~:~ 
I
I The mean score in September was 26.17 words compared with 39.71 words! 
1
in December. The gain of 13.54 words was very significant as shown by I 
the critical ratio of 19.07. The experimental group gain was nearly twice/ 
1 as much as the gain made by the control group. 
II 
I Table XXXVII shows the gain made by the control group in visual 
TABLE XXXVII 
!memory of word patterns. 
'I I 
I COMPARISON IN VISUAL MEMJRY OF WORD PA'M'ERNS - CONTIOL GROUP 
SEPTmiBER - DECEMBER 
. 
. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Testing N. 
. 
. 
Mean I S.D. _: __ S.E.!JIJ._] _!_li_!.!_:_~.E.!~ _ C,R-'--1 
l1 :::"' : =-~~:: ~,::-·-":_-;_~:" -~ "~I 
I The mean score in September was 27.22 words compared with 34,90 words! 
1 achieved in December. The differ-ence of 7.68 words was quite significant.,! 
I I 
'I 
'I 
I 
II 
!I 
=== 
!j ~ ~ II 
'-+»-- - ~'"-~+? ~--
!i Table XXXVIII compares the gain of the two groups in visual memory li 
IJ ~~ 
fjof word patterns. li 
II ll 
lj TABLE XXXVIII 'I 
I 
111 
roMPARISON OF GAINS IN VISUAL IIEII>RY OF WORD PATTERNS lj 
II : ~=--- ~ 11 
ll Group N. : Gain ... : s.E.~~~i~_; s.E.d ~ ~...!h_ jll 
I Exp. 22o: 1~.54_ .11 • 
I 
; 5.86 1.03 5.69 ! 
Control : 208 : 7.68 : • 74 : : 11 
\I Tbe gain of the experimental gro~:~~~ v.:=-=~pared with 7. 6,1 
I words gained by the c:Ontrol group. Tbe difference was 5.86 words, favor- ~~ 
!I ing the experimental group. Tbis difference is statistically significant II 
Jjas shown by the critical ratio of 5.69. il 
'I Ill jGains Made in Ability to Identify Sounds in Words 
1/ Table XXXIX compares the two groups in ability to identify sounds in lj 
!words on the McKee:. Phonic Inventory Test for grades 3 to 6, in September.!! 
q I \i TABLE XXXIX I 
i!' COMPARISON OF ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS - SEPI'E!o!BER 
r ·-· 
~,, 
E:xv. 
Control 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
N. 
220 
208 
. 
. 
. 
. Mean 
: 96.87 
: 
96.66 
: 
S.D. 
: 25.2 
27.3 
: 
. 
. 
: 
: 
s.E • ., : 
1. 73 
1.90 
: 
. 
. 
Dif. 
.21 
. 
. 
: S.E.d : 
: 
2.57 
C.R. 
.08 
Tbe mean score of the experimental group was 96.87 compared with II 
I' 
1'96.66 for the control group. Tbe difference was .21 with a critical 
I of • 08. The groups were closely matched. 
~ II 
!I II 
II cl'~~ 
11 Table ~U. shows a comparison of the two groups in phonetic ability, lj 
!lin December. !1 
TABLE XL li I 'I I COMPARISON OF ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN l\ORDS - DECEMBER I! 11------~-:------:----:--~---=---i! 
1 Group : N. S.E.d : C.R. II 
. : . 
Mean S .. D. : S.E.m. : Dif. 
: : 
Exp. : 114.72 16.1 1.09 . . 2.87 
: 
. 111.85 . 18.9 1.31 : . . 
Many, particularly among the experimental 
I 
I 
I 
ability. I' 
II ~~~ TABLE XLI 
!,! COMPARISON OF ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN l\ORDS - EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER I 
lt-----------.-. ----------,1 
1 ~T~e,::st.::;i:;:n::a..~r_,__.::N.!.. _ _.:'---'M::;e:;,:an::::...._,___::S:.:•::.D.:..• __,:.__S:::.:;:.E::.:•:~~~....•.:-..!:D~i..!.f .... __,.__2.8~. E._,.:Jl..d..._: -..lo.o C .•.a...R_ 'I 
Initial 220 : 96.87 
: : 
25.2 1.73 17.87 
: 
2.04 8. 76 
II lt-=-F.:i::nal=. _ _,_2:::2::.:0::...._,""'1"'1:,;4:.:•'-'7.:2'"-'-:--'1::.:6:.:·.:1_..._..:1:.:•"'0~9_..._ __ ~----~---!l 
I' The meruo score achieved in September was 96.87 compared with 114.72, II 
~n December. The difference of 17.87 was nearly four times as great as th~ 
kains shown by the control group. The critical ratio of 8.76 is statisti-
=t= 
I I I 
I :I 
I II 
'it tl I d ~ ~122 
=·- ,,-_======- ·o=~~~-=~==,==o~~~t~==== ~~ cally significant at the .01 level. i· 
il Table :XLII shows the gain made by the control group in ability to I 
'I identify sounds in words. i 
II TABLE XLII li 
I tl I COMPARISON OF ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS - CONTIIOL GIIOUP 11 
SEPI'EIIBER - DECEMBER II 11, 
.1 = = = = II 
11 Testing : N. : Mean s.D. s.E.a : Dif. l s.E.a c.R. !I 
1'!
1 
Initial : 208 96.66 : 27.3 : 1,90 5 •19 2 • 30 2 •26 II 
j• Final 208 111.85 18.9 : 1.31 : 'I 
1 The mean score achieved in September was 96.66 compared with 111.85, II 
[in December. The gain was 5.19 points of score and was slightly signifi- !I 
j cant. ~~ 
it Table XLIII compares the gains made by the two groups in ability to 1 
II identify sounds in words. il 
It TABLE XLIII !) 
I' COMPARISON oF GAINS m ABILITY TO IDENTIFY soUNDs IN \I'ORDS II 
I II 
II :· ,: : ,: : :::· ' .... ' •·•·• ' '·'· Ill 
12.68 3.08 4.12 I 
'
it Control 208 5.19 2,30 •I 
The gain made by the experimental group was 17.87 points as compared I 
1
1 
to 5.19 achieved by the control group. The difference was 12.68 points I 
~~ with a critical ratio of 4.12 Which was statistically significant in favo~ 
!1 of the experiMental group. However, this test did not measure either ~~ 
11
1 
group since many earned perfect scores on the initial and final tests. 11 
I !t I II ~ 'I -~ -- r 
II 
I 
I. 
I• 
II 
II IJ 
I I, j !! 23 
===· ~" 
,, 
il 
I 
11 Gains Made in Ability to Recognize Homophones 
I 
Table Xl~IV compares the groups in ability to recognize homophones on 
y 
The Boston University: Recognition of Homophones Test, in September. 
TABLE XLIV 
COMPARISON IN ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE HOioi>PHONES - SEPTEMBER 
1: 
l1 
I! 
lri~G~ro~U~P~·--~.-~N~.~~~~M~e-an~~~S~·~D~·~~-S~.E~·~m~~~D~i~f~---~~S~·~E~·~d~--~C~.R~·---1 
I 
Exp. 220 24 _55 21.70 1.46 I 
ilr-
1 
~Co.;..n.;..t;.;;ro..;....l_;.._.;..2.;..08.;.........:._2;;.,6;...;..7.;..5_;....;;2;;;,3.;.. 0.;.........:._1_ . ;..6..;;.0_:;..__2_· 2_0_..;...._2_._1_7_.;...._1_· _01 __ 1 
The mean score for the experimental group was 24.55 compared with I 
h 
The difference was 2.20 in favor of the conrr 
II 
26.75 for the control group. 
trol group. This difference is not statistically significant. I. 
Table Xl.V compares the t'IIO groups in ability to recognize homophones, II 
i 
' 
in December. 
I 
I' 
----IN_AB_I_L_I_TY_TO __ RE_COGN--I-ZE_. -HOioi>--PH-O_N_E_s_-_D_E_C_EMB_E_R ___ ~~ 
--~N~---~--M~ea~n~~~S~.D~·--~~S~·~E~·~m~~~D~i~f~---~~S~.~E~.~d~--~C~.~R~.---1 
TABLE XLV 
Exp. 220 38.80 22.40 1.51 5.75 2.19 2.63 I' 
Control 208 32.05 22.75 1.59 
The meaJJ score for the experimental group was 38. 80 compared with 
32.05 for the control group. The difference between the groups was 5.75 I! 
which was shown by the critical ratio of 2. 63 to be slightly significant, 11 
favoring the experimental group. 
Joseph F. Comerford, "Perceptual Abilities in Spelling," Unpublished I 
Doctorate Dissertation, Boston University, 1954. j 
I 
II 
--
.1: ,,,· 
The mean score of the experimental group in September was 24. 55 com- 1 
i! 
1 pared with 38.80, in December. The gain of 14.25, with a critical ratio II 
I I' of 5.40 was statistically significant. ,j 
11 I! 
Table XLVII shows the gain in ability to recognize homophones, made ! Iii 
I jby the control group. 
,, 
TABLE XLVII 
'I !I COMPARISON IN ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE HOIOPHONES - CONTROL GROUP 
!I SEP1'EMBER - DECEMBER 1,~------------=----------------------
N. Mean : S.D. 
: 
Initial 208 26.75 : 23.0 . . 
S.E. 
1.60 
Dif. S.E. C.R. 
1: 
.,, 5.30 2.26 2.34 
-=;...___:.__;;.;;.;;_--=--..::;.:;.;.=..=--=..:.;;..:_-=--=-= _ __:.._---=--'11 Enal 208 : 32.05 : 22.75 1.59 
The mean score for the control group in September was 26. 75 compared h 
l
lwith 32.05 achieved in December. The difference of 5.30 with a critical 
•ratio of 2.34 was slightly significant. 
,, 
il 
'I 
II 
~=--= 
'I 
'I 
l! 
===o .... 
" 
II 
I' I 
II 
II 
'I 
,, 
i 
I 
,, 
li li 
ii The mean score of the experimental group was 14.25 compared with 5.3d1
1 
it I, 
" II 
!'!.for the control group. The gain for the experimental group was more than li !j 
I, twice as great as that made by the control group. The difference in gain li 
'I 
J between the two groups was 8.95. The critical ratio of 2.58 was statistijj 
I' II 
tl I; 
•I cally significant, favoring the experimental group. 11 
~ ·I 
l1 Gains llade in Spelling !i 
II II 
1
1
! Table XLIX compares the spelling achievement of the groups on the IJ 
·I it 
!:Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form R, in September. li 
!I ,. 
il TABLE XLIX 1! 
P :1 
II Ill ll COMPARISON OF SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT - SEPI'EMBER 
!i : : : : :, 
II Group N. Mean S.D. : S.E.m : Dif. S.E.d C.R. il 
II " I, Exp. : 220 4.3 1.11 : .075 : H 
,, .1 .11 .90 ., 
Ill:, ,: : lj Control : 208 4.2 1.08 : .075 : : 
II ·1' 
•I J lj The mean achievement in spelling for the experimental group was grad"'l 
'I ., 
[14.3 compared with 4.2 for the control group. The critical ratio of .90 !I 
llshowed the groups to be quite evenly matched. Both achieved slightly 11 
tl 11 
!Iabove grade llevel with the small difference favoring the experimental !I 
11 I' I, •' ~group. ~ 
=4=- -·--==--=-=,=-· .=4!=11 === 
II ' ~ ti 
1: il 
II i,l 
.! 
1: ij li 
+ . ~.-~~ 
II i: 
1
1, Table 1~ compares the two groups in spelling on the Ketropoli tan Ji 
,,, 
ij Achievement Test, Fom U, in December. 111 
j. . ,I 
!I TABLE L ,I 
II CCJIIPARISON OF SPELLING AaiiEVEitiENT - DECEMBER !\ 
I ·~· ' •. .... •.•. ; ..... ' DU. ... •• ' , ••• l! 
!, : : . lj 
IJ Exp. • 220 4.9 1.05 .071 • 3 .lO : 3 • 00 II 
II Control 208 : 4. 6 1. 08 • 075 : :·
1 
i,J I 
1 
The mean achievement in spelling for the experimental group was grad11 
j4.9 compared with grade 4.6 for the control group. The difference was !1 
I 
·1.3 of a grade, favoring the experimental group. The critical ratio of 
!3.00 is statistically significant at the .01 level. 
II 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
Table LI shows the gain in spelling made by the experimental group. 
TABLE LI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN SPELLING - EXPERIIIENTAL GROUP 
SEPtEMBER - DECEIIBER 
II ~~--------.-.----------------:--------.-.--------: 
Testing : N. : Mean S.D. S.E. 111 : Dif. S~E·d C.R. lj' 
1
j Initial 220 : 4.3 1.11 : .075 . 6 .lO : 6 . 00 IJ 
j[ Final : 220 : 4.9 : 1.05 : .071 ~ ._J\ 
J, ij 
1 The meal!l on the September spelling test was grade 4.3 compared with 1
1 
1
1 
grade 4.9 in December. The group gained .6 of a grade. The critical 11 
l1 il 
1
,ratio of 6.00 is statistically significant. il 
II I' 
., 1 
\' I, ,, 
I II 
+ ·t-~ 
I 1 I I, 
il' q 
'I h 
!. 1! II II 
!1 I· 
Ill I! II 
II - -==7==+-Pl--= 
:1 j, 
'I I' 
!1 Table LII shows the gain made in spelling by the control group. 1! 11 !I 
!1 11 
'II TABLE LII !I 
!I i,l, COMPARISON OF GAINS IN SPELLING - CONTROL GROUP 
I! SEYI'li.11BER - DPX:EIIBER li 
,/ I Jll----~----~--~----~--~----~--~--~11 
il Testing N. Mean : Dif. S.E.d C.R. li S.D. S.E .. m 
: 
1.08 .075 II, Initial : 208 : 4.2 : 
4 
: : 11 : : 
: 
1.08 : .075 I 
• .10 4.00 I· 
I : : : : li 
.I Final 208 4.6 : II II 
II II jl The me<LD achievement in September was grade 4. 2 compared with grade Jl 
~~4.6, in December. The group gained .4 of a grade. The critical ratio of 11 
1i 1! 
I 'I ! 4.00 is statistically significant. 1, 
'I ~ ~ It 
lj Table I.III shows -the difference in gain made by the ho groups. !i 
" ~~ TABLE LUI !! 
./ t! 
,, jl 
II COMPARISON OF GAINS IN SPELLING Ji 
!I !! 
!I ii 
'' I• li Group N. Gain : S.E.d • C.R. Jl 
• I : : II 
II Exp. 220 : .6 : .14 : 1.67 II 
lj Control ·: 208 .4 .10 : li 
,,, :i 
1 The mean gain for the experimental group was • 6 of a grade compared 1: 
. II I! with .4 of a. grade gained by the control group. The difference in gain II 
!!was .2 of a grade which favored the experimental group, but was not sta- ii 
il tistically significant. I! 
I' II 
Jl Table LIV is a summary of the gains made by the experimental and il 
jl 00ntrol groups during the ten-weeks of the experiment. li 
!! !I ll ;; 
~ J!l 
!l 
=--==#= _,_ --·==-·=-=:.== -===-~=--===~~ ~ --•= 
!I ~ 
p ~ 
r II 
./ tl I li 
: 
s.E.I' : Dif. 
. 
. 
.10 
.2 
~ ~ 
.I J, 
1' 1! II j: ~ II =~=#- -.,~=~~===-===~~==~~--~==~3..~-~=== 
,, II 
b II ~ ~~LW i! 
11 
11 !i SUMMARY OF GAINS - EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS il 
I! I! 11 I 
,,-----------------------------------1,, 
!1 Area Mean Gain :Diff. :S.E.d : C.R. jl 
11 : : II 
•I 
11 Exp. Control 11 
li : il 
ij Reading Achievement - Gr. 1. 0 • 6 • 4 : .1 7 2. 35** II 
:, d 
!lvocabulary Achievement - Gr. ,3 .15 2.0 ** !I .5 .2 
.91 .66 
1.7 1.2 
!! l! 
j!Word Recognition 5.95 1.85 3,22* II 12.65 6. 70 
18.80 4.65 
13.54 7.68 
17.87 . 5,19 . 
. 
. 
14.25 : 5.30 
,, I 
11 : 1! 
.6 .4 !!spelling Achievement - Gr. .2 .14 1.67 11 
il It ,. li II 
l'l * - Significant 1% level II :l ** - Significant 5% level 'I 
r ~ 
I !j 1 Com arison of Gains Made b s and Girls of the Ex erimental Grou /i 
I 'I 
\\ The results of the initial and final tests for the experimental group /, 
jl 11'1 I' were analyzed to compare the gains made by the 95 girls and 125 boys. 
I !i 
I 
!I 
'
Gains Made in Readin 11 
" li II Table LV compares the average reading ability of the boys and girls /! 
ll,_on the Gates: Reading survey Test, grades 3 to 10, in September. ii 
'
', li i! I •I 
II . . . . il 
t='
' -If-~~-=--====~~-=--"==---"'- ·-
i! ~ ~ ~ II '! 
li 'I 
,, !, 
II 'I r ,,~',1 129_=== 
II TABLE LV 
il !i 
1
,, COMPARISON OF READING ABILITY - SEPTEMBER I! 
ij 
I -.---------:, 
1
1 
Group : N. : Mean : S.D. : S.E.m : Diff. S.E.a c.R. 11 
11 Girls •. 95 4.3 1.05 ; .ll •• . 5 . 14 3 . 57 11 
!j Boys 125 3.8 1.14 : .10 : !I 
I
I II The mean achievement for the girls was grade 4.3 compared with grade I 
!i3.8 achieved by the boys. The difference between the groups was .5 of a !: 
'I ,, 
l
'lgrade. The critical ratio of 3.57 shows that the girls were significantlll 
1
1 superior to the boys at the beginning of the experiment. 11 
' 'I 
1
1!
1 
Table LVI compares the average reading abil1 ty of the boys and girls ~~ 
li 
!lin December. Ji 
I .I :I TABLE XVI II 
'I ·11! 
I 
COMPARISON OF READING ABILITY - DECEMBER 
I ~ 
: II I Group N. : Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. II 
I 
Girls 95 5.2 2.07 : .21 ij 
.4 .22 1.82 1
1 
,1 Boys 125 : 4.8 1.35 .12 : li 
1
1 1! 
1
1 The mean achievement for the girls was grade 5.2 compared with the iJ 
I' boys' mean of grade 4.8. The difference of .4 of a grade favored the li " 
lj' girls but was not statistically significant, as indicated by the critical Jl 
I ,I !!ratio of 1.82. The smaller difference than resulted from the September II 
j testing was due to the greater gains made by the boys. il 
I ~ 
II l1 I II ~- ~ 1,: 
'I i· ~ li I •I 
I, '' 
ii !I ~ il ~ - - ~~~~~-~~~~'~'-~~ 
I 11 
II ~~ fl Table LVII shows the gain of the girls in average reading ability. !j 
1 TABLE LVII Jt 
II ;i 
1
: COMPARISON OF READING ABILITY - GIRLS !I 
:I SEPTEMBER - DECEIIBER !J 
'1------------------------------\1 h : d II Testing N. Mean S.D. : S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. li ij : : !I il Jll Initial 95 4.3 : 1.05 : .11 . 9 •24 • 3 . 75 II 
Ill Final 95 5.2 2.07 .10 li II I 
I I :I The mean reading achievement of the girls in September was grade 4.3 1! 
licompared with grade 5.2, in December. The group showed a mean gain of .91i 
llof a grade, which was statistically significant. However, the stat1st1ca~i 
lisignificanc~> with a critical ratio of 3.75 would have been greater if the~~ 
il standard de,•iation for the December test had not been nearly twice as I\ 
II large as for the initial test. I! 
11 Table LVIII shows the gain made by the boys in average reading abili- 11 
I I' I II II ty. li 
~~ TABLE LVIII j! 
II :J COMPARISON IN READING ABILITY - BOYS 
1
1 
II SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER :1 
'I IJ ~~ I 
11 Testing N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. [j 
I 'I ., l Initial : 125 3.8 ~ 1.14 .10 l.O _12 8 •33 !i 
I! Final 125 4.8 1.35 : .12 : J'1 
:1 II il The mean• reading achievement of the boys in September was grade 3. 8 11 
I. II !compared with grade 4.8 in December. The group gained one full grade 
1
• 
llduring the experiment, which was significant as indicated by the critical !11 II I 
ilratio of 8. 33. !J 
li 1' 
·+---===-=- .. :.~~-~===o=~==o...-==-==t='.' == 
ll 
ij ~ 
!I ~~ 
il II 
" ii ~-illi Table - ' t,1:, 13.!~--== 
LIK compares the gains made by the boys and girls in average 
I 11 
!reading ability. 11 
II TABLE LIK ~~ 
I II
! 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN READING ABILITY 
i il 
! : II 
!Ill Group N. Gain s.E.'l : Dif. S.E.d : C.R. II 
!I Girls : 95 .9 .24 .l •27 •37 11 
1,/ 
1
1 Boys 125 1. 0 .12 /I 
II The mean gain for the girls was ! 9 of a grade compared w1 th the gain ~~ 
ilof 1.0 grad!! achieved by the boys. The standard error of the gain for !1 
I 1: ,jthe girls was twice as great as t;he error for the boys. The difference 1l 
IIi . . ''·'. l,in gain was .1 of a grade wtth a critical ratio of .37, which shows the I' I 1!1 difference i.n gains for the two groups to be slight and to favor the 
I I' [boys. 
I I 
II Gains Made l.n Ability to Identify Sounds in WOrds 
11 
:i Table LX compares the boys and girls in ability to identify sounds in II 
llw,., oo <ho ,., ... , -o<oo ,._,.,.,Too< "'" "'"""'' ' <o '• •• "'''-11 
1,,1 TABLE LX ~~~!,i 
COMPARISON OF ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN 'II':>RDS 
i,..___: ____ : ----------llll 
1
1 
Grou N. Mean S.D. : S.E. Diff. S.E. c R I 
I Girls 95 99.95 24.64 : 2.53 ! 
il Boys : 125 96.52 22.33 2.00 : 
3
•
43 3
•
22 
1.
65 
II 
I' I! 
I 
ij I. 
I' I I 
li 
-~+- ===================- - - li 132 --~=-==jj= ··== II II il 
11 Table LXI shows the relationship in achievement in phonetic ability 
ljof the groups in December. 
., 
II 
'I 
II 
TABLE LXI 
~~---~--:AI-·l-I-SON--O-F-AB-IL-I-TY--TO--IDENT--I-FY-SO-tlND--B•-lN-WO-RD-S---D-EC-EMB-E-R-----
1 Grou N. Mean S.D. : s.E. Diff. S.E. C.R 
1i'1 ...:::G:,ir~l::,:s~_,__....::.95~__._1;:;.;1~7:..:·~l,:;:;O_,_..:,l;;!4~. 8~4;:._.._...;1~.:.::6:.::6~ 4 • 20 •• 2 . 20 1. 91 IJ 
I : 'I ·ji...:.::Bo::,y~s;:.__...:...~l::.25~__._1;:;.;1::,:2;:.:·..::9,:;:;0...:....:.1..::6..:..l:.;O::_.._...;l~.:..:4:;:4_,__ _ __. ___ _:.. ___ _,1
1 1
1 ,i 
1 The mean score for the girls was 117. ~0 compared with ll2. 90 acl/ieved I! 
1 by the boys. The groups differed by 4.20 points, resulting in a critical ~~ 
!!ratio of 1.91 which favored the girls but was not statistically signifi- :1 
II cant. ~~~~ 
II 
'I !11 Table LXII shows the gain made by the girls in ability to identify 
! il ilsounds in words. !i 
II TABLE LXII II 
II COMPARISON IN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS - GIRLS I! SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER II 
,! i 111----------------------------q 
lf.-!'Te::.ss~t~in!!L-i..: .......;!!.:..-'--~~..:..._..:~.:....i_..:~:.IIL..:....~!.!..:-i..-2S~. E~·:JL...:......~C.:.!. R!:·-11 
lj Initial 3. 03 5. 66 I/ 
!
Ill-..:.F.:;;in:;:a::l;...___:;..._...;;.:;..._...:.;;;;.;...:.;:;.;;_:....;:~::..:...~....;;..:.;;.;::..._,.:_ _ __. ___ _,_ ___ lj 
I' ,. ! The mean compared w1 th the !I 
!score of 117.10 in December. The girls gained 17.15 points. The critical!! 
I 'I 
liratio of 5.66 is statistically significant. Ji 
~ ~ ~ ii 
i! 
li -~ II 
II li II ,, 
i/ -~======-========= 'I . =+133 -- ..:=-==== I 
Table Utili shows the gain made. in ability to identify sounds in word~J 
•I 
1i by the boys . !j 
I TABLE LXIII I' 
I I', I' COMPARISON IN ABILITY TO IDEIITIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS II SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER il 
II I : il li Testing N. Mean : S.D. : S.E.p Diff. S.E.d : C.R. II 
I II 
I 
Initial 125 96.52 22.33 2.00 16 •38 2 . 46 6 •66 !j 
• 't 
II 
Final 125 ;ll2.90 16.10 : 1.44 : !i 
The mearo score in September was 96. 52 compared with 112.90 in Decem- II 
l ber. The dj.fference was 16.38. The critical ratio of 6.66 shows the gai~~ 
I 'I 
1 
of the boys to be statistically significant. j,
I II 
IJ Table IJ!:IV compares the gain made by the boys and girls in ability to jl 
I identify sou.nds in words during the experiment. ij 
I, TABLE LXIV !,1 
I COMPARISON oF GAINS IN ABILITY TO mENTIFY soUNDs IN woRDs 1 I ·~· .. .... ·=:.:.~ Dut. ...., ' c... II 
It ... ,. ' " "-" '·"' ' . ,., '. 00 ·" II 
1, Boys 125 16.38 2.46 11 
I II i The mean gain for the girls was 17.15 compared with 16.38 for the boysji 
I1The differen.ce was . 77 of a point with a critical ratio of .20. The boys il 
!land girls made practically the same amount of gain. The girls were favor-j! 
I ed slightly, as in the initial testing. !\ 
il 
I 
I 
I 
li 
II 
" 
·' I 
il 
i 
I 
li 
;I 
I! 11 I' 
il II 
Jl ~~ 
il 1: 
t.,:,.: ...,, in AppU~U@ o< .. ,.., Am>lzoh "'lHty "~""''"""f" ~'~' 
1! Table LXV compares the boys and girls in word analysis ability on the i! 
I' 11 
,iaoston University: Word Pronunciation Test, for Intermediate Grades, in li 
II ,, 
I' 1'1 
1l September. 
1
,, 
·I 
1
'1 !i TABLE LXV li 
ii li 
'I COMPARISON OF \\tlHD ANALYSIS ABlliTY - SEPI'EMBER II 
lj 1,------------------11 
'I ' !
1
,1 Group N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. i,·J 
'I : : t, !i Girls 95 ! 24.10 : 19.35 1.98 6 _90 2 _50 2 . 76 Jj il : : : II 
11 Boys 125 17.20 17.10 1.53 11 
,, ,l 
'I I The girls achieved a mean sco_re of 24.10 compared with 17.20 for the il 
d I!, Jiboys, in September. The groups differed by 6.90 points v.itich favored the ,
1 
,, I, 
lllgirls. The critical ratio of 2. 76 showed statistical significance. il d 
\1 LXVI compares the boys and girls in word analysis ability in December ,!i 
II I! II 1: l;at the end of the experiment. ,• 
It I 
,, I• 
1,!, 1', TABLE LXVI II !I 
':!1 1·', 
COMPARISON OF \\tlHD ANALYSIS ABILITY - DECEMBER 
, II 
i+, _..G.:.ro.;::;u=p-""'"':,__-"'N'-'.--"'-'M::;e,_an-.._,'_::;S'"'.D=. _.',__.:S;.:•:::E..,.,.m_,_' _,D:,;i:.;f:.:f;.:.'-':"-::;S"'. E=. d.._,___.C:.:•:.:;R;.: • ..__ i! 
I, : : II 
I< '•I 
'I Girls 95 43.65 23.75 2.44 
lr , 1. 9o 3 .16 2 . 50 \I 
11-ll ::;Bo,;:;Y"-'S::;_ _ _.._.l:.;2::,::5:;.__,:...;3:,;5:,;•;..;7.:5'--;....;2:,;4:;.:•.:2"'5-,__..:2;.;•,;;1..;.7_,__ _ _.,__ __ _..__ ___ ,. 
·
1
1 ,I  The mean score for the girls on the word analysis test was 43.65 com- i' 
!I 11 
[l pared with :15.75 achieved by the boys. The difference was 7.90, v.itich :I il II 
1\ was only on•• point more than the difference on the initial test. The II 
I li ,, 
I 'I critical ratio of 2. 50 was significant, favoring the girls, as did the li 
I '' 
!initial test. This would indicate comparable gains by the boys and girlsj\ 
I 11 
I 
i 
,, 
-~:~~,==-==-~==-==-.,--t=== 
'I I 
'I II I· II 
;i 
•! 
li I'! 
I, I jl I ~ }~. 
II 'I 
' Table LXVII shows the gain in word analysis made by the girls. 11 
i!, 1,
1
1 COMPARISON OF ABILITY IN WORD ANALYSIS - GIRLS II I'! 
I 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER ~-------------------+1 jl I• I Testin ~ N. t Mean : S.D. : S.E. : Diff. s.E. : C.R I 
J Initial 95 24.10 : 19.35 1.98 19• 55 : 3 •14 6 • 23 11 
/ Final : 95 : 43.65 : 23.25 2.44 : -: /1 ~~~------~--~----~------~~----------~--~,1. 
II The mean score earned by the girls in word analysis in September was j, 
\l24.10 compared with 43.65 in DecE!IIIber. The mean gain made by the girls II 
/lwas 19.55. This gain was statistically significant, as shown by the /11 
II 1! 
lllcritical ratio of 6.23. :1 
li 
I' 
I! Table IJI.VIII shows the gain in word analysis made by the boys. 11 J I 
1
!1
1 
TABLE LXVIII ~~~ 
COMPARISON OF ABILITY IN WORD ANALYSIS - BOYS I 
!1-------SEPTEMBE---R-:_-_D_EC_EI_I!B_E_: R--------------1;1,, 
II _T:;e:::s::.:t:.;:i;::n:ag_.___.:;N~·-_.__::,Il::;;eo:;:an::...-':,__,::S~.D:::.:.• __,:,__:::S.:;.E:;:.•umu....::_D::.i:;f::,:f::.;•:_.,:_S::.:,:• E::.:·:.::d~--'C::.:,:R;:.:.,__-1( 
J
J Initial 125 : 17.20 : 17.10 : 1.53 : • ll 
: • 18.55 2.02 5.71 I! 
I • I, Final 125 35.75 24.25 : 2.17 : . 
II 
II 
The mean score for the boys in September was 17.10 compared with 35.751 
II 
The gain was. 18.55 which was one point less than the gain of1
1
1 1/in December. 
. I 
I 
the girls. The critical ratio of 5. 71 indicates that the boys made signi-ij 
I 
ficant gains. 
'I I, 
:I 
" jl 
I 
II 
'I Table LXIX compares the gains made by the boys and girls during the 
I 
[experiment. 
'I I· 
lj 
I, 
il 
Ji 
I 
I 
+ !I 
II 
II 
,, 
==1t 
1'/ 'I !I 
II it 
q ~ 
=.L -- ===·==~=~~~=o~~=-=~t_3J -7== 
11 I' 
'I II! 
II TABLE LXIX r: 
!i h 
ill COMPARISON OF GAINS IN WORD ANALYSIS Ill 
BOYS and GIRLS 1 
IJ li 
11 G N Diff s E '11
1 
!i G::: ; 9: 1.0 • ; 3~7:d : ,27 ~~ 
il Boys : 125 ~~ 
'I 11 !I d !l The mean gain for compared with 18.55 for the boys~ 
\bere was only one point of difference in gain between the groups. The \I 
li !J 
i!critical ratio of .27 shows that the girls and boys made practically the !I 
II II lisame amaunt of gain in ability to apply word analysis skills, The slight jj 
/!difference in gain favored the girls. li 
iJ ,, I ,, 
1!Gains Made in Spelling 1: 
I II 
I· II 'i Table LXK compares the boys and girls in the experimental group in 
I, II ;Iii'--•· n., <os< uood- "':,:::•..:"""' ..,,_,Too<, "'~ R. II 
I I' 
!
1
1 i'J COMPARISON IN SPELLING - SEPI'EMBER 11-----------------------------11 
I li 1-.::G::.ro=u.~:..._..:.._.:;N:.:•--:.......:M:::e:;:an:::......::_,:;:S~.D=· ..-:......:S:.:•.::E:.: •..._.:.....;»:.:i:.:f:.:f:.:•....:..._.;;S.:;•E=. w...:......:C:;:•:,::R:,: •...__ 11 j II 
1: : : II 
11 Girls 95 : 4.7 .99 : .10 1' 
1
, : : : . 8 : .14 5.12 
1
1
1 
11 Boys : 125 3,9 1.14 .10 ~~ 
li Tl)e mean achievement for the girls was grade 4. 7 compared with grade ~~ 
~~3.9 for the boys. The difference between the groups was .8 of a grade, li 
II ii 
ljfavoring the girls. The critical ratio of 5.72 is statistically signifi- 11 1 II 
[!cant, showing the girls to be nearly one grade superior to the boys in l,j' 
I! 
,, :1 
ilspelling at the beginning of the experiment. I' 
jl !i 
,, il 
'--+---· . - ~==-=---o=.=--=·=-=-==-=i= 
i.l ~ 
11 
.,.,. ,, 
II ,, 
I o1 
!j ii 
!I II 
II I! 
I l! 
' 00~~~~'' "~~ 
II Table U:XI compares the boys and girls in spelling ability in Decem- 1 
II 11 ~~~r. !j' 
IJ TABLE LXXI ~~ ~~~~-----:-----CO-MP_AA_I_SON __ I_N_s_PE_LL_I_N_G_-__ DECEMB ___ E_R---------11 
~~~~~G~ro~u~p~-~=.--2N~·~-l:_M~ean~~l-~s~·~D~·-~~s~·~E~·~m~:_D~if~f~.~:l-~s~.~E~.~d-l~c~.~R~.~-·I 
I : : 1111 Girls 95 5.2 .99 .10 : 1 I .5 .4 1.25 li 
~~Bo.;;.y~s:;.__...;.__;l;;;2;;;5;._...;._...:4:..:·...:7_.:.......;1:..: • ...:0.;;.8_:....__;·.;;.0.;;.9_:...._ ___ ;._ __ __;;._ ___ !1 
I The mean achievement of the girls was grade 5.2 compared with grade '1'i 
' I 
4.7 for thE• boys. The difference was .5 of a grade which shows the group~ 
I i1 1, achieved to a more comparable level than was reported by the initial 1i 
I! II il spelling tE•st. The critical ratio of 1.25 showed the difference with a II 
~~ I 
11
1 
standard 
1
1 error about three times as great as for the September test was 
II not statistically significant. II 
~ ~ ~~ Table UXU shows the gain of the girls in spelling achievement. I! 
II TABLE IJ(XII !I I· 
I 
COMPAAISON OF SPELLING ABILITY - GIRLS I! 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER Jl 
lt-1 ----------=----: ------------!1 
/1 Testing N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. : S.E.d : C.R. li 
!i Initial 95 4.7 .99 .10 • 5 •14 3 •57 Jl 
II Final 
: : II 
. 95 5. 2 • 99 .10 : : ii 
I' The mean spelling achievement for the girls in September was grade 11 
114.7 compared with grade 5.2 in December. The group gained • 5 of a grade.j! 
I
I The critical ratio of 3.57 shows the gain to be statistically signifi- II 
t 1
1l I can • 
c=l!= --· -- ----"=:o~-=-==o=-f=--
i 
I! 
1! 
il 
ll 
'I II 
:I 
1!137a 
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The girls were more than one-half grade above grade level at the be- !I 
ginning of the experiment. 'I The significant gain of • 5 of a grade placed 111 
II 
their mean achievement at 5.2, nearly a full grade above their chronolo- 11 
gical grad•• level. l1 
,, 
Table LltXIII, showing the gains made by the boys, indicates that al- .j 
though the boys began a grade below grade level, they exceeded that levelij 
Table LXXIII shows the gain in spelling made by the boys. ll I' 
TABLE LXXIII II 
II 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ABILITY - BOYS II 
'I 
II-----------SE-Pl_•_:MB_E_R_-_n_ECEMB __E_R __________ il 
if-1 ~T::;_es~t!:.:i~n!lig'-.,;.: --~N:_:._....:.....!M~e;:;an~....:._.:;S!,:·~D~·-;_.::S:.::•,:;:E.o~.m!!!...;:;_,!:D:!i.;.f f=..:..  ..,:__.:::S~.E~·dw:__!:::C.:;;. R~·:.,_-11 
I Initial 125 3.9 1.14 .10 . 8 •13 6 •16 !I 
~~F,;:.in;;.al:;;;.._..;._l..;2;;.5;__..;._..;4;..._7_.;...._l_;._;o.,;.8_;;_;__·_o_9_;;_ _ __;;__ __ __;;__ ___ ~~ 
[
1 
The meaJJ• spelling achievement for the boys in September was grade 3.9 1/ 
1
'1 I compared with grade 4.7 in December. The group gained .8 of a grade dur-
II I 
!ling the experiment. This gain was statistically significant w1 th a !I 
II 
I 
critical ratio of 6.16. !'I• 
I , 
[ The boys made .3 of a grade greater gain than the girls. They were 11 
I d f 1tl .1 of a grade below gra e level and progressed to .3 o a grade above 
II !I their chronological grade level in ten weeks. 
I, 
i 
I 
=='*= .-
'I ,, 
!I ,, 
:I 
'I I, 
il 
'I !j 
=+ 
rl Table LXXIV 
I boys and gil~ls. 
compares the gains in 
--0=~==¥-~8 -~=' 
II 
spelling achievement made by the jl 
II 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
Group N. 
Girls 95 
TABLE LD'IV 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN SPELLING 
Gain S.E.g 
.5 .14 
: 
: 
. 
. 
Diff. 
.3 
C.R. 
: 
.19 1.58 
!I 
I, 
I I, 
II 
'I 
II 
" 
Boys 125 .8 .13 : !/ -~--~--~-------~----~---~----~~ 
: 
The mean gain achieved ,by the girls was .5 of a grade compared with 
"
8
11 II 
!!of a grade for the boys. 
I• 
II 
I 
The boys gained • 3 of a grade more ~han the 
Jlgirls. The critical ratio of 
1 significant. 
1.58 shows the difference in gains was not 
TABLE LXXV 
I I ll---------sUMMARY ___ o_F_GA_z_N_s_-_-_G_zm._s_AND _ so_Y_s ________ -1
11 11!-----~Ar~e~a------~-~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-~1' 
II II 
: 'II I , 
j Reading Achievement - Gr. !J 
I 
* - Significant 1% level I 
** - Significant 5% level 11 
I Comparison of Gains Made by Those Children in the Experimental Group Who !1 I Had. Above A'•erage Vocabulary Scores w1 th Those Havinrz scores Below Averagei! 
I II 
' If I The test data were analyzed to compare the effect of the experimental j ~ ~ 
1l1essons on the superior students of vocabulary with those students having ~~ 
, I 
ljbelow average scores in vocabulary. The analysis included in the High !i 1 .. t 
~ !I 
II H ij ll I !: 
il II 
-d___ -- - - - -.. -,==,====~-~=J~l'=~:= 
H !! 
"ilgroup, those vmo scored above grade 4.5 on the Vocabulary Test of the I! 
liGates: SUrv••Y of Reading Test, for grades 3 to 10, Form I, in the Septem- )I 
'I ll Jber testing program. The ,!:2!: group consisted of the children vmo achieved!! 
!i 1.,' Jjbelow grade 3. 5 on the Vocabulary Test. tl 
~~Gains Made in Vocabulary !j 
I il 
Ji Table LXXVI compares the mean vocabulary achievement of the High and il 
II il i
1
1!Low groups, in September. !l 
II 
Jl TABLE LXXVI ~~ 
'I !I I, COMPARISON OF VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT - SEPTEMBER II 
1'1 d 
1
1 ABOVE GRADE 4.5 - BElOW GRADE 3.5 fl 
I !, ·: ti II:: :: : · ·: : ·::· . ::~· ·:::· ::::, I 
II Low 37 3.1 .32 .05 I' I ~ II 11 
'' The mean vocabulary achievement for the High group was grade 5.5, one II li I 
i!and one-half grades above grade-level, compared with grade 3.1 for the Lo~1~ ll '1'1 '!igroup which was one and one-fifth grades below grade-level, in September. 
I ~ !
1
The difference between the groups was 2.4 grades. The critical ratio of ii 
b !I 1!26.67 shows the superior and low groups of the ten fourth-grades studied I! 
j!to be widel3r different in achievement. The High group was twice as large 1! 
i! il 
1las the Low l:roup. 1'
1 d 
' ,, !I Table U:XVII compares the High and Low groups in vocabulary achieve- tl 
ilment in Decunber. I! ~ !I 
',:1 ,, 
!J 
!I '' 
II 
,, 
II I' . I ,I 
c=#=jj = :=•===~=-=-=-+-==-= 
lj 4 ~ I jl 11 
~ ll 
1', '• ,, I; 
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II 
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TABLE Ll!XVII 
COMPARISON OF VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT - DECEMBER 
ABOVE GRADE 4.5 - BELOW GRADE 3.5 
: : : : : : : 
Group : N. : Mean : S.D. : S.E.11 : Diff. : S.E.g : c. B. 
: : : : : : : 
HiKh : 73 : 5.7 : 1.02 : .12 : 2.1 : .17 : 12.35 
. . : : : : : . . 
Low : 37 : 3.6 : • 78 : .13 : : : 
The mean achievement for the High group was grade 5.7 compared with 
The difference was 2.1 grades or .3 
test. The critical ratio of 12.35 showed a very significant difference 
between th" groups, but was only half as great as the difference on the 
initial te!Jt, partly due to the increase in the standard error of the 
December t"st. 
Table ~~III shows the gain in vocabulary achievement of th" High 
group. 
Testing 
Initial 
TABLE LXXVIII 
COMPARISON IN VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT - HIGH GROUP 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.g 
: 
73 5.5 • 72 .08 
.2 
C.R. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I' I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
jl 
I 
I 
il 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
! 
I 
.14 1.43 i ~F~i=n=al~--~--~7~3~~--~5~-~7~~~1~-~02~~--~·~1=2~~------~------~--------~~ 
The me&t vocabulary achievement of the superior group in September was ~~ 
I 
,, 
1 
grade 5. 5 compared with grade 5. 7 in December. The gain of . 2 of a grade Ill 
I was not sie~ificant as shown by the critical ratio of 1.43. 
I, 
II 
II 
140 
Ii
i I! 
il + I! 
of .2 of a grade made by the High group was .3 of a grade 
liless than the statistically significant gain of . 5 of a grade achieved II 
" ,,: !i by the Low ~~roup. 
II !II The iJ.ack of significant gains on the part of the superior group may jl !l 
I have been due in a measure to the high initial scores. The mean of the li 
' e !,group~ one and one-half grades above grade level. One must also con- i! 
)
1 
sider th~ fact that the experimental lessons and the basic reading mater- ii 
I : ,, 
1
'!
1
ials on \.hic:h their instruction was based during the ten-weeks period !1 
!I 
il were adj\lstod to fourth grade achievement level, which likely offered II 
i', ' !,',' i1little c~allenge to their already superior vocabulary. This situation 
Ill I ,111' did not e. xi"t for the Low group whose vocabulary was increased one-
1 • I' j half grade :ln the ten weeks. jJ 
I ~~ 
ii Tabl~ IJCXIX shows the gain in vocabulary achievement of the Low group.JI 
1
11 ii I, TABLE IJCXIX jl 
I• I' I COMPARISON IN VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT - WW GROUP ,I 
I SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER II 
I 'i 
iiTesting : N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. ~~ 
11 = : li II Initial : 37 3.1 .32 .05 .5 .14 3.57 •j 
I Final 37 3. 6 • 78 .13 !1 
I The mean achievement of the Low group in September was grade 3 .1 com- i! 
I 
' !i 
pared with 1:rade 3.6 in December. The gain of .5 of a grade was statisti-i) 
r ~ 11 cally significant as shown by the critical ratio of 3. 57. The gain of ji 
'I 
lithe II 
I 
Low group was two and a half times as great as the gain made by the 
1
, 
J li, 
'I 
1
', I' ll I I' 
i' c==Jil=i === 
11 
,, ii 
II d 
!I : : II 
!1-i H:.:.i:::.~gb;;:.:.._..,:.. __ .:;73~__,:_..:5:.:·.;:;1_.._.;:;1.:.•0::;:2;:..._.:,:--'.:.::1;.::2.__: 2.1 .14 15.0 !I 
II : : 'I 
11 Low 37 3.0 .45 : .07 l1 
. I 'I !I 
·J' The mean total reading achieveaent of the High group was grade 5.1 in p 
I ~ 
IFeptember, compared with grade 3.0 for the Low group. The difference of iJ 
I• i; 
112.1 grades h shown to be a wide difference by the critical ratio of 15.0.1! 1 •I ~ II 
=-t=- --== - . -=--lt=l,! == 
I' I 
II ~ ~ ~ ~ I[ 
I' ii 
!1 I' 
II ~~ 
11142 7-==::::=-....:.=--=-=-.:::-..=-==,r=---== 
,, 
compares the groups in reading achievement in December. I! 
,, 
ll 
!I TABLE LXXXII il 
l! COMPARISON OF READING ACHIEVEMENT - DECEMBER /,1 
II ABOVE GRADE 4.5 - BELOW GRADE 3.5 ll 1----·-------. -----.-----, lj : : • : • : II 
!I-ll ..::G;;:.ro.;;.U.:;;P:;_....;.:_....;N;;,•:,_....;.:_· ....;JI;;,e;;,;an;,;;.......;._....;S;;.;•:.:D:.;.;..._,.:.: .....;S:.;•:.;;E;.:•,::m....;,;_: _..;:D;.:i;.:f..:f..:.• ....;,;___;S:.;•..::E..:.•:::,d_;.,_:C;.:·.::R.:.• --~~ 
if-l.!:::~i::,h __ ,;.: _.=:.!:_...;:_32,6 ::.;:!.-....:.-1.:.:~::~...;__.:~~~4!.-L_2_._5_...;_ __ ·_1_5....;._1_6_. 6-5-- il 
,, !J 
1
:, The mean total reading achievement of the High group in December was [, 
I \1 j grade 6. 2 compared with grade 3. 7 for the Low group. The difference of [II 
:r It 12.5 grades was .4 of a grade greater than the difference in September, IJ 
I resulting from the greater gains made by the High group. The critical 11 I I I ratio of 16.65 was 1.65 points greater than September. !I 
r Table UlXXIII shows the gain in reading achievement earned by the High11 
!
group. I 
,I 
I lj 
1
!1 TABLE LXXXIII II' 
COMPARISON OF READING ACIIIEVJiJIENT - HIGH GROUP !I 
SEPTEMBER - DECEMBER 
·-------------------'1 
I : : : ~~ I Testin : N. : Jlean S.D. : s E Diff. : S.E. c.R. !i 
' ~ 
J The mean total reading achievement of the High group in September was ;[ 
I 
I, 
11grade 5.1 compared with grade 6.2 in December. The group gained 1,10 jl 
~~grades during the experiment. This was .4 of a grade greater than the il 
~~ains made by the Low group. The critical ratio of 6.ll shows the gain toJ! 
~e statistically significant. il 
II ~ ~~-=t ==. ,,, 
I~ I, 
'I I' 1
1 
11 ~ I! 
!l !! J~ - ~"'~-~,,--+"~~-
11 Table LXXXIV shows the gain made by the Low group in reading achieve- ti 
lr 1! 
I :j lment. 11 il il 
1
., TABLE IJ!XXIV 
I 'I 
'I COMPARISON OF READING ACHIEVEMENT - ww GIIOUP I. 
I: SEPI.DOBER - DECEMBER !I 
'1-------------------------------ti II , : : 11 . ,, 
lrT,:e,:st.::,i~n::.ri.""':,_....:;N~. _ _,_: ~M::e:::an=....:-=::.:._.:.....~~a...:.....::.;~~.:......!::S.:.•E~. ~:~-..::.......::C:..:·~R~·--11 ~~ Initial : 37 : 3.0 • 09 7 , 78 !I 
IJ Final 37 3. 7 !; 
h Ill' 
1 The mea11 achievement in total reading achievement for the Low group ~ il 
ilwas grade 3,0 in September compared with grade 3. 7 in December. The mean :1 ~ !I 
ilgain for the group was ,7 of a grade. The critical ratio of 7.78 was sta- 1~1~ 
litistically significant. I 
I( , 
Ill Table LXXXV compares the gains in reading achievement made by the two i! ii 
llgroups. J! 
Ill TABLE LXXXV il I! ~~, COMPARISON OF GAINS IN READING ACHIEVEMENT !! 
1 II 
1 ABOVE GRADE 4.5 - BELOW GRADE 3,5 q 
~ li 
II i,l 1 Group N. Gain S.E.d C.R. 
it ·~·I· 
li High 73 l.lo .20 2,0 [j 
II Low 37 • 70 11 
I· II 
!I The mea11 gain earned in total reading achievement was 1,10 grades for 1,11,· [i 
'i'j
1
the High group compared with • 7 of a grade for the Low group. The differ-!! 
Ji 
Jience was ,4 of a grade. The critical ratio of 2.0 was significant, favor-Ji 
)! II 
1j'ing the High group. :i 
I 
lo 
I lj 
II :1 
II I' 
If ;I 
,--+''- ·-·-· -~-~==-"'=-=-+-== 
~ ~ 
II !J I I' 
I IJ ! II I ~ : 
II 
I' II 
l! 
,, 
+!'~·~, 
I -i ......... '" .. ,,, .... , ............. '" ....  
11 The following distribution shows a COIIparison of the High and Low 
II 
I 
I 
I !1groups in ability to identify sounds in words, on the McKee: Phonetic In- I I 
ventory Test, for grades 3 to 6, in the initial and I final testing programs~ 
d 
',,·,· !,1 ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN lORDS - HIGH AND WW GROUPS 
~~--~Ra~w~S~co~r~e~----------~H~I=GH~G~RO~UP=---------:-:------~LOW~~G~IIO~UP~---------II 
TABLE LXXXVI 
li ~~ : ___ s~:w.~~P~1t~=-~e~!~e_r __ ~:--D~=~:.~eab=b~e~=~r--~:~:~s:w.~~pt~:·~=~~~e_r __ ~:--D~=~~~em=b~~~~~r----l 
:: 
1119-125 24 21 :: 
.. 
.. 
0 
0 
1 
4 
3 
5 
0 
: 2 
8 
: 6 
: 8 
: 3 
2 : 4 I 84-90 : 3 : 0 : : I 
5 : 0 
6 : 2 
3 : 2 
3 : 0 
1 : 1 
0 : 0 
2 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
37 37 
II ii 
I' :! 
,, !! 
+=II lil45 =..,. - - ~~=o==~==----f:=:=' ~~ The test was too easy to measure the ability of the High group, as is I! 
~~evidenced bl' the fact that abcut half of the children made perfect or nearli 
.!!perfect scores on the September test. There was no opportunity for these !j 
ll l! 
!!children to show progress on this test, except as 1110re--two-thirds--of thell 
'I 1: 
' ,. 
ljlgroup earned near perfect scores on the December test, which is shown by ti 
' II 
!ithe clustering of scores within the two highest intervals - 119 to 132., a! 
ti 11 
ljrange of tw<llve points of score. This situation did not exist for the Low:! 
. jl 
iJgroup. Thell showed a gain of 36 points of score, nearly three times the ;i 
II II ljgain made bl' the High group. This fact may be attributed to the low cen-
1
; 
I, 1: hing on the 1;est and not by a lack of gain on the part of the High group, 11 
'I I, ~~as they madH three times as much gain on the Boston University Word Anal-11 
llysis test all did the less able group. l! 
' II !I Table IJcctVII compares the groups in ability to identify sounds in il 
I II 
;!words in September on the McKee: Phonetic Inventory Test, for grades 3 to :: 
ll 1/ li 1: 
'116. ll 
I •j 
II' :, 
' I· il TABLE LXXXVII :i 
' ,. 
!, I' 
:j COIIPAHISON IN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS - SEPTEMBER ;I 
!1 ABOVE GRADE 4, 5 - BELOW GRADE 3. 5 :
1
1, 
il ' 
I ll II II 
I! Group : N. : Mean S.D. S.E.m : Diff. S.E.d C.R. !! 
'I 'I 
1
', High : 73 : 113.25 : 13.86 : 1.62 : 35,75 4.26 8.39 I'' 
'I : : I 
1 Low 37 77.55 : 24.01 3.95 : 11 
;I , 
! I ! ~ I! The mean achievement in ability to identify sounds in words was ll3.25jl 
II I 
!' ll 
:lin September, compared with 77.55 for the Low group. The difference be- i: 
I ,, ' ,. 
·I ,, 
!!tween the groups was 35.75 points of score. The critical ratio of 8.39 li 
I
I 'I 
!was statistically significant, favoring the High group. ~~ 
~I -~~-- ~-'=-= 
'!' ., I f1 q I' 
il d I !I 
l· •J 
'i '· !. I! 
II 1: 
'I ,, 
Jl II 
II i! h I, 
J: lj 
--- :b--- - ~=~===-~===~~=J!!~~=~o==~' ~ ~~~ !i Table IJCXXVIII compares the groups in ability to identify sounds in 1 
II I' llwords in December. 11 
ij !i 
!II TABLE IJCXXVIII il 
II. COJIPJ\RISON IN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN 'WORDS - DECEMBER li ABOVE GRADE 4.5 - BELOIJ GRADE 3.5 jj 
J' ~I 
1
!, : 
I I• 
II D ff S 'I I Group N. :. Mean S. • : S.E.m Di • .E.d C.R. 11 I : li 
II High 73 121.79 : 13.16 : 1.54 24.36 2.05 : 11.88 II 
1•
1 
Low 37 97.43 20.51 3.37 11 I II 
ij . The mean achievement in ability to identify sounds in words for the ii 
I, 'I 
!!High group was 121. 79 in December, compared w1 th 97.43 for the Low group. !·
1 
'' I ,, ' 
liThe differettce between the groups was 24.36, 10 points less than in Sep- ji 
~ II 
!ltember. Also, the standard error was half as large as on the initial testn 
!!The critical ratio of 11.88 was statistically significant, favoring the !i 
!!High group. i! 
'I ',I I Table LXXXIX shows the gain made by the superior group in ability to I ,, 
I ',1 II I' 
ljidentify sounds in words. If!' 
II COMPARISON OF GAIN IN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WORDS - HIGH GROUP 
II SEP'l'EJIBER - DECEIIBER II 
I, : : : jl il Testing N. Mean : S.D. : S.E.m : Diff. S.E.d : C.R. I! 
h : ll 
I Initial 73 113.25 13.86 : 1.62 : I! I : 8.54 2.23 3.83 'I 
i Final 73 121. 79 13.16 1. 54 il 
il The mean achievement in phonetic ability in September was 113.25 com- ii 
~ p 
lipared with 121.79 earned in December. The group gain was 8. 54 points of [! 
II i f ,I ijscore. The critical rat o o 3.83 was statistically significant. !i 
11 !1 
:,',· ii i! 
~- - '=-~=~==-~~--=-~===~- ~=-=-"-"' ,=ij,r== 
~ !I q II 
I' !I ,, I
:II li 
·! 
il ii 
!j !J ii !1 ~ !i 
= 1! ~- -·---- ·- ---f~~==~ 
I! Table XC shows the gain made by the Low group in ability to identify 1
1
:_ 
I' 
II sounds in wrds • il 
!I . - TABLE XC ll 
'·'I' '1l COJIPARISON OF GAIN IN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WOIIDS - LOW GROUP 
!1 SEPI'EIIBER - J»nJJBER l,i 
i I 
I' : N. : Mean s.D. : s.E. : Diff. : s.E. c.R. :! 
II Initial 37 77.55 24.01 3.95 : 19.88 5.19 3.83 ~~ 
[j Final 37 97.43 20.51 3.37 II 
I! ;I 
1
'1 The mean achievement in ability to identify sounds in V«>rds of the Lo~1 
I ~ l
1
group in September was 77.55 compared with 97.43 in December. The group il 
jlgain· was 19.88 points of score, which was 1110re than twice as great as the I! 
11 II 
·,
1
1
1
gain of the High group. 1
1
'! However, the critical ratio of 3.83 was the same 
lias for the High group. This was the result of the standard error which j! 
llwas more than twice as large as for the High group. !; I! 
il Table XCI compares the gains made by the tV«> groups in ability to !i 
,,identify sounds in wrds. li 
:, I li TABLE XCI II 
ll il 
11 COMPARISON OF GAINS IN ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SOUNDS IN WOIIDS '1' 
1: ABOVE GRADE 4.5 - BELOW GRADE 3.5 J 
11 1: 
1
!, I' 
: .! 
~~ Group N. Gain S.E.i' Diff. s.E.d C.R. li 
I! : 7 :: = 1:::: :::: 11.37 4. 73 2.40 ii 
il II 
il The meaJ> gain in ability to .identify sounds in wrds for the High l1 
'I ir 1 j ~
J
1
group was 8.54 compared with 19.88 for the Low group. The much larger 
1
1 
1! .I 
I• I' ligain made by the Low group doubtless was due to the inability of the High i! 
~ i! 
"-- !~group -~o show gains because the ce:lli:« on the test ~as __ ~:: low. More =--#=l'i=l ===="' 
L 1
1
j I! 
II II II I. 
II il 
'I I• li 
I' 
I' 
.I ,, 
ll ij 
II ~=t ----
11 than half of the more 
'I --•=----==4~~== 
able children made perfect or near perfect scores 
I on the December test, therefore the measure of them was not adequate for 
I lj measuring the real gains these children may have made. The test was a 
II more sui table m!"asurement for the Low group who did not reach the test 
!I 
II limits. 
1! Gains Made in Ability to Apoly WOrd AnalYsis Skills 
il 
II ,, 
I' .I
II 
II 
'I II 
I' ,I 
r 
!I 
II 
,! 
1,1 Table XCII compares the groups in word analysis ability on 
!I 
'I 
the Boston I! 
,I 
IJUniversity: WOrd Pronunciation Test, in September. 
\I 
II I• ij 
II 
I,. I COMPARISON OF WOBD ANALYSIS ABILITY - SEPTEIIBER 
TABLE XCII 
-------------------ABOVE-----G-RAD---E--4_._5_:---B_EI_o_w __ G_RAD ___ E__ 3_.5 ________________ ~1i 
I 
__ G_ro_u~P _______ N_. ______ M_e_an ____ : __ s~·-D~.--~s __ .E~·m~--~D~i~ff~-~--~s~.E~·~d~--c~.R~·~~~~ 
: I 
I High 73 34.40 18.90 2.20 1! 111-">.:::JO~---'-·-'-=---..:....::.:..:;:::_,.:_=:.::.:::_.:...-=.:..::.::__ 24 • 15 2 • 32 1 Q • 41 !I 
i Low : : 1'1 IJ..;:.;__ _ ;__~3.;,.7 _ __:._1.;,.0:.;.~2~5-'--~4.:.. 4;;.:0;__..:____:·~7~2_;__ _ _: ___ __:__ _______ j
II I 
Ill' The mean score for the High group was 34.40 in September, compared i! 
I' 
'!'with 10.25 for the Low group. The difference of 24.15 was statistically II 
significant with a critical ratio of 10.41, favoring the High group. I! I' 
I' 
1
1 Table XCIII compares the groups in word analysis in December. ~~ 
!II TABLE XCIII II 
h I 
1,1 COMPARISON OF WORD ANALYSIS ABILITY - DECEMBER ~~~ 
ABOVE GRADE 4. 5 - BElOW GRADE 3. 5 I II I 
I~, -------------------------------------~~~~ 
11....:::.=-.:....-~-.:....=::_..:....=.:......:....=~.:....=~.:....~'"-'l...:.....:::.C ·~R~. ---lll 
II 
',1 13.26 
II II 
,,,___ __ ..=.,:._~:.::...,__..:.::=::____;::.:,.;;:,::'-----~-~11 
I 1 7. 30 for 1! ,: 
I II 
-41 =-··-· --= -- . I! 
I ~ 
·I 'I II !, 
I I• I II 
I, II 11 The meall acore of the High group in September was 34.40 compared with 
I il ,158.15 in December. The group showed a gain of 23.75 points of score, morell 
~than three times as great as the gain made by the Low group. The critical!! 
~~~ratio of 7.18 was statistically significant. ~~~ 
1 Table XCV shows the gain of the Low group in ...,rd analysis ability. 11 I !1 I . li TABLE XCV I 
I I 
I I 
, COMPARISON OF GAIN IN WORD ANALYSIS ABILITY - IDW GROUP 11 i SEP'IEMBER - DECEMBER !i 
I --!j ~~ Testing N. Mean : S.D. : S.E.m Diff. S.E.d c.R. /i 
~~ Initial 37 10.25 : ·4 .• 40 .72 7 • 05 1. 97 3 • 58 Ji 
I, Final : 37 17.30 11.10 1.83 ji 
II ~ 
I 
Ii
i 
, The meru1 gain of the group in September was 10.25 compared with 17.30 
II'! in December. The group showed a mean gain of 7.05 points of score. The !i 
II 
Critical r• ,·,tio of +111 3.58 was statistically significant. 
lj 
=-'-+ --- -·-- .. -- - = ~ II ,~ I' 
!I ,I 
I, I! 
il i! 
I: II 
i !l ~=---+=- ====---- -- - ~=~-~~-~~~_§..Q.~=~~=~ 
II Table XCVI compares the gains of the t..o groups in ..ord analysis /! 
r,·rbili ty. il 
II TABLE XCVI I ij' ! 
1,, .,1, COMPARISON OF GAINS IN 'WORD ANALYSIS ABILITY 
'J i,l 
,, ABOVE GRADE 4. 5 - BELOW GRADE 3. 5 j
1 
,I u 
I' !I 
,I '' 
:,1 l! Group N. Gain S.E.g : Diff. S.E.d c R • 
II • • 11 
!I 1! ~~~ High 73 23.75 3.31 16.70 3.85 4.60 i! 
I, :! 
1
•
1 
Low 37 7.05 1.97 
11 !I II ',! 1 The mew1 gain for the High group in ..ord analysis ability was 23.75 
It !j II lj ij compared with 7.-05 for the Low group. The difference was 16.70 with a !I 
ll statistically significant critical ratio of 4.60, favoring the High groupUI 
il I! I II 
1
1 Gains Made in Spelling !j 
~ il ~~~ Table XCVII compares the High and Low groups on the ltletropoli tan il 
i: Spelling Tust, Form R, in September. il 
!I '· II TABLE XCVII I 
It ll 
1'1 'I ,
1 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ABILITY - SEPI'EltiBER !1 
i' ABOVE GRADE 4. 5 - BELOW GRADE 3. 5 I! 
group. 
'I ~-+= 
II 
II 
I! 
'I !i 
II 
'I li ,, 
!j 
ii 
il 
lj !j 
'I I, I I, 
-ll - ~·--~" -~ 
I Table X<."VIII compares the groups in spelling ability in December, at lj 
1
1 
the end of the experiment. li 
II o1 II TABLE XCVIII 'I 
il COMPARISON OF SPELLING ABILITY - DECEMBER It 
11 • """ ........ : 8EWW ..... '·' • II 
II Group N. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s.E.a c.R. IJ 
II High : 73 5.9 .81 : .09 : 2.1 .14 15.0 ji 
l!l Low 37 3.8 .69 .11 1! 
• 'I 
11 l1
1 !j The mean spelling achievement of the High group in December was grade 
11 II 5.9, one aJ~d one-half grades above grade-level, compared with grade 3.8 1 
11
,
1 II one-half below grade-level, for the Low group. The difference of 2.1 
II II grades was the same difference as resulted from the September test. The ji
1 
1
1 I! 1 critical ratio of 15.0 was statistically significant, favoring the High II 
'I 
group. I' 
II 
;I Table XCIX shows the gain of the High group in spelling ability. Ji 
!J TABLE XCIX II 
1
1 !I 
11 COMPARISON OF SPEU.ING ABILITY - HIGH GROUP !I 1
• SEPl'EMBER - DECEMBER 'j I I, 1!--------------------~------------------------------~l! 
·I 
,j Testing: N, Diff. S.E,a C.R. I',· 
IJ : I il Initial: 73 .6 .15 4.00 1\ 
II I 
II Final 73 : 1/ 
I The mean achievement of the group in September was grade 5.3 compared II 
I
I I! I' with grade 5.9 in December. The group made a gain of .6 of a grade, dur-j'l, 
iling the ten-weeks experiment. The critical ratio of 4.0 was statist!- II'! 
II 
~""'Y ..... , .... ,. ====~lj========== 
IJ 'II ~ tl 
II il II 
'i ~ 
.1, •I 
p 1: ~ II 
ti 'i 152 ==+==',~ .. . ...... .. ..... -·-... 'if~== 
i
1
1 II 
11 
Table C shows the gain of the Low group in spelling ability. [I 
11 II ll TABLE C i[ 
I,[ ,.,,. 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ABILITY - LOW GROUP !i 
'I SEPl'EIIBER - DECEMBER ,, 
i· I! 
'i I! ~ 1 "~~~~~~~~t~ ~ 
J11 TABLE CII 
1
1 
I, I 
h !I 
l'i SUMMARY OF GAINS - HIGH AND LOW GIIOUPS 'I I. ~~-----------------------------------------------------------------------" ~~~------!.Ar=e~a;,_ _____ _,_~M:;e;::an~~G~a'"'in::...__:~D,:i:;.ff;:;.·~~s~.E:!:J.diL.lo__:::C..,.R~. -~~ 
I : High Low 1' ~~ 11 
lri-!R~e::;ad~i~w;Acl~l~i;;::e~v,::e::m:::e~n;!:t-=--G~r.:.· ______ .:...,....;l!..:.;.l:,:0::,-::...._;·:..7~0::.....;;_..:·'"4:!0~..:........:·.!2:::0:._..__.!2~ •.::0::;*.:.:.* ___ ii 
I' : I! fl.!I-'V:,:o:::c;::a~bu~l~ary~wAc::=h~i;;::e~v:,::e;:m::e:!n:.:t-=-~G::.r.:.. __ ...:._...:.• !:20:;:,...:...,. __ .:.;• 5~0::,-:...._•:.:3:::0::__,__;•:.:2:::0~..::....:1:., • .:.5~0:,__11 
~~~~I~d~e~n~ti~f~y~i~n~g~So~un~d~s~----~~~8~·~54~~1~9~·~88~:~1~1~·~3~7-~4~-~7~3-~2~-~4~0=*=*--i'l I : I l1~!~w~o~rd~Anal~~Yl'~a~is~-------~~2~3~.7~5~:;,_~7~.0~5~:~1~6~.~70~~~3~.~85::...-L~4~·~60~*~--~ 
II ji Spelling -ievement - Gr. 
rl li * - Significant 
lj ** - Significant 
1,. level 
5,. level 
. 
. .6 . . .6 
!1 
11 t.An~al~y~s~io!:s~o~:f~Ch~i.:!:l.!!d£r:!:e.!!n~'.!!s...!!R:;:ea!!c~t!.:!::io~n~s!!...t~o~th~e!:...;!L~e;::s:!,!so~n~s 
I During the last week of the experiment, the 
I' 
. 
. 
: 0 .22 0 
children were invited to 
' II 
11 
!I II 
I! 
!I evaluate the experimental lessons by means of a questionnaire. 
!I 
II jl (A sam- rJ 
I' I' 
J! ple 
il and 
II 
II II The 
" II 
II ,, 
li jl the 
II 
I! 
,I 
" 
is included in the appendix, page 197.) Each child was given a copy 
•I 
asked to answer the questions without discussing them with anyone. li 
,I 
teacher did not take part in the administration of the questionnaire. i/ 
Each question and the three possible responses were read aloud, and 
childr•m were instructed to draw a circle around the answer which 
li 
.I 
I' 
!I best expre,.sed how each felt about the spelling lessons which he had 
II 
II !I II ,, 
11 been working on, with partners, 
~~ visable to read to the children 
" 
Ji to prevent misunderstanding due 
I' 
for the past ten weeks. It seemed ad- t! 
I' 
each question and the possible responses, j/ 
II 
to inability to read or lack of experi- Jl 
,I 
1
'1 ence in ano;Wi"ing questionnaires. It was felt that the 
1 
respond more nearly according to their actual reactions 
children might 'I 1. 
I' 
•I 
to the lessons, 11 I, 
if the 
II naire. ~=r~: 
II 
II II 
[J 
I• 
'I I. 
:I 
classroom teacher were not involved in any way with the question- I' 
,I 
I! 
I' t ====-··· 
'I I• ,, 
'I li 
r 
-. 
I The qu<>stions were organized into five general groups to facilitate 
ij 
li 
!l 
II 
,, 
,, 
li 
p 
I' ~
I 
il 
I' ,I 
interpretation. The results were analyzed to show how the boys and girls[! 
II 
responded to each question. The total number which chose each of the 
,, 
'I h 
possible responses was recorded and the number of boys and girls making 
ji up that total . 
'I 
Then the numbers were translated into percentages in 
11 relation to the 
'I ,, 
total experimental group. 
Results of the questionnaire 
II A. Genera:~ reaction _!2 .!!!!; lessons 
il 
II 
I• 
1. Did you like the lessons better than the workbook lessons: 
'I ,,
i! 
IJ Boys 
11 Girls 
Better 
No. 
108 
72 
180 
Percent 
45.70 
30.50 
76.20 
About the same 
No. 
21 
lQ 
51 
Percent 
8.90 
12.70 
21.60 
No. 
4 
1 
5 
Less well 
Percent 
1. 70 
.42 
2.10 
! 
,I 
" II 
II 
I! ,, 
II 
i' 
II ,, 
I' 
,, 
!I 
'I 
I' 
!! 
,, Totals 
I! More ,, than seventy-five percent of the total experimental group 
I' 
,I that they preferred the experimental lessons to 
II 
li 
showed II 
I' 
I' 
.I 
I' 
il 
I' 
,I 
II 
the regular workbook ji 
:I 
activities. Of the 236, 108 boys -or 45.70 percent - and 72 girls -or II 
30.50 perc•ent - a total of 180 - or 76.20 percent of the group preferred li 
lj the lessons. A total of 51 - less than 25 percent considered the lessonslj 
of equal e:njoyment with the workbook and only 5 - or 2 percent stated a !j 
,, 
,. 
,, preference for the workbook activities. 
II B. 
I' 
,I 
Reaction _!2 -.orking ~ partners 
1. Did you like working with a partner? 
!i ,, 
'I il 
II 
I! II ,, 
11 Boys 
I Girls I Totals 
All the time 
No. 
79 
70 
149 
Percent 
33.70 
29.60 
63.30 
Some of the t illle 
No. 
48 
32 
80 
Percent 
21.00 
12.90 
33.90 
None of the time 
No. 
6 
0 
6 
Percent 
3.79 
0 
3. 79 
II The children enjoyed working with partners, as shown by the recorded 
)I 
·-: --:j·-
'1 
/! 
II 
II 
'\ I. 
il 
I 
II ,. 
II 
II I, 
II 
\I d 
!I 
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'II responses to the question. 
There were 149 - or 63.30 percent 
I 
who pre- j' 
II Of the total 236, 79- or 33.70 11 ferred working in pairs all the time. 
:I percent were boys and 70 - or 29.60 percent- were girls. Another 80 -
I 
II 
II ,, 
or 33.90 percent liked working with a partner part of the time; of these 
48 -or 21.00 percent were boys and 32- or 12.90 - percent were girls. 
only 6 boys, representing 3.79 percent of the experimental group pre-
ji 
, ferred not to work with a partner. 
I 2. Did the help of a partner make the lessons easier? 
h 
'I 
I 
,I Boys 
~~Girls I Totals 
11 There 
•' 
No. 
98 
~ 
187 
Did help 
Percent 
41.50 
37.75 
79.25 
About the same 
No. 
18 
12 
30 
Percent 
7.65 
5.15 
12.80 
No. 
14 
2 
16 
Did not help 
Percent 
5.85 
.75 
6.60 
were 187, or 79.25 percent who found working with a partner 
,, 
IJ 
,I 
'I ,,
II 
h 
" 
" I' 
I' 
:I h 
'I II II 
I) 
I• 
II 
Ji 
d 
'I ,, 
II I' helpful 
II 89 - or 37.75 percent - were girls. 
in completing the lessons; 98 - or 41.50 percent - were boys 
" 
and )/ 
tota~ 
,, 
I !I 
il . 16 II as by them,.elves. There were , or 6.60 percent, who thought that part-
11 ners were of no help to them. 
,I 
Thirty, or 12.80 percent of the 
236 fourth graders, felt that they worked with a partner as efficiently 
:I 3 . WOuld you rather work by yourself: 1 
•I I 
1,,!, I'' All the time Some of the time None of the time 
li 
1
1 
'I No . Percent No. Percent No . Percent 1 
j Boys 21 8.90 39 16.50 72 30.55 !j 
Jl Girls 7 2. 75 33 14. oo 63 26.50 1
1 
1 Totals 28 11.65 72 30.50 135 57.05 II 
.1 This question which was almost the opposite of the previous question, Ji 
1
1
1 
caused confusion by its negative quality. Several children needed an ex- !i 
I planation, so there might not have been as many as 28, or 11.65 percent, II 
~ I 
' 
jl preferring to work alone, if some had not been confused by the negative ll ~=f -· ==-~II = 
il I! II 
r ~ ~ !i 
!bere were 72, or 30.50 percent who liked working alone some 
i' 
.I 
H 
'I I, 
~-56 __ ~~ 
h 
'I 
,I of the tim"; the proportion 
'I 
of boys and girls was about equal. 
I: 
The num- II 
jl 
I 
lj 
1: ber prefer,ing not to work alone was 135, or 57.05 percent. Of these 
I' 
1! there were 72, or 30.55 percen~ boys and 63, or 26.50 percent, girls. ,, 
!I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
4. 
Boys 
Girls 
Totals 
Could you and your partner do• the lessons without the help of 
tho teacher? 
All the time 
No. 
50 
41 
91 
Percent 
21.50 
17.00 
38.50 
Half the time 
No. 
48 
30 
78 
Percent 
23.90 
12.50 
36.40 
None of the time 
No. 
37 
32 
69 
Percent 
r5.7o 
12.80 
28.50 
I, 
'• II j: 
il II 
I' 
,I 
jl 
I' 
·I A1 thouuh all ten teachers reported that the average and above average II 
readers we1'e able to carry on the lessons with only occasional help on I 
working out a word, only 91, or 38 50 percent, of the children reported 
working without help; the number of boys and girls were about the same. 
i 
I 
I! 
" Nearly as lllallY, 78 - or 36.40 percent - with 48 - or 23.90 percent - boys II 
'I 'I ! and 30, or 12.50 percent, girls felt that they had received help half thell 
II time. TheJ'e were 69 or 28.50 percent with about an equal number of boys lj 
d 
II and girls, who reported that they needed constant help from the teacher. 
II This ~lestion caused confUsion, since some children reported needing 
11 constant hHlp, but when questioned fUrther, ,they had received only oc-
1 casional hHlp, which agreed with the teacher's report. Different inter-
lpretations of the questions may have caused the variation in percent of I. 
I 11 II response to questions checking the same area. 1! 
II 
II 5. Did you like wrking with different partners? 
II II 
II 
1 Boys 
I Girls 
==dji,;Totals 
I 
I 
I 
II 
All partners 
No. 
93 
Some partners 
No. 
23 
Percent 
9.75 
Percent 
38.90 
35.50 83 12 5. 75 
No. 
14 
8 
176 74.40 35 15.50 22 ~===~~~==~~-=-~~~====~ 
No partners 
Percent 
5.85 
3.35 
9.25 
I I! 
II 'I I, 
0+= il57 
How well the children enjoyed 'M>rking with a different partner every II 
,, 
I I. 
ten lessons was expressed by 176, or 74.40 percent, with ten more boys 
1
• than girls reporting that they enjoyed all the partners with whom they 
'M>rked. This would indicate that choice of partners by the teacher, 
guided by .the social distance scale, was successful. !I There were 35, or 
1 15.50 percent, with nearly twice as many boys as girls, who enjoyed some I 
partners hut not all. Also, there were 22, or 9.25 percent, with more ;, 
II boys than girls, who did not enjoy the partners with whom they 'M>rked. 
I c. 
I, Correction~~ lessons 
I' 
,, 
II! 
l. Could you and your partner correct your own lessons? 
Boys 
Girls 
Totals 
All 
No. 
119 
90 
2o9 
the time Half 
Percent No. 
51.00 11 
38.15 7 
89.15 18 
the time None of the time 
Percent No. Percent 
4.65 4 1. 70 
b21 7 2.97 
7.62 11 4.67 
The ease of scoring the lessons was shown as 209, or 89.15 percent 
of the 236 total, reported that they could correct their own lessons. 
IJ I There were· 119, or 51.00 percent, boys and 90, or 38.15 percent, girls 
lin this group. There were only 18, or 7.62 percent, who needed some 
I help and 11, or 4.67 percent, who were unable to correct the lessons 
I 
II I. 
II 
independently. 
2. Did you like correcting your own lessons: 
All the time Half the time None of the time 
I No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
I 
Boys 102 43.50 30 12.70 2 .85 
Girls 93 38.90 8 3.38 2 .85 
Totals 195 82.40 38 16.08 4 1. 70 
I A large majority, 195, or 82.40 percent, with 102, or 43.50 percent, 
boys and €13, or 38.90 percent, giris enjoyed correcting their own lessons 
I 
II 
lj 
II 
I 
II 
!1 
II 
I' 
I 
J, ,, 
' I 
I 
I 
ij 
II 
I, 
II 
I 
l 
I 
II 
li 
I 
[i 
i 
i 
I 
i independently. There were 38, or 16.08 percent, mostly boys, who liked l1 
I il i! the correcting activity half of the time. Only 4, or 1. 70 percent, two jJ 
II boys and two girls, -.ould rather have the teacher correct their -.ork. 1 ll 
11 These four children were poor readers and could not copy or check accur- !l 
11 ately. !1 
'!.I ~~~~ 3. Did you like keeping the record of your lessons? 
!I I li All the time Half the time None of the time 
I' I 
I' I II No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
, Boys 107 45.50 24 9. 50 2 .85 i 
!J Girls 91 38.50 8 3.38 3 1.25 ,! 
lj' Totals Tii8 84.00 32 'i'2.81 5 2.10 j 
II The children not only corrected their own lessons and enjoyed it, but I 
11 
kept the record of their score for each lesson and th~ partner with whom il 
I they worked. They liked keeping the record of lessons completed, as II ~~~ sbown by the 198 1 or 8'1.00 percent,, who reported. Of these 107, or 45.5011 
1 
percent were boys and 91, or 38.50 percent, were girls. There were 32, / 
II or 12.81 p·ercent, with three times as many boys as girls, who liked keep-~! 
Jl ing the record half the time, and only 5 1 2.10 percent, wuld rather not 1 
•I i !' keep the re<;ord. i 
1 
D. Difficulty,!!! level£! lessons li 
I jl 
I 1. Did the pi;dtures help you with the lessons? ,, 
11,1 ,, Usually Some Did not help 
1 No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
1
1' 
! Boys 90 38.15 39 16.50 3 1.25 
~~Girls !!. 34.25 22 9.30 0 0.00 ~~~ i Totals 171 72.40 61 25.80 3 1. 25 
II 
I The pictures seemed helpful in working the lessons as 171, or 72.40 II 
I 11 I percent, •1.th about an equal number of boys and girls, reported that they 11 
158 
~~found the pictures usually helped them. Another 61 1 or 25.80 percent, 11 t- ~ ~,1==/= 
l1 II II ,, 
I 
I 
felt that trome of the pi~tures were helpfUl, while only 3 boys reported 
that they found the pictures gave them no help. 
2. 
1 Boys 
Girls 
Totals 
Did you know the meaning of the 
Usually Some 
No. Percent No. 
89 37.80 35 
79 33.70 20 
168 71.50 55 
topics? 
Percent 
14.80 
8.45 
-23.25 
only 
No. 
9 
3 
12 
a few 
Percent 
3.82 
1.25 
5.07 
II 
il li II,, 
II !· !I 
I' 
II 
,, 
II 
II I, 
The meaning situation for the new vocabulary_ was within the compre- 11 
I hension level, as nearly three quarters of the 236 children in the experil 
mental group reported that they knew the meaning of the various classifi- I 
I cation topics. There were 168, or 71.50 percent, with about an equal I 
I number of !boys and girls, who reported that they knew the meaning of the 1 
II classification topics. Another 55, or 23.25 percent, with about as many I 
II 
II 
boys as girls, knew the topics part of the time and only 12, or 5.07 
I percent, m)stly boys, were unable to classify the words. 
I 
I 
I 
3. 
I Boys 
I 
Girls 
Totals 
Were there some words which you and your partner had never 
heard before? 
Many Few 
No. Percent No. 
11 4.65 105 
1 
.....& 80 
12 5.07 185 
Percent No. 
44.50 16 
33.80 17 
78.30 33 
None 
Percent 
6.75 
1d2 
14.00 
I The words included in the lessons were within the comprehension of 
i 
I 
I, 
I 
i 
I the children, as shown by only 12, or 5.07 percent, with 11 boys, II report- I 
I 
I ing that there were many words which they had never heard. There were 
1 185, or 78.30 percent, who reported that only a few words were unknown to ,,I 
them; 105, or 44.50 percent, who were boys and 80, or 33.80 percent, were I, 
girls. Another 33 0 or 14 percent, with about the same number of boys r II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
and girls said there were no words which they did not know. 
E. Length .2,! .!!!! lessons 
1. Were the lessons the right length? 
Right Length Too long Too short 
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
Boys 105 44.50 20 8.45 9 3.82 
Girls 91 38.00 4 1. 70 8 3.38 
Totals 'i96 82.SO 24 l'O:"i5 17 7.20 
The amount of material included on each lesson card was evaluated by 
I the children as satisfactory with 196, or 82.50 percent, reporting the 
I 
lessons were the right length. Of this number 105, - or 44.50 percent -
were boys and 91, - or 38.00 percent - were girls. Only 24, - or 10.15 
percent -mostly boys, found the lessons too long, while 17 0 -or 7.20 
I 
percent - about an equal number of boys and girls, reported the lessons II 
too short. The children who thought the lessons too long were poor read- 1• 
ers who were never able to complete the lessons even with the help of a 
partner. The partners became impatient and finished ahead of those who 
were too slow and inaccurate to profit by the lesson. 
2. Were you able to complete the lessons each day? 
Every lesson Most of them Few None 
II 
I' 
.j 
II 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Boys 
Girls 
·Totals 
No. 
43 
49 
92 
Percent 
18.70 
20.00 
38.70 
No. 
67 
44 
111 
Percent 
28.00 
19.50 
4.7.50 
No. 
13 
lQ 
23 
Percent 
5.50 
4.25 
9.75 
No. 
5 
0 
5 
Percen~ 
2.10 II 
o.oo I' 2To I 
A second check on the length of the lessons showed 92, - or 38. 70 I 
percent - with about as many boys as girls, who completed the lesson each~ 
day. Another 111, or 47.50 percent - with 67 boys and 44 girls, complete 
I most of tlte lessons. A few children missed about a week's lessons which 1! 
[I 
II 
they did mot make up, due to an epidemic of flu in the schools. There 
I' II il 
I' ~ li I' ~61 !I= II were 23, -or 9.75 percent- who completed only a few lessons because of 
II II ~~ poor reading ability. 
j
1 
son because of lack of reading ability. 
AnOther 5 boys never were able to complete a les- 't I' II 
1,1 Teacher's Evaluation of the Experimental Lessons I I 
I' 
At the completion of the thirty lessons, the ten teachers of the ex- 1! 
•' 
ll li 
and 103 girls in the ten classrooms which -de up the experimental group 11 
perimental classes evaluated the lessons, as they had observed the re-
actions of the children. There was a total of 236 children, 133 boys 
for the st.udy. Several conferences, at least five with each teacher, I 
occurred oct intervals during the experillent. At the end of the experi-
J ment the t.eachers were invited to record their evaluation of the lessons 
II II 
I 
II 
II 
by means o•f a questionnaire. (A sample is included in the appendix, pageJ/ 
II 
198.) The• questionnaire included several areas which were contained in 11 
the children's questions, such as interest, length, and difficulty, as 1! 
well as interest and success of the pairs technique. Other questions in-11 
I 
eluded ad••antages and limitations of the effectiveness of the lessons. 11 
tl Results of the Teacher's Questionnaires r1 
I The following tables show the results of how the teachers interpreted~~ 
II '' 
II II the children's reactions to the lessons, as to enjoyment, amount of mater~ 
rj ial included on each card and the difficulty level of the lessons. 11 
1j rl I Reactions .2.! lli various reading l-evels 'I I ~ 1
1 A. !I General attitudes toward the lessons 
I Enthusiastic Like Indifferent Dislike I' 
I SUperior 
1 Average 
4=low= 
I 
6 
2 
4 
.L 
6 
0 0 li 
0 0 
1 1 ~ II 
·I 
II 
II 
r I! ,, 
li II 
I' -~ 
II 
,~=-:--~====·~-~~~=~-~~2-~~ 
I' 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I II 
!J 
II 
II 
II 
J 
I 
I 
I 
II ,, 
1! 
Table A shows that six teachers found the superior readers enthusiasli 
tically interested in the lessons al1d the remaining four teachers report~~ 
ed that the superior readers liked the activity. Five teachers felt thaJ! 
the average readers were enthusiastic about the lessons and five report~~~ 
the averag•e as liking to do the v.ork. Tv.o teachers found even the poor I 
readers enthusiastic about the lessons; six reported that their slow II 
il 
indiffer- 11 
II 
•I 
readers liked the lessons. One teacher found the poor readers 
ent to the lessons. and one reported that the slow readers disliked the 
work because they were unsuccessful. il il 
II B. Length .2.! lli lessons 
I Too Long Satisfactory 
It 
II I, 
II 
II 
I. 
Too Short 
11 
I SUperior 0 
jj Average 3 
10 0 
7 0 
'I 
II 
li 
Table B points out that all ten teachers found the lessons were the !i 
·I 
11 Slow 9 
I, 
1 0 
right length for the superior students. Seven teachers found the lessonJ !I 
r 
1 of satisfactory length for the average readers. but three felt the les-
1 
I 
!I I, 
II 
i' 
' 
sons too long for their average readers. Nine teachers reported the les-jj 
sons too long for those in the poor reading ability group while one re- li 
I' 
II 
ported the lessons too long for those in the poor reading ability group 
while one reported the amount of material on each card was satisfactory 'I 
I tor her slow readers. I' ,I 11 
II I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
ji 
II 
II I 
I 
Difficulty !?.! ,lli lessons ~ 
Too Hard II II 
0 
'I 
Too Easy Satis·factory 
SUperior 3 7 
Average 0 9 1 I 
Slow 0 4 6 
Table C shows that three teachers felt the lessons were too easy for 
1 
II 
the superior readers and seven found the level of difficulty satisfactory' 
for the su.perior readers. Nine reported the level right for their aver-~ 
age readers, and one teacher found the lessons too difficult for the aver 
age group. Four found the lessons satisfactory for their slow group 11 
'I II 
II 
while six thought the lessons were too hard for their slow readers. 
The fc•llowing tables show how enjoyable and effective the teachers 
~~ considered the technique of children working in pairs. 
1' D. How did they like wrking in pairs? 
1\ 
r· 
I 
i 
• 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
I Liked Disliked 
SUperior 10 0 
Average 10 0 
Slow 10 0 
Table D shows that ten teachers felt that all the children liked 
working wtth partners. 
Which reading levels enjoyed wrking with a slow pupil? 
Satisfactory Disliked 
SUperior 7 3 
Average 9 1 II 
11 Slow 7 3 .1 
163 
1 II 
II work~able E shows that seven teachers observed that the superior readers Jl 
~~ ed satisfactoril.x__ with slow readers, -~ut three found this ~of ==!j!l=l ===== 
II I 
I I 
II 
I 
I 
,I 
II II 
! 
I, 
I' 
II p 
II 
·I' 
lj 
1
11 
I 
li 
il 
II 
li 
-- . -+~~~== 
Nine reported their average readers as willing 1! pairing unsatisfactory. 
I, 
" to work with the slow pupils and one teacher thought the average and slo~l 
,I 
Seven teachers reported that the slo~i 
II 
pupils did not work well together. 
pupils worked well with their own group, but three felt such pairing was 11 
ll not enJoyed by the children. 
,I 
ji II 
II I. 
'I 
il 
F. Which reading levels enjoyed working with a superior pupil? 
Satisfactory Disliked 
Superior 0 
Average 9 1 II 
2... II 
Table ~· shows that the superior readers of all classrooms worked wellli 
Slow 7 
together. Nine teachers felt that the average and superior worked well J! 
·I 
together, but one reported the average did not enjoy working with a 
superior partner. Seven teachers reported that the slow liked working 
with the ·superior, but three found such pairing was disliked by the slow 
pupils. 
The following tables report the reactions of boys and girls to the 
lessons and how they liked working together. 
IJ 
1: 
·I 
il 
'I II 
!I 
I' ,I 
!i 
Ji 
I G. General reaction !?!_ boys ,!!;!!!! girls .!2 ~ lessons 
Enthusiastic Liked Indifferent Disliked 
I' II 
II 
I! 1 Boys 
I 
6 4 0 0 
I 
l
j Girls 4 6 o o 
il Table G shows that six teachers found the boys enthusiastic and four 
II reported en·thusiastic responses on the part of the girls. Four teachers 
!! felt the boys liked the lessons and six thought the girls liked them. 
il 
,I II 
il 
li 
'I 
'I I, 
!I 
I 
II 
II ~t 
I! if 
How did the children epjoy working with the opposite sex? 
Satisfactory Disliked 
Boys 9 1 
Girls 10 0 
Table H shows that nine teachers reported that the boys liked work-
/jing with the girls, but 
I, 
one felt her boys would rather work with boys. 
11 teachers found that the 
II 
II 
., 
I. Was there friction 
Boys 
Girls 
girls liked working with boys. 
between partners? 
None Occasionally Often 
4 6 0 
7 2 1 
I Table l shows that four teachers found no friction among the boys 
!!working tog.,ther and seven reported no evidence of antagonism among the 
I girls. Howover, six reported occasional friction among the boys and two 
reported som1e friction among the girl partners. One teacher found that 
A1 
I' 
II 
r! 
I' I' 
,I 
,I 
r 
,I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
,I 
I! 
II 
:I 
'I II 
'there was often a problem of girls disagreeing. r 
I Nine tE>achers reported that the children enjoyed working with differ-1 
lr ' 
1
1
r
1 
netenpartnero:. One felt that her children enjoyed a partner but would have!/ 
~ willin~; to keep the same partner for the th:llty lessons. II 
I 
i All ten. teachers felt that the pairs, as set up on the basis of the 1j 
social distance scale was a satisfactory system. Seven reported that theyJI 
I earned more about their children through studying their preferences of li 
jpeople with whom they chose to ..,rk. They also felt that the system of 1! 
rking in pairs gave the slow pupils more confidence. Three teachers 
ound a problem of all children choosing to work with the few most papu-
ar. 
! 
I. 
II 
II 
·I 
" 
'I I, 
'I I, 
I! 
lj 
II 
,, 
!I 
Half the teachers had used the pairs system occasionally with a few 
I Seven c•f the ten teachers reported that some lessons were more enjoy- II 
d 
than others, due to the familiarity of categories of vrords, particu- !I 
tbe low average and slow pupils. They found a few of the words 1 
and a few pictures seemed not to illustrate the categories 
' 
II 
' I-
ll 
IJ 
I· 
' 
I' 
I 
CHAPI'ERIV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was the construction and evaluation of a 
.I 
I, 
I• 
li 
-r' 
I 
II 
II 
I I series of vocabulary lessons which combined independent word analysis I 
I practice with meaningful response to the new words analyzed, at fourth 'I 
I grade level. The series of thirty lessons was intended to produce gains II 
Ill 1: in reading ability, increased sight and spelling vocabulary, and indepen-11 
I dence in \\Urd analysis. 
I 
'· 
The lessons possessed the following features: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
11'ords chosen for analysis practice 
child's speaking vocabulary beyond 
laries of primary basal readers. 
were within the 
the usual vocabu-
Word analysis was taught inductively rather than 
through the application of rules and exceptions. 
Ueaningful response to the word followed the analysis. 
Children worked in pairs, utilizing the stimuli of 
BOcial learning and oral response. 
I 
il I, 
II 
I' 
I! 
II 
lr The 
II method 
I 
teclmique of classifying words uDder meaningful topics was the 
I 
I 
II used in the thirty lessons for the ten-week study. The lessons 
were plann<~ for use by children working in pairs, as determined by a 
social-distance scale. The children worked the lessons independently, 
.I 
II 
II 
I! 
!I then used a self-checking key to score their own work. j
1 
Each le~:son consisted of between 30 and 40 words, with pictures to add II 
meaning ana interest to the task. The words in a single lesson were list~~ 
ed on a car·d, to be grouped under three classifications of meaning. The I! 
I' child indicated understanding of meaning or "imagery" surrounding the 
word through writing it in the proper category immediately after analysis. 
i 
. ~ 
II 
lj 
===*168 
The children worked in pairs to read the words and copy them under I 
the right category on their individual response sheets. Attar the cam- II I pletion ot the lesson, they used the key on the reverse side ot the lea- h 
I 
son card to correct their work. The words were pronounced and spelled 
1
1 
orally during the correction process to strengthen careful discrimination 
l I on word elements. Each child kept a record ot the lessons completed and 
11 the partner with whom he worked. Partners changed attar each ten lessons.1 
II The classification lessons took the place of the regular spelling 
I 
I period three days a week tor ten weeks. Two days a week the words ot the 
I regular weekly spelling lesson were taught according to the directions 
lin the manual tor the basic spelling series. 
II Each lesson was designed to require between 15 and 20 minutes. The 
1 control group followed the regular basic spelling program throughout the 
[ten weeks. 
I 
I 
I 
The twenty fourth-grade classrooas--ten in which the experimental 
jlessona were used, and ten constituting the control group--were located 
11 in Jlorthern Vermont. The children participating in the study were un-
1 I selected and numbered 237 tor the experimental group and 237 tor the con- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' trol group. 
The classrooms were paired within the same school district, 
II 
and with- I 
i in the same to~, with one exception. 
Teachers were paired by approxiaata equality in the teaching of read-
1 ing and spelling, as sho~ by the accomplishment quotient in reading and 
I spelling ot the children under their direction during the school year of 
I 1956 • 1957 • 
I 
I 
II 
I li I' 
I ·I ~ II I ,., 
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'I'll llji The ability and achievement of the experimental and control groups 
I
I Ill 
I 
were measured at the beginning of the experiment in September and again ,
11 in December at the end of the ten-week period by the following series of jl 
,
'
1
1 tests: 1. iKUhlman-Anderson Test, Form D; 2. Gates Reading SUrvey Test, ~~ 
I Forms 1 and 2; 3. McKee: Inventory of Phonetic Skill; 4. Metropolitan il 
I' II ~~~ Spelling T•est, Forms R and s; 5. Boston University Word Pronunciation ~~ 
I Test, Form:s A and B; 6. Recognition of Homophones Test; 7. Visual Memory 11 
II ll 
11 of Word Patterns Test. jj 
II The following conclusions may be drawn from the analysis of the data: I' 
II, ·t. II . The lessons appeared to be significantly effective in 
'I II j, improving ability in '-'>rd analysis, reading vocabulary and 11 
il speed of reading. Furthermore, in all areas evaluated, the jl 
II II ~~~ ::::::e:::p :::n~::e g:: t::e::i:: ::~ e::::i:::. by the II 
I 2. Significantly superior gains at the one percent level lj 
11 .. , ......... =, ..... ,~ -~ ..... " ,, ~~., .... ,~ ,...., li 
in the following areas: 
a. !2!2 Recognition 
The mean gain made by the experimental group was 12.65 
words with a standard error of 1.41 and a critical ratio of 
8.98. This gain was practically twice as great as the gain 
of the control group which was 6, 70 words with a standard 
•error of 1.41 and a critical ratio of 4.75. The difference 
in gain was 5.95 words with a standard error of 1.85 and a 
critical ratio of 3.22. 
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b. Word Analysis 
The mean gain in ability to apply phonetic skills made by 
the experimental group was 18.80 words with a standard error 
of 2.02 and a cr.itical ratio of 9.31. This gain was twice 
as great as the gain of the control group which was 4. 64 
1.0rds with a standard error of 1.99 and a critical ratio 
of 2.34. The difference in gain was 14J.5 words with a 
critical ratio of :4.9a. 
c. Visual .Memory of Word Patterns 
The gain made by the experimental group was 13.54 words 
with a standard error of • 71 and a critical ratio of 19.07. 
This gain was nearly twice as great as the gain of the con-
' 
trol group which was 7. 68 with a standard error of . 74 and 
a critical ratio of 10.38. The difference in gains was 5.86 
'K>rds with a standard error of 1.03 and a critical ratio of 
!5. 69. 
d. Identifying Sounds in __ ~ 
The mean gain made by the experimental group was 17,87 
:rounds with a standard error of 2.04 and a critical ratio 
<>f 8.76. This gain was more than three times as great as 
the gain made by the control group which was 5.19 sounds 
with a standard error of 2.30 and a critical ratio of 
2.26. The difference in gains was 12.68 sounds with a 
:>tandard error of 3.08 and a critical ratio of 4.12. This 
test proved to be too easy for the more. able pupils in 
both groups, as shown by the fact that several earned 
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perfect or near-perfect scores. Consequently, the pro-
gress made by the superior pupils was not measured by 
this test. 
e. Recognition of _Homophones 
The mean gain of the experimental group was 14.25 
letter combinations with a standard error of 2. 64 and 
a critical ratio of 5.40. This gain is nearly three-
times as great as the gain made by the control group 
"hich was 5.30 letter combinations with a standard error 
of 2.26 and a critical ratio of 2.34. The difference 
in gains was 8.95 letter combinations with a standard 
<>rror of 3.47 and a critical ratio fo 2.58. 
:1. Significantly superior gains at the five percent level 
of statistical significance were made by the experimental group 
in the following areas: 
a. Reading Achievement_ 
The mean gain made by the experimental group was 
1.0 grades with a standard error of .11 and a critical 
l'atio of 9.09. This gain was two-thirds greater than 
the gain of the control groUp which was . 6 of a grade 
with a standard error of .13 and a critical ratio of 
4.44. The difference in gains was .4 of a grade with 
a standard error of .17 and a critical ratio of 2.35. 
b. Vocabulary Achiev8_!!32n_! 
The mean gain made by the experimental group was .5 of 
a grade with a standard error of .10 and a critical ratio 
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of 5.0 »ilich was statistically significant at the one 
;oercent level. This gain was two and a half times as 
1~reat as the gain of the ccmtrol group »ilich was • 2 of 
a grade with a standard error of .11 and a critical ratio 
of 1.82, not statistically significant. The difference 
in gains was .3 of a grade with a standard error of J.5 
and a critical ratio of 2.0. 
c. Speed of Reading 
The mean gain of the experimental group was 1. 7 grades 
with a standard error of .17 and a critical ratio of 10.0. 
The gain of the control group was 1.2 grades with a stand-
ard error of .17 and a critical ratio of 7.06. Both groups 
:made very high gains »hich cannot be explained in the light 
of the test. However, the difference in gains was .5 of 
a grade with a standard error of .24 and a critical ratio 
of 2.08, significantly favoring the experimental group. 
4. In the remaining two areas analyzed, the experimental 
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group made the greater gains, but the difference in gains of the 
two groups was not statistically significant. However, both 
groups made statistically significant gains at the one percent 
level in each area. 
a. Reading Comprehension 
The mean gain made by the experimental group was .91 
of a grade with a standard error of .11 and a critical 
ratio of 8.27. The gain of the control group was .7 of 
a grade with a standard error of .12 and a critical ratio 
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•Jf 5.83. The difference in gains were .25 of a grade 
with a 'standard error of .1 7 and a critical ratio of 
1.60. Since the experimental lessons were constructed 
from vocabulary which was already known to the children, 
it is understandable that high gains in comprehension 
would not likely result from the lessons. 
b. Spelling Achievement 
The mean gain of the experimental group was .6 of a 
grade with a standard error of .10 and a critical ratio 
of 6.00. The gain of the control group was .4 of a grade 
with a standard error of .10 and a critical ratio of 4.00. 
'The difference in the gains was .2 of a grade with a stand-
ard error of .14 and a critical ratio of 1.67. This dif-
ference in gains favored the experimental group, but was 
not statistically significant. 
5. When the data were analyzed to compare the gains made 
by boys and girls of the experimental group, no significant 
differences were found. The results of the analysis were: 
a. Reading Achievement 
The mean gain made by the girls was .9 of a grade 
with a standard error of .24 and a critical ratio of 
3.75. The gain of the boys was 1.0 grades with a 
standard error of.l2 and a critical ratio of 8.33. The 
much larger critical ratio shown in the gains of the boys 
was due to the smaller standard error. The boys seemed 
to make greater gains because they had less ability than 
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the girls at the beginning of the experiment. The 
difference in gains was .1 of a grade with a standard 
error of .27 and a very small critical ratio of .37. 
b. Identification of Sounds in Words 
The mean gain made by the girls was 17,15 sounds 
with a standard error of 3.03 and a critical ratio of 
5.66. The mean gain of the boys was 16.38 sounds with 
a standard error of 2.46 and a critical ratio of 6.66. 
:Both groups made significant gains, but the difference 
in gains was an insignificant .77 sounds with a standard 
error of 3.90 and a critical ratio of .20. 
c. Word Analysis 
Also, a very slight difference in gains was found in 
ability to apply word analysis ~kills. The mean gain of 
the girls was 19.55 words with a standard error of 3.14 
and critical ratio of 6.23. The gain of the boys was 
18.55 words with a standard error of 2.02 and critical 
ratio of 5.71. :Both groups made gains statistically 
signiftcant at the one percent level, but the difference 
in gains was slight, 1.0 words with a standard error of 
3.73 and a critical ratio of .27. 
d. Spelling Achievement 
The mean gain made by the girls was .5 of a grade 
with a standard error of .14 and a critical ratio of 
3.57. The boys made much greater gains, .8 of a grade 
with a standard error of .13 and a critical ratio of 6.16. 
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!30th groups made statistically significant gains at the 
one percent level with the bo,-s making nearly twice as 
much gain as the girls. However, the difference in gains 
was .3 of a grade with a standard error of .19 and a 
critical ratio of 1.58 which was not statistically sig-
:nificant. 
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'·I ,,., •6. The High Group (vocabulary achievement above grade 4.5) 
!,1 '1\ made gains in word analysis which were significantly greater 
i ·11 j than the Low Group (vocabulary achievement below grade 3. 5), •I 
It I at til!.e one percent level of significance in word analysis. lj 
I 
!, 
a. Word Analysis II I - II 
I ,, 
I The mean gain of the high group was 23.75 words with I' 1 11 
I 
.a standard error of 3.31 and a critical ratio of 7.18. II 
1, .1111 
'l'he low group made a gain of 7. 05 words with a standard 
'1'! I. 
1 
•error of 1.97 and a critical ratio of 3.58. Both gains II 
li were statistically significant at the one percent level. li 
11 Also, the difference in gains of 16. 70 'Mlrds with a 11 ~ ~ j' standard error of 3.85 and a critical ratio of 4.60 II 
I 'i.l was significant at the one percent level, favoring the 
I high group. 11 . I· 
J 7. The high group made gains superior to the low at the J 
I 1 
[
i five percent level of statistical significance in the following 1 I ,. 
~~~~~~ areas: ~~~ 
a. Reading Achievement 
11 The mean gain made by the .igh group was 1.10 grades 
I I, 
1 
with a standard error of .18 and critical ratio of 6.ll. 
1
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The gain of the low group was • 7 of a grade with a 
~>tandard error of .09 and critical ratio of 7.78. 
Both groups made gains at the one percent level of 
~<ignificance. The difference in gains was .40 of a 
1~rade with a standard error of . 20 and critical ratio 
of 2.0. 
b. Identifying Sounds in Words 
The mean gain of the high group was 8.54 •sounds with 
a standard error of 2.23 and critical ratio of 3.83. The 
low group gained 19.88 sounds with a standard error of 
5.19 and critical ratio of 3.83. Both groups gained at 
the one percent level of significance. The difference 
in gain.s was 11.37 sounds with a standard error of 4. 73 
and critical ratio of 2.40. The superior gains shown 
by the low group were due to the low ceiling of the 
test limiting the hdigb group by perfect scores. 
8. Two areas show an insignificant'difference in gains 
between the high and lG>w groups. 
a. Vocabulary Achievement 
The mean gain made by the h igb group was . 2 of a grade 
with a standard error of .14 and critical ratio of 1.43, 
which was not a significant gain. The low group made a 
gain of .5 of a grade with a standard error of .14 and 
critical ratio of 3.57, which was significant at the 
one percent level. The difference in gains was :3 of a 
grade with a standard error of .2 and a critical ratio of 1.50. 
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b. Spelling Achievement 
The mean gain of both groups was .6 of a grade. 
This gain was significant at the one percent level. 
'rhere was no difference in gains between the two 
groups. 
9. The results of the children's questionnaire indicated 
that they enjoyed the lessons and working with a partner. Most 
pupils reported that the lessons were on their level and con-
tained the right amount of material. 
10. The results of the teachers' questionnaires indicated 
II 
li 
I! 
li II II 
that they considered the lessons quite worthwhile and interesting. 1· 
.I 
li 
I! 
They reported that the lessons were right for most of the child-
ren~ However, the teachers found the lessons too hard and long 
for some slow learners and too easy for some superior readers. 
They reported the technique of children working in pairs was a 
very satisfactory learning technique. 
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APPEIDU 
Directions for the Lessons 
Study: 
The purpose of the study is to determine the effect of the word 
study lessons on achievement in spelling, reading, word analysis and 
handwriting. Method: Children will apply analysis and meaning skills. 
There are thirty lesson cards. Each card contains 30 - 40 words 
which are in the listening and speaking vocabularies of fourth grade 
children. The words have not been presented through the basal reading 
or spelling programs of the primary grades. 
Time: 
The lessons should take the place of the regular daily spelling 
lesson - l·:onday - ·,tednesday - Friday. On Tuesday and Thursday the 
regular weekly spelling words should be taught. The weekly words to 
be presented on Tuesday with any new skills and the weekly check on 
Thursday. 
There is no special se~uence the lessons need follow. The numbers 
on the cards are for the convenience of keeping a record of the lessons 
as they are completed. 
Each lesson will take between twelve and twenty minutes, depending 
on the ability and working rate of the teams. 
Organization: 
Children work in pairs 
Partners change every ten lessons, to add interest and extend 
social consciousness 
Teams work independently of teacher 
Children correct own papers 
Children keep own records of progress 
One lesson daily - three days a week 
After completion of lesson, children move to another assignment, 
in whatever subject the teacher may airect 
Jirections for procedure: 
A. Social distance scale: Since the children will b~ working in pairs, 
it will be more enjoyable and probably a more effective learning 
situation if two congenial people work together. 
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1. A cop,y of the enclosed sample rating scale with all pupils' 
names listed should be given to each child, He will rate his 
classmates, as possible workmates, by putting beside each name 
the ~ppropriate scale number, 
2. From the results of the ratings you will need to set up three 
partnel'-groups for each child, since the partners will change 
after each ten lessons. (It is recommended that no child be 
'paired' with a classmate whom he has rated1, or who has rated 
him 1·) 
3. Combinations: Cautions 
a, Pair average with faster or slower students 
b, Probably the superior and slow learning should not be paired -
one will be bored and do all the work, the other will be 
frustrated by his inability to 'keep up 1 • 
c. Slow learners should not be paired - they will not be able 
to do the lessons independently. 
d. Superiors should not be paired more than once. If put with 
classmate of a little less ability, he will learn to be 
helpful and learn careful study of words. 
e. If a work-team should not be congenial from the first, a 
change should be made immediately to prevent loss of interest 
and blocking of learning. 
B. Lessons: 
1, ~ach child is given a partner - one of the people he indicated 
through the social distance scale, as a preferred work-mate, 
2. Each pair is given a lesson card, a piece of lined paper and pencil. 
3. Each pair of pupils is to work out the new words cooperatively. 
However, they will need teacher help the first day, since the 
type of lesson will probably be new to them, and interest and 
success must be guaranteed. 
4. Children write name at top left side of paper and number of 
lesson in top right corner. 
The children divide their paper into three columns. 
on use of ruler, to encourage a neat paper) One of 
topics will be written at the top of each column, 
(Zmphasis 
the lesson 
6. Have the children read the directions. Then check to make sure 
they read the topics and use the pictures to help clarify the 
meaning of the topics. 
7, Have each child write the words under the appropriate topic. 
Have them skip a line between the words as they write them in 
the ·~olumns. This will allow space for corrections when errors 
are made. 
8. After the completions of writing the words, the lesson card is 
to be turned over and the work corrected by the children, One 
child reads the words aloud in order and spells each word while 
the partner corrects his own paper, Then the second child reads 
and spells while his partner corrects his own paper, If an 
error is made in c:wice of words or spellinp;, the incorrect 
word is to have a line drawn through it ana the correct word is 
written in the free space under the incorrect word. 
9. Each child will keep a record of the lessons as he does them, 
number of correct responses and the name of his partner. 
( A sample record sheet is inclosed,) 
C. General: 
1. Lessons should be ~one by the children independently of the 
teacher. However, the teacher should be available if help is 
needed, If a team cannot recognize a word they should be en-
couraged to call on the teacher to prevent incorrect learning. 
Type of teacher-assistance: First - direct attention to phonetic 
transfer if the word is phonetic, second - if the word is non-phonetic 
assist the phonetic attack with a meaning clue, synonym; rarely 
should it be necessar,y to pronounce the word for the teams, 
2. ~phasize legible handwriting - have the children recopy a word 
which is poorly written. 
3. Bmphasize that the teams cooperate in working the words out 
orally together, Teamwork is the objective, not competition 
between partners, 
4. Teacher circulates about the room to prevent or eliminate errors. 
5. Children- one from each team may be responsible for getting 
the lesson he and his partner have not worked, if the lessons 
are put in an available spot, 
6, All children's work sheets~ !Q be saved. 
7. Children who are absent should make up the lessons in spare time, 
calling on the partner to assist with problems and the correction 
of his paper. 
8. The partner of the absentee should join another taam working on 
a lesson he has not yet done, 
ANDI!i'-LS PLANTS PEOPLE 
ox cactus pioneer 
skunk harvest priest 
porcupine pepper troop 
camel elm manager 
terrier flower beggar 
hound orchard nurse 
snail haystack ruler 
dairy raspberry partner 
moose fern choir 
pup roots baker 
pony reed committee 
jackal strawberry gypsy 
mare daffodils gang 
mustard 
ox elm manager dairy 
cactus priest raspberry reed 
skunk terrier beggar partner 
harvest .flower fern strawberry 
porcupine troop nurse choir 
camel orchard snail daffodils 
pepper hound roots baker 
pioneer haystack ruler committee 
Write the topics on your paper. Put the right words under each topic. 
Vvhich are: 
ANIMAL'3 
~ L~V 
?~c1r~fl 
rfQYJV 
gypsy 
moose 
mustard 
pup 
pony 
jackal-
gang 
mare 
PEOPLE 
i 
, .......... 
I 
I / ·~ ... 
~<~--' 
r-% Oft\! " &t~_/t(' ~ f ~,{ 
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Social Distance Seale 
Place a clleck mark in the column tfhich best expresses your feeling 
for each person i n the class. 
Cltild•s name 
o e 1 n my group 
as one of as a best 
best i friend 
;. riends 
~I ~ 
- ·-------------~------~--------~--~~~--~~~ 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY WORD PRONUNCIATION TEST 
Form :a 
Name Sohbol Date 
broken mountain report builder 
normal product impend correct 
halter receive elect agent 
conjure motorist submerge infuse 
enormous justify emergency abide 
~rhither taut emplacement promotion 
liniment fortunate discordant governmental 
deliberate insol;ent trampoline valise 
readjust garner cavernvus admonish 
vertebrate artificial soluble heraldic 
precious botanical nationality designate 
notation verdure fortification porcelain 
indigent adhesive reticent reverberate 
concentric jurisdiction preliminary empirical 
exorbitant perspiration unconscious audible 
unattainable gentian impe0cable monoplanitary 
surveillance refractometer devaluate lu.."rul"ious 
notorious dissemination uneqnivocal ingenuity 
fraudulent rehabilitate condescension emphasis 
vivisection infuriate restitution masticatory 
accoutrement executioner odontori thic iniqui"ty 
autointoxication maladroitly adjudicate undenominational 
sarcophagus iconograpby sublapsarian predeces~or 
ejaculatory thermogalvanometer extemporaneous pronunciamento 
enigma bibliophilistic similtudinize ricinoleate 
Grade medians: Grade 4 - 27; Grade 5 - 51; Grade 6 - 70. 
1TI SUAL 1-IID~OR!' 0:£' lf'">RD P ATTi"l!S 
'i'TaMC 
------
1. 
2. 
" " 
b 
h 
d 
n r t 
3. r n m u v 
f 
1. no 011 il"p in nip 
3. ~o dog do go girl 
). tub put top pot tap 
1. as ,.-rn.s 
slat last lost lot blast 
l. lack eleele block blaclc dark 
). clear cleru1 close climb lean 
' .. 
and 
quiet 
quite 
tend on ended 
quick quack point 
question quit 
end 
G·:co r:c 
---
School. _______ _ 
14. coatact contain certain contains 
counter canital curtain 
15. other 
whether 
then t•real thier •·reather 
\'lhi ther t'ieal th 
presently plainness :9leasantness 
16. priestess pretentious practicalness 
positiveness 
recession reception eruption 
17. receptive recognition recitation 
reciprocation 
ideation indication indecision 
18. indirection indevotion indicator 
imbrication 
19. 
20. 
filigrees 
facilities 
faculties 
tucr ac f .i:'ul 
grapefruit 
incratiate 
faucets fractious 
factories fictitious 
inaugural ungrateful 
eni~atical unguarded 
enticement entombnent entrancement 
21. ilttermittent entertainment 
intecument intonation 
22. 
ar:r-oro::imate 
depreciate 
appreciate 
ap:-;ropriate appetite 
appP.ri tion apprentice 
decision deception desertion 
23. dedication desecration diversion 
destruction 
e;rperimental equinoctial 
24. e;rpecliential e;rportable e:;::nonential 
e;rperiment e;rperiential 
discursive deciduous diseases 
25. cl.erisive desirous denotmce 
discourteous 
----- -------- ----···-------· -- -- --------:-:------:- -:-::----
'· 
dinner differ difference deferent 
deference efferent different 
promotion protecting portending 
26. promising prospecting promoting 
proffi!Jting 
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registration recognition regular 
7. regulate radiation negotiation 
regulation 
contended contented conducted 
B. corutected conte"ted contender 
conmended 
regttlation 
9. reformative 
refutation 
refraction 
reflection 
reformation 
information 
soporiferous sardonic sudorific 
39. sudoral subscript superb 
subjective 
astronomical astrological asymptotic 
~~. astringency ~etaphysioal astrophysical 
astrophotography 
martial 
41. marten 
mascot 
narvel 
natural 
marital 
mariah 
disinfecting 
:>. disinfectant 
dissonant 
disaffected despondent 42. 
disfigurement descendant 
immediate meditates mediate 
mistake meditate material 
meditative 
infecting 
l. referring 
infesting 
inferring 
referred 
informing 
inferred 
perspiration pertinency predatory 
2. perspicuity perversity perversely 
perspiratory 
formation 
3. formations 
formative 
ascendanoe 
1. accidence 
attendance 
foroula formulate 
facinate formulating 
accordian 
accordance 
accommodate 
accusative 
inductive endorser indicator 
incubator 5. inducer indention 
inductor 
energetic 
:;. engineer 
negative 
engender engaged 
ingrate ingredient 
matriculation maturative maturation 
7. malediction malefactor malformation 
metabolism 
43. 
similar simile simular 
simar simple sinus 
sinuate 
serene serious series 
44. serous screen serrate 
serves 
incense 
45. enisle 
essence 
incisor encina 
ennui anemia 
46. 
47. 
48. 
exciting 
executing 
exerting 
existing 
exacting 
excusing 
exciding 
bairn briar braid 
diarist barite drained 
braird 
platane 
platre 
plate a 
riflard 
phalene platina 
plainte palmier 
49. rigodon 
ragondin 
raflechir 
raflachi 
refluar 
rigolar 
semilenticular semicircular 50, ouret surin serte 
setier l. bicentennial tercentenary semicivilize surate surir 
semicenterutial seminivorous sirene 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADHINISTERING 
THE RECOGNlTION-OF-aOMOPHONES TEST 
1, (Say to the class:) 
11 Today we are going to do something different, Some other children 
\1hO did thie liked it very much, They said that it ~rae just like 
playing a game, I'll pass out the papers we are going to use, 
When you get the papers write your name, the name of the school, and 
your teacher's name on the proper lines at the top of the paper," 
2. (After papers are distributed and pupils have filled in the informa-
tion requested, say to the class:) 
IIJJid you know that different groups of letters could have the same 
sound? Let's look at these groups of letters that I am going to 
put on the board. 11 (Put the first sample on the board,) 11They are 
just like the first sample on your paper, These letters, (point to 
'eat') have the sound of eat, Could the letters a-p-e (pointing to 
first item) have the sound of 'eat1 ? That 1 s correct; they could 
not, Now look at e-e-t, Could these have the sound of 1 eat'? 
Yes, they could, So, we will fill in the space before these 
letters," (Do so on the board, Children do eo on their papers,) 
"Could e-e-p have the sound of 'eat1 ? No, they couldn't; so we 
won't make a:n:y mark on the paper, Could e-t-e have the sound of 
'eat'? That's correct, They could, so we ~rill fill in the space 
before that group of letters, Could e-e-k have the sound of 'eat'? 
No, they couldnlt, 11 
3, 11 Let' s try the second sample, !'/hils I em putting it on the board, 
you blacken or fill in the space before a:n:y group of letters that 
could have the sound as 'eek' • 11 (Move about the room during the 
following procedure to make certain pupils understand how to mark 
the answers.) 11Which spaces did you fill in or blacken? 11 (Have 
one pupil do the sample on the board,) 11Yes, that's correct, There 
was only one group, 'e-a-k' that could have the sound of 'eelt', 11 
4, 11Now try the third sample. Blacken the space before a:n:y group of 
letters which could have the sound of •ate•. Which spaces did you 
fill in or blacken, Mary? Yes, a-i-g-~t would be correct, That's 
correct, a-i-t and e-i-g-h-t could also have the same sound," 
(Fill in the spaces before these words on the board,) 
5, 11 In each sample we had a different number of spaces that had to be 
filled in or blackened, In those that you are now going to do 
there will always be one filled in and there could be two, three, 
four, or even five filled in, 
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6. Precede each item with the following introduction: 
IINumber _, blacken the space before any group of letters that 
could have the same sound as,,,,. II 
(On the examinerls dopy of the test key words suggesting the sound 
for the stimulus 1qere penciled in, but not spoken or presented to 
the children, Time ~rae allowed for each child to finish each item, 
Usually the time approximated 20 seconds per item,) 
7. Stimulus sounds for each item and the key word are: 
l. aid (as in paid) 26. a:y (as in da:y) 
2. eeze (as in squeeze) 27. earn (as in seem) 
3, ood (as in good) 28. un (as in until) 
4, irth (as in birth) 29, ole (as in stole) 
5, air (as in fair) 30. oard (as in board) 
6, ursa (as in nurse 31, ac (as in tack) 
7. ence (as in fence) 32, ist (as in mist) 
a. sion (as in occasion) 33. urn (as in bum) 
9, ite (as in bite) 34, 0 (as in so) 
10, een (as in screen) 35, ale (as in tale) 
ll, i (as in bite) 36, all (as in tall) 
12. ell (as in bell) 37, eel (as in feel) 
13, ana (as in plane) 38. ude (as in dude) 
14. ire (as in fire) 39. per (as in perhaps) 
15, ought (as in bought) 40, ern (as in stern) 
16, old (as in cold) 41, ud (as in thud) 
17, f (as in frame) 42. ode (as in code) 
18. aze (as in daze) 43, erd (as in herd) 
19, uff (as in stuff) 44, ir (as in fir) 
20. sir (as in sir) 45, awe (as in claws) 
21. 0\ffl (as in shmm) 46. n (as in not) 
22, eece (as in fleece) 47, ock (as in sock) 
23, each (as in peach) 48, erl (as in sterling) 
24. eed (as in seed) 49, orne (as in home) 
25. aint (as in paint) 50, ose (as in hose) 
Source of the above homophone test: Comerford, Joseph F,, Perceptual 
Abilities in Spelling, Unpublished Doctorate Thesis, Boston: Boston 
University, 1954, 
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RECOGNITION OF HOMOPHONES 
Name School 
Teacher 
You and the class are going to do the following samples together, Follow 
the directions given to you by your teacher. 
SAMPLES 
x. eat y. eek z. ate 
() ape () ake () it 
() eet () age () aight 
() eep () ike () ait 
() ete () ache () eight 
() eek () eak () ati 
Now do each of the following as directed by your teacher. 
1, aid 2. eeze 3, ood 4, irth 5, air 
() ed () ize () ode () orth () ere 
() ade () ease () ord () eth () ire 
() ode () eize () ould () arth () are 
() ide () ees () od () erth () eir 
() eighed () eas () ard () outh () ear 
6. urse 7. ence 8, sion 9, ite 10, een 
() erze () ens () son () ete () ean 
() erse () ince () ton () ight () ine 
() urze () ense () tion () ike () une 
() erce () ins () zion () ote () ene () arse () ents () fion () it () ien 
11. i 12, ell 13, ana 14. ire 15, ought () y () elle () aim () iore () aut 
() ie () al () a in () yre () ught 
() eye () el () ein () air () aught 
() oy () il () ene () ier () ort () igh () eel () eign () uer () aught 
16, old 17. f 18. aze 19, uff 20, sir () ould () ft () ace () ove () sur 
() oled () ph () ase () off () cir () oal () ff () ays () ogh () sor () olled () gh () aise () eff () cer () O\·red () pt () aize () ough () ser 
21, Ql<n 22·~ 231~ 24. eed 25. aint () owe ieee ) ach {) ead () ant 
() one () eese () each () ede () eint 
() oan () eace () eech () ide () oint 
() oon () ace () ease () ede () int 
() awn () ice () each () ed () ent 
26, ff-ey- 27. eem 28, un 29. ole 30, oard )uy () earn () an () owl () ored 
() eigh () im () en () oul () ood 
() ai () em () une () oll () ord 
() oy () erne () one () oal () ode 
() ey () ime () urn () ol () orde 
31. ac 32. ist 33, urn 34. 0 35, ale 
() at () est 0 om () eau () al 
() eck () izzed () tune {) ode () eil 
() ack () iest () orne () ew () ol 
() et () is sed () ump () OW () ail 
() ok () ast () umb () ough () eel 
36. all 37. eel 38, u.J§..._ 39, WPur 40, ern 0 ol () eal () ood ) pur () orn 
() aul () ile () eud () pre () earn 
() ale () ell () ud () por () yrn 
() awl () eil () awed () pro () arn 
() eal () el () ued () par () urn 
41, ud 42. ode 43, erd 44, ir 45, aws 
() udge () o1~ed () eard () are () az 
() ood () el<9d () ord () ur () a use 
() ude () oed () ird () ire () auze 
()ad () ood () irred () er () ose 
() od () oad () urd () ar () oze 
46, n 47. ock 48, erl 49. orne 50, ose 
() an () oc () url () oam () oze 
() in () ark () irl () oim () owes 
() kn () ook () arl () omb () OI>'S () gn () OX () orl () umb () oes 
() on () awk () earl () one () oss 
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How Did,Ygu L!k! the.Lessons? 
1. Did you like the lessons better thart the workbook lessons? 
Yes About the same No 
2, Did you like working with a partner? 
All the time Some of the time None of the time 
JL Did the help of a partner make the lessons easier? 
Yes About the same No 
4, Would you rather work by yourself? 
All the time Some of the time None of the time 
5, Could you and your partner do the lessons without thE: help of the teacher? 
All the time Half the time None of the time 
6. Did you like working with different partners? 
Yes Some partners No 
7, Could you and your partner correct your own lessons? 
All the time Half the time None of the time 
8, Did you like correcting your own lessons? 
Very much Hilling Would rather have teacher 
9. Did you like keeping the record of your lessons? 
Very much Willing Would rather have teacher 
10, Did the pictures help you with the lessons? 
Usually Some Did not help 
11. Did you know the meaning of the topics? 
Usually Some Only a few 
12, Were there some words which you and your partner had never heard before? 
Many Few None 
LJ, Here the lessons the right length? 
Right length Too long Too short 
14. Were you able to complete the lessons each day? 
Every lesson Most of them Few None 
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reachoc _______ _ 
··J\ll!lber o I' cniltl.r·"'" uoys ___ Girls __ 
Reaction of pupils to t~ssons. 
General Length Lifticul t.y 
E L I D r. Long Sa tis, r, 3hort/ T, Easy Satis, 1', !c.;· 
' 
llperior 
verage 
low 
Reaction of pupils to lessons: (continued) 
Pairing ~larking with Slow Pupils vlorking with Superior Pupi 
Like Dislike Sa tis, Dislike Sat is, Dislik" 
llperior 
verage 
Reactions of pupils to lessons: (continued) 
General Paired with Opposite Sex Friction of Partners 
L I Sa tis. Dislike None Occas, Oftoon 
irls 
Here any lessons enjoyed mol'e than others? Yes No 
ifuat made them more enjoyable? __________________ _ 
~lere any lessons confusing? Yes No 
vfuat caused the confusions? ______________________________ _ 
Have you used the system of children learning in pairs before? Yes No 
With what types of content and activities ____________________ _ 
How did the children react to changing partners? 
Liked different partners Rather keep one partner __ No preference ___ 
vlere the instructions clear and adequate? Yes No 
Please give any suggestions which you feel would improve the 
directions, __________________________________________________ _ 
Have you noted any changes in your class which may have been caused by the 
lessons, in attitudes, habits and achievement? 
Improvement ____ _ 
Lack of progress ____ _ 
Was the social distance scale technique of value? Yes No 
In what ways did it help? ___ ___ 
Were the pairs set up on the basis of the social distance scale satisfactory? 
All the time Most of the time Little of the time 
